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A bstract

A theoretical and experimental investigation into the influence of near
surface ihhomogeneities on the reflection of air-borne acoustic fields at a 
porous ground surface is conducted. Two theoretical approaches to the 
three-dimensional physical problem are presented, both being initially for
mulated as boundary value problems but with subsequent reformulation as 
boundary integral equations via Green’s Second Theorem. In the first near
surface inhomogeneity approach, a rigid inhomogeneity is embedded within 
the porous medium and the boundary value problem is formulated by as
suming continuity of pressure and normal velocity at the ground surface, 
Sommerfeld’s radiation conditions, and the N eumann boundary condition 
on the surface of the inhomogeneity. In the" second surface inhomogene
ity approach, the boundary value problem is formulated by assuming an 
impedance boundary condition on the plane boundary. Any near-surface in
homogeneities are assumed to induce a local variation of surface impedance • 
within the boundary, and analytical expressions for such induced variations 
in surface impedance are presented. The resultant integral equations require 
knowledge of the Green’s function for acoustic propagation in the presence 
of a plane boundary but in the absence of the inhomogeneity, and methods 
for calculating these Green’s functions are discussed.

The num erical so lu tion  of the boundary integral equations by a simple , 
boundary element method is described. The solution, which reduces to a 
system of linear equations with a block circulant coefficient matrix, is ap
plicable to any inhomogeneity which is axisymmetric about a vertical axis; 
and for the near-surface inhomogeneity approach, the inhomogeneity must 
also be smooth. The numerical solutions have shown good agreement with 
classical results. The experimental measurements, presented in the form of 
spectra of the difference in sound pressure levels received at vertically sepa
rated points above surfaces of different media containing various scatterers, 
are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions.



Detection is, or ought to be, an exact science, 
and should be treated in the same cold and unemotional

manner.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle Sign of four
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C hapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

When a porous ground surface is insonified by an air-borne acoustic field, 
the air in the pores near the surface and, consequently, through viscous 
drag, the porous skeletal frame, are excited. Three different wave types 
then propagate in the medium, two dilatational and one shear [1,2]. There 
may also, of course, be direct interaction between air, particle motion and 
porous skeletal motion. It has been shown, for air-filled porous soils, that 
one of the dilatational wave types is associated with a propagation mode in 
which the air and the porous skeletal frame are in phase. This wave type is 
called the fast wave [3]; it corresponds to the P-wave of seismology. In the 
second type of dilatational wave motion, the air and porous skeletal frame 
sure out of phase. This wave type propagates primarily through the air-filled 
connected pores and is called the slow or acoustic wave.

These wave types have interested geophysicists since the 1950’s. The re
cent work concerned with this acoustic-to-seismic and acoustic-to-acoustic 
coupling has involved the analysis of air-borne signals detected by micro
phones and geophones buried close to a porous ground surface". These re
sults show that the fast wave, to which a sub-surface geophone responds, 
suffers relatively little attenuation with depth, and is non-dispersive [4]. 
Furthermore, the structure of the coupled spectrum is dependent upon the 
seismic structure of the ground [4], for example, any surficial layering. The
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spectrum contains peaks, the magnitude and frequency location of which 
depend upon the seism ic characteristics of the surficial layer. In contrast to 
the fast wave, the slow wave, to which a sub-surface microphone responds, 
is highly attenuating both with increasing frequency and depth [5].

For many purposes, most porous ground surfaces (grassland, forest floor, 
bare soil, snow, etc.) can be modelled as modified fluids consistent with the 
characteristics of rigid porous media, i.e. where the medium consists of a 
rigid porous skeletal frame containing air in the pores. For example, Atten
borough [6], has shown that, for frequencies above 200Hz, the only wave 
possible in a rigid porous material is nearly identical to the slow wave pre
dicted in a poro-elastic medium with the same pore characteristics. Various 
theories are available which predict the acoustical characteristics of rigid 
porous media. Delany and Bazley [7] deduced empirical relationships for 
the acoustical properties of fibrous absorbent materials and these have been 
used successfully in predicting the characteristics of outdoor ground surfaces 
[8]. Recently, this empirical model has been replaced by a more rigorous mt- 
crostructural model [9], Here, the acoustical characteristics of rigid porous 
media are predicted from four parameters: porosity, flow resistivity, grain 
shape factor and pore shape factor ratio. The use of these four parame
ters for the prediction of the medium characteristics is rather impractical. 
However, various approximations to this rigorous theory are available, in
cluding, one, two and three parameter approximations [9]. A justification 
for the extensive modelling of a porous ground as a rigid porous medium 
has been obtained experimentally by measuring the acoustic field within a 
porous ground using a purpose built probe microphone, [10,11,12,13]. The 
existence of the seismic wave types has been verified experimentally by mea
suring time of flight data from above-ground impulsive acoustic sources to 
sub-surface geophones, [4,10,14].

The wave type that has the most influence on the reflection of air borne 
acoustic fields at a porous ground surface is thé slow wave. The high atten
uation associated with this wave type within the porous ground means that 
only near-surface layering has an influence on the surface-reflected fields, and
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that there is a critical depth from the surface, below which such layering has 
little effect on the sound field. Consequently, a ground that has near-surface 
layering at a depth greater than this critical depth appears acoustically to 
be homogeneous. Seismically, as a consequence of the relatively small at
tenuation of the fast wave, any near-surface layering has an influence on the 
surface reflected fields. These effects are seen in natural soils typically at 
low frequencies [15], less than 200Hz.

It has been stated above that the reflection of air-borne acoustic fields 
at the porous ground surface is influenced by the slow wave type and, to 
a limited extent, by the fast wave type, and hence by the variation of the 
porous ground structure with depth. Consequently, it is possible that any 
inhomogeneities on or beneath the porous surface may also have an influence 
on the surface reflected acoustic fields. If such an influence exists, how 
can it be studied and, to what extent is this influence dependent upon the 
nature of the inhomogeneity? This question is considered in this study both 
theoretically and experimentally. Similar problems have been considered 
before in the literature, and are summarised in the following sections.

1.2 Previous theoretical work

There is considerable literature that considers similar theoretical scattering 
problems, using a variety of techniques for solution. Most of this work, 
however, has been concerned with the scattering problem from bodies in a 
homogeneous fluid medium. This work includes the early work of Far an [16], 
Junger [17], Hickling [18], and others [19,20,21,22] and more recent studies 
using the T-matrix method [23,24,25,26,27,28], and resonance scattering 
theory [29,30,31,32,33,34]. This work involves scatterers that are spherical 
or spheroidal in shape. When the obstacle has an arbitrary shape, numerical 
methods have been used as opposed to approximate analytical methods. 
Such work has involved the use of the T-matrix method, boundary element 
methods, and hybrid methods such as the finite element/boundary element 
method.
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The T-matrix method has been used only to obtain farheld data and 
only when the shape of the obstacle does not deviate substantially from the 
basic geometrical shape (e.g. a sphere) used and cannot be used to obtain 
data near the surface of the scatterer. This situation may be contrasted 
with integral equation methods, where there has been a greater degree of 
flexibility in its use both in the near- and far-field and in the shape of the 
scatterers. Previous work has involved solving problems of scattering from 
rigid bodies [35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42] and elastic bodies [43]. Indeed, most 
of the applications of integral equation methods to acoustic scattering have 
been concerned with such scattering problems by finite objects in free space. 
Survey monographs and articles include Colton and Kress [44], Filippi [45], 
and Shaw [46]. Recently, these methods have been extended to consider 
acoustic scattering by a half space containing some form of local disturbance, 
for example, a noise barrier [47,48,49]. Others [50,51,52] have considered the 
application of integral equation methods to the case of a surface impedance 
variation on a flat boundary.

There are few references that consider the solution of the scattering of 
sound waves due to a source in one medium (air) by an inhomogeneity in 
another medium. Krigtensson and Strom [53] consider this problem using 
the T-matrix method. However, their method still requires further .devel
opment, in particular, with respect to the numerical integration problems. 
The method requires the numerical calculation of 0 (n 2) integrals (see [53], 
equations (60) and (65)), where n is the degree of the expansion in spherical 
harmonics used to approximate the anomalous scattered field, and the rapid 
oscillations of the integrands of these integrals cause difficulties in numeri
cal evaluation. These problems have only been partly solved by Kristensson 
and Strom, for the special case when the source and receiver lie on the plane 
boundary between the two media.

X
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1.3 Previous experim ental work

Essentially, there are two techniques for analysing the influence of near- 
surface inhomogeneities on the reflection of air-borne acoustic fields at the 
porous ground surface. The first method involves analysing the acoustic field 
reflected from the ground surface and the surface of the inhomogeneity sep
arately. This has been considered by Bass and Baird [54], and involves the 
use of a pulsed acoustic source to enable the separation of the two reflected 
signals. The method, although satisfactory under certain conditions, did not 
overcome adequately the major problem of separating the pulses reflected 
from the ground surface and from the surface of the inhomogeneity.

The second method involves the analysis of the acoustic fields associated 
with the layer between the surface of the inhomogeneity and the ground 
surface (i.e. the acoustic fields reflected from the ground surface and the 
surface of the inhomogeneity are considered together). This method has 
only been considered previously in the context of determining sub-surface 
ground layering for agricultural purposes [11]. It involves measuring directly 
the acoustic field due to a source obliquely incident on the ground surface by 
a microphone placed at a horizontal distance from the source. The direct and 
ground surface reflected contributions to the received signal will interfere 
[8]. The resulting spectrum, of the attenuation in excess of that due to 
spherical spreading (the excess attenuation spectrum), after taking account 
of the free-field spectrum and directivity of the source, shows one or more 
minima depending upon the source and microphone configuration above the 
ground surface, the frequency range, and the acoustic characteristics of the 
ground considered. Over acoustically hard ground with zero phase change on 
reflection, the frequency locations of the minima are determined entirely by 
the source-microphone configuration. Over absorbing ground, the location 
and shape of the first minimum is determined both by the configuration and 
the acoustical nature of the ground including its sub-surface structure. The 
free-field spectrum and directivity of the source can be either measured in 
an anechoic chamber [55] or over a perfectly reflecting plane [56,57].

A refinement of this method is that proposed by Glaretas [58]. Instead
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of using one microphone, two vertically separated microphones are used to 
receive the acoustic field and the difference in the sound pressure levels (i.e. 
the Level Difference) between the two microphones is calculated. The re
sulting spectra produce maxima and minima similar to those of the excess 
attenuation spectra. However, if the vertical separation of the two micro
phones is sufficiently small then the directivity of the source can be neglected 
and the free-field spectrum of the source is directly cancelled in the calcu
lation of the level difference. For small source-microphone(s) configurations 
(a maximum of ~  1m), meteorological effects are unimportant, but for large 
configurations (a minimum of ~  10m), measurements can be taken only un
der calm conditions (a wind speed of less than 2m.s-1) and with a frequency 
range of up to 5kHz [59]. For all geometries, the received signals must be 
at least lOdB above background noise [60].

1.4 T he present work

The purpose of this study is to develop a method of theoretically predicting 
the influence of near-surface inhomogeneities on the reflection of air-borne 
acoustic fields at a porous ground surface. The frequency range to be con
sidered is 200Hz to 5kHz, for which seismic effects may safely be ignored 
and the porous ground is modelled as rigid porous with only the slow wave 
considered within the porous medium. The inhomogeneities that will be 
investigated will have a smooth, rigid surface and will be typically ~ 0.25m 
in dimension. This theoretical prediction method is then compared with 
experimental results.

Two mathematical approaches to this scattering problem are consid
ered and chapter 2 deals with their mathematical formulation as Boundary 
Value Problems and subsequent reformulation as Boundary Integral Equa« 
tions. The first approach is to consider the scattering by a near-surface 
inhomogeneity embedded within a rigid porous medium directly, and in the 
second approach it is assumed that the surface impedance of the porous 
ground surface is modified locally in a region directly above the inhomo
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geneity.
The boundary integral equations formulated in chapter 2 require ex

pressions for the Green’s function which is the solution to. the simple prob
lem of acoustic propagation in the presence of a plane boundary separating 
two semi-infinite media of different properties with various configurations 
of source and receiver. There have been many papers concerned with this 
problem, an exact solution of which, for wave propagation between source 
and receiver, above a plane boundary was first given by Sommerfeld [61,62]. 
Later, further advances were made by Van der Pol [63], Norton [64,65], 
Rudnick [66], and others [67,68,69,70,71]. The exact solution for the cor
responding problem with a locally reacting boundary has been given by 
Ingard [72], Thomasson [73], and Wenzel [74]. Ingard [72] and Lawhead 
and Rudnick [75] have given approximate solutions, whereas Thomasson 
[76], Chien and Soroka [77,78] and others [79,80,81,82] have given asymp
totic solutions. An exact solution for the transmission of sound across a 
plane boundary with extended reaction has been given by Richards et al 
[5]. The theory is based on the earlier work of Paul [69] and Brekhovskikh 
[83]. These various solutions are discussed in chapter 3. Finally, modelling 
the effect of the rigid porous ground is discussed and reviewed.

The expressions for the induced surface impedance required for the sec
ond approach are derived in chapter 4. It will be seen that this second 
approach gives more flexibility to the shapes of the scattering surfaces; in
deed scattering by local surface impedance discontinuities caused by cir
cumstances other than the presence of an embedded inhomogeneity may be 
considered.

In chapter 5 the numerical solution of the boundary integral equations 
developed in chapter 2 is considered, and numerical tests and comparisons 
of the solutions with standard results are presented.

The experimental investigation of this study is introduced in chapter 
6, which details the experimental procedure, apparatus, test scatterers and 
media. The experimental results are then presented in chapter 7. The 
object of these experiments was to confirm the main qualitative features of



the models developed. The chapter also details a series of theoretical results.
In the concluding chapter, chapter 8, a review of the study is presented, 

together with limitations and recommendations for future work, and finally, 
some concluding remarks.
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C hapter 2

M athem atical form ulation

The theoretical problem of determining the influence of near-surface inhomo
geneities on the reflection of air-borne acoustic fields at the porous ground 
surface is described in this chapter. Section 2.1 briefly summarises some 
basic acoustic theory relevant to the theoretical problem. The basic theo
retical problem to be considered is then described in section 2.2, where two 
treatments are formulated mathematically as boundary value problems and 
subsequently reformulated as boundary integral equations by using stan
dard arguments and Green’s second theorem. The final section then briefly 
summarises these treatments.

2.1 Basic theory o f sound propagation
\

This study is basically concerned with sound propagation in a fluid medium 
above an absorbing boundary. It is assumed that the fluid medium is ho
mogeneous and, in the absence of the sound field, is at rest; this means that 
the prediction of outdoor sound propagation, in situations where wind and 
temperature gradients have a significant effect, cannot be considered. Fur
ther,, the flow induced by the sound wave in the fluid medium is assumed to  

be inviscid and isentropic, which means that internal energy loss and slight 
energy losses due to viscosity and heat conduction associated with bound
ary layer effects can be neglected [84]. If the above conditions are satisfied 
and the perturbations due to the sound field are small, then the theory of

9



linear sound propagation applies [45], and the perturbation in the pressure 
P, satisfies the homogeneous wave equation

v 2 p  = i S -  w

where c is the wave propagation velocity. The sound pressure, in a fluid of 
. unperturbed density p, is related to the velocity potential $  by

<2-2>
and the particle velocity is related to velocity potential by,

V = V$. (2.3)

The assumption is made throughout this thesis that the sources of sound 
are single frequency (though, of course, by Fourier analysis an arbitrary 
transient wave can be built up by superposing monofrequency waves) with 
wavelength A, corresponding to a frequency /  = c/A. With this assumption, 
P  can be written as

P = Re(pe-iut), (2.4)

where tv =  27r//c, i = \ / —1 and the complex acoustic pressure p, which is
independent of t, satisfies the Helmholtz equation

(V1 + k2)p = 0, (2.5)

where k = 2ir/Ais the wavenumber. Similarly to equation (2.4), it is possible
to write

$ = Reifa-™*) (2.6)

and
V = Se(ve-iwt), (2.7)

and equations (2.2) and (2.3) are satisfied provided the complex-valued func
tions 0 and v satisfy

p = iu)p<f> (2.8)

and
= V̂ >. (2.9)v
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The theoretical content of this study is concerned with the solution of 
equation (2.5), subject to just sufficient boundary conditions so as to permit 
equation (2.5) to have exactly one solution. The appropriate boundary 
condition at a rigid surface, for example, is that

v.n = ^  = 0, (2.10)
on

where n, the unit normal to the boundary is directed out of the fluid medium. 
On boundaries between two different fluid media, two conditions must be 
satisfied: the acoustic pressures on both sides of the boundary and the nor
mal components of the particle velocity must be equal. The first continuity 
of pressure condition is required so that there can be no net force on the 
boundary separating the fluids. The second continuity of normal velocity 
condition is required so that the fluids remain in contact. In certain cir
cumstances, these two conditions combined imply that the fluid satisfies 
approximately the locally reacting boundary condition, i.e. the pressure in 
the boundary is proportional to the normal velocity,

p = ô n Z' ’ (211)

where the value of the constant Z3, the surface impedance, is dependent 
only on local surface properties. Zt may vary from point to point on the 
boundary, but at each point ZM is independent of the acoustic field above the 
boundary. Any boundary to which the boundary condition (2.11) does not 
apply (i.e. the surface is not locally reacting) is said to be externally reacting. 
Equation (2.11) can be written as the impedance (or Robin impedance) 
boundary condition

ÿ™ =  ikf)<f>, (2.12)

or,
aE = ityp , '  (2.13)

where fl = l / ( a is the normalised surface admittance and £, is the relative 
surface impedance, defined by = ZJpc.

In addition to boundary conditions on physical boundaries, a boundary 
condition in the far-field must be specified, and this Sommerfeld radiation

11



condition is
f ï - i f c p  = «Kr"1), 

p = 0 ( r -1 ),

where r is the distance from a fixed origin. In physical terms, given the 
e-Mvt convention used here, this condition ensures that the sound waves, at 
large distances from the source and scatterer are travelling outwards.

Sound propagation in a homogeneous porous medium has been reviewed 
by Attenborough [85], who considered the case of a rigid matrix and that 
of an elastic matrix. For the case of the rigid matrix, the acoustic pressure 
within the porous medium was shown to satisfy the Helmholtz equation,

(Va + * * )p = 0 , (2.15)

where kp is a complex function of w, with Re(kp), Im(kp) > 0 and kp = <v/cp, 
cp being a complex wave propagation velocity. Also,

p = iupp4>, (2.16)

pp being an effective fluid density, also a complex function of w.
Consider now a plane wave travelling within a fluid medium, incident 

upon a plane boundary between the fluid and a porous medium. Let the 
boundary have the equation z = 0 (rectangular Cartesian coordinates), and 
assume that the plane incident wave makes the angle $ with the z-axis and 
that the upper fluid half-space (z > 0) is characterised by characteristic 
impedance Zi and wavenumber ki and the lower porous medium half-space 
(z < 0) is characterised by characteristic impedance Zj and wavenumber 
For oblique incidence, the incident acoustic field at r = (x,y,z) is given by

Pi(r) = (2.17)

for z > 0, where Jbiiat — kisinO, k \iZ =  fejcoafl, so that pi satisfies

(V3 + fc?)pi(r) =  0. (2.18)

The reflected acoustic field is given by

pr(r) -  (2,19)

(2.14)
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for z > 0, where Up is a plane wave reflection coefficient, and where pr 
satisfies

(V3 +  fc?)pr(r) =  0. (2.20)

The transmitted acoustic field is given by

p,(r) = (2.21)

for z < 0, where Tp is the plane wave transmission coefficient, and

*2 = (*2,« + *2,,)î, (2.22)

so that p# satisfies
(V2 + A£)pt(r) = 0. (2.23)

Continuity of pressure at the plane boundary requires,

(1 + 22p)eifcl'-e = Tpe^'-*, (2.24)

which implies that
— kl,x (2.25)

and
l  + Rv = Tp, (2,26)

Continuity of normal velocity requires

A -  Um ( ^ )  = A -  lim , (2.27)
t t t /p i  z—»0+ \ d z j  U J p 2  Z -+ 0 -  \ d z j

as obtained by using equations (2.3) and (2.8), with p \  and ps being the un
perturbed densities in z > 0 and z < 0, respectively. This gives expressions 
for Tp and Æp as

T, = ( l - f l P) ^ î  (2.28)
&2,,m

and
Rp = k*'zP2 ~ k̂ 'zPl. (2.29)

&i,zPa + *2,zPi
Equation (2.29) can be written as

Rp= cotf | 0p{9)' (2-3°)
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where
0(9) =  7(1 -  sin’e/n3)*, (2.31)c

and C = P1 C1 IP2 C2 and the refractive index % = &2 /&1 . If |n2| >  1, then 
(3(0) is approximately independent of 6 and

(3(0) «  KO).. (2.32)

In this case, the boundary is approximately locally reacting with surface 
admittance.

(3 = KO)- (2.33)

2.2 T he theoretical approaches

In the previous section the basic mathematical concepts behind the theo
retical study to be discussed in this section have been summarised, and it 
is the purpose of this section to define the mathematical problem of de
termining the influence of near-surface inhomogeneities on the reflection of 
acoustic fields at the surface of a porous medium. Two approaches to this 
problem will be considered. In the first approach, the acoustic fields trans
mitted through the plane boundary are incident on the inhomogeneity and 
scattered, and, using the various boundary conditions, the transmission of 
the scattered wave into the upper medium is calculated. In the second ap
proach, any near-surface inhomogeneity is assumed to induce a local surface 
impedance variation at the boundary above the inhomogeneity. In both ap
proaches, the complex acoustic pressure at a point in the upper half-space
■is to be determined when the plane boundary is insonified by a monofre
quency point source at a point also in the upper half-space. It will be seen 
that the first approach is sufficiently general that the acoustic pressure in the 
lower half-space may be calculated also. These approaches are first stated 
as boundary value problems with subsequent reformulation as boundary in
tegral equations by a standard procedure via Green’s second theorem.

To formulate the boundary integral equations, the solutions to much 
simpler but related problems are required. These Me the determination of
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Source, ro •

Air kiZ\
—     ■ » ■ Plane boundary, F

Porous medium

U.

Inhomogeneity 5 , with smooth, rigid surface dS 

F igure 2 . 1  Geometry for scattering by a near-surface rigid inhomogeneity.

Green’s functions for sound propagation in two half-spaces, separated by the 
plane boundary, and these are discussed in the next chapter.

2.2.1 T h e  firs t a p p ro a ch

The geometry for this first approach is shown in figure 2.1. An inhomo 
geneity, labelled 5, with a smooth (Lyapunov), rigid surface dS 1 is em
bedded in a porous half-space, characterised by a complex characteristic 
impedance Z2, and a complex wavenumber, &2. The upper half-space, de
noted Î7+, contains air, and is assumed to be characterised by real charac
teristic impedance and wavenumber, Zi and &i, respectively. To define the 
other notation in figure 2 .1 , U- := R3\(S (JZ7+) denotes the porous medium, 
and F = {(z,y,z) 6  R3|z = 0}, the boundary between the two half spaces. 
The complex acoustic pressure is assumed to satisfy the following boundary 
value problem:
an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation for r 6  Z7+,

(V2 + kl)p(r, ro) = tf(r -  ro), (2.34)
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the Helmholtz equation for r  € tf-,

(Va + * l)p (r,ro) = 0, (2.35)

the Neumann boundary condition for r  6  95, for a rigid surface on the
inhomogeneity,

’ U' _  Q
9n(r) ’

(2.36)

continuity of complex acoustic pressure, for r  6  F,.

P+(r,ro) = p - ( r ,r 0), (2.37)

continuity of normal velocity, for r  6  F,

»p+( r ,r0) _  8 p - ( r ,r 0) 
“  d i  "" dz (2.38)

where a  = and the radiation conditions for r  E t/+, uniformly

In the above, the subscripts + / -  denote the limiting values of a function as

lem shall now be considered. It will be seen that the first reformulation 
requires Green’s functions in the presence of plane boundaries, and this re
formulation is quite general. The second reformulation, involving Free-Field 
Green’s functions, uses some of the results of the first approach and thus 
the derivation given is less detailed.

in r  as r  := |r| —> oo,

-  %&ip(r, ro) = o(r %), 
p (r ,r0) = O (r-i), 

(2.39)

and for r  6  î f - ,uniformly in r  as r  := |r| —+ oo,

(2.40)

F is approached from the U+/U- side and n(r) denotes the normal to the 
surface dS  at point r.

Two integral equation formulations of the above boundary value prob-
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2 .2 .1 . 1  F irst integral equation form ulation

The first integral equation reformulation of the boundary value problem 
involves letting the Green’s function, G(r, ro), satisfy the following boundary 
value problem, for each ro G R3 \F: 
an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation for r G U+i

(V2 + fc?)G(r, ro) = 6 {t -  r 0), (2.41)

an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation for r  G (/_,

(V 2 + A:g)G(r, r0) = a£(r -  r0), (2.42)

the following jump conditions for r  6  F, the boundary between the two 
half-spaces,

G+( r ,r0) = G _ (r,r0), (2.43)

and
a a +(T,r0) _  aG -(r,r0)

8 2  dz ’ ( A V
and the radiation conditions for r  € Z7+, uniformly in r  as r  := |r| —» oo,

(2.45)
2 % B l-i& ,G (r ,ro )  = 0(r -

G (r;r0) = 0 (r

and for r  G £/-, uniformly in r  as r  := |r| —» oo,

5 2 ^ î2 l-ife 2G (r,r0) = o ^ - 1), ) 
G (r,r0) = O (r-i). J

Note that in the case when no inhomogeneity is present

(2.46)

p(r, ro) = G(r, r0) (2.47)

for r  6  R3  and ro G Cf+; but G(r, ro) is defined also when ro G U-. In 
physical terms, and for this integral equation reformulation, G(r,ro) is the 
complex acoustic pressure at point r in a medium consisting of two half 
spaces of different characteristic impedances and/or propagation constants
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due to a simple point source at point ro of unit volume flux strength; the 
point r 0 may lie in either half space.

The integral equation for this first reformulation may be obtained by 
considering regions Vi and Vg, Vi/V? consisting of that part of U+/U- con
tained within a large hemisphere of surface, 2 and radius R t centred on the 
origin, and the boundary, F, but excluding small spheres, oy and aro of radii 
e, centred on r and r0. The interiors of the spheres ar and o> 0 are excluded 
so that the conditions of Green’s second theorem are satisfied by p and G in 
regions Vi and Vj*. By applying Green’s second theorem to regions Vi and 
Vi, the following two equations are obtained:

/. W r "  '•>5i s T  “  ° 1' "  "

I
v  (P(r„ ro)V;,G(r„ r) -  G (r„ r)V ;,p(r„ r 0 ))d^(ra) (2.48)

and

i
(p(r„ ro)VjjG(rI, r) -  G (r„ r)V ^p(ra, ro))dy(ra), (2.49) 

fa
for p0  G U+ and r G R3  and where = 92 /dai* + d2 jdy \ 4 - d^fd z^  ds(ra) 
denotes an element of surface area at the point r , on dV\ and dVa, and 
dV(ra) denotes an element of volume at the point r a. (In each equation, the 
normal n is directed out of the respective region, Vi/Vg.)

Since p (r„  ro) and G(r,, r), both considered as functions of r a, satisfy 
Helmholtz’s equation in Vi and V?, the integrals over volumes Vi and V? in 
equations (2.48) and (2.49) are equal to zero. Thus, equations (2.48) and 
(2.49) reduce to

r",5 l f e r  '  0 (' - r>4 S ë r ! , 'i‘ ( r J = "/.
and

i

for r 0  G Z7+ and r G R3. These two integrals are now considered in turn.
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2 .2 .1.1.1 Integral over dV\ Equation (2.50) is considered for three dif
ferent cases: r G 17+, r  £ F, and r C LL.

For r € U+ the region Vi is bounded by the hemispherical surface E, of 
radius R, the plane boundary F, and the surfaces of the spheres crr and aTo 
of radii e. The integral (2.50) is now evaluated with the radius of the surface 
E taken to the limit 12 —> oo, and the radii of the surfaces <7 r and aTo taken 
to the limit c -> 0. The integral (2.50) can now be written as

I W+ + i f *  + I f *  + i f *  = o, (2.52)

where P u+, / j t,+, . . .  represent the values of the integral (2.50) taken over
the surfaces F, E, <7ro, and aT respectively. It is assumed that these integrals 
exist, which will be shown to be the case. The contributions 7%",
and I ^ + to equation (2.52) will now be evaluated.

The limit is given by

^ - G(r- r)5S S l w r *) (253)
and may be written as

- G ( r „ r )  ( 0p(^ ,tr°) -  <*ip(r.,r0)) <J*(r.), (2.54)

since dG (r„ r)/d n (r8) = dG(r8, r)/drs on E. This may now be evaluated by 
utilising the radiation conditions for G and p which state that, for r , G 17+, 
uniformly in r* as r* := |r ,| -> oo,

^ - i * lG(r .,r )  = o K 1), 1  

G(ra,r)  = 0 ( r / ) ,  j

and & ^ - i k r p ( r . , r o )  =  « K r ." 1 ) .  1 ( 2 . 5 6 )
P(r„r0) = O(r^). J

These conditions imply that there exist constants C s g  and C s p  and func
tions Csg^s) and cSp(ra) defined for r , > 0  and such that csG(r,) and
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csp(r,) —► 0  as r , -> oo and

r j | 9 ^ r ^ _ iA.iG (r ^ r )| < cSG(r,),

r,|G !(r„r)| < Csg ,

and
r , 19 p(i ^  ~ ikip(rai ro)| < csp{r3)y 

r ,|p (r„ro)| < CSp.

Utilising these inequalities in equation (2.54) gives
}

(2.57)

(2.58)

< Hm /  ( C s p c s g ( R )  + C s G C s p ( R ) ) / R 2d * ( r . ) ,R—*oo JE
= lim {27r(CSpC5cs(iE) + (A))},ft—»oo
= 0. (2.59)

The limit is given by

< += s s  l to {p{r"  ro)5S ÿ  - G(r-  r)5l § 5 1)<i3(r-)' (2-6o)
This may be evaluated by writing p(r,, ro) as the sum of the free-held Green’s
function,

_gtfci |r,-ro|
O f(r.,ro ) =  4 x |r<_ ro|- (2 -61)

plus a correction term, # r(r,,ro ), i.e.,

p(ra, ro) = Gjr(r„ r0) + 9 F(ra, r0), (2.62)

where <7jr(r,, Tq), considered as a function of r,, is continuous and has con
tinuous partial derivatives of all orders in Z7+, so that, for small enough c, 
and for all r ,  on <tTo ,

|^ F (r„ r0)| < CFi (2.63)

and

(2M)
where Cp is a constant. Also, for r , on <7 ro,

|Gp(ra, ro)| = (2.65)
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and

where
- 6

(2.66)

|^*(re,ro)| < — , (2.67)

C* being a constant. Further, G (r„ r) and VrsG (r„ r)  are continuous func
tions of r , in a neighbourhood of r0. Thus, there exists a constant Cq such 
that, for all small enough e, and all r ,  on aro,

and,

|G(r„r)| < CGy 

dG (r„ r) < |V r ,G ( r„ r ) |< G G.
dn{ra)

Substituting equation (2.62) into (2.60) gives

J^+  = lim(Ji + / 2  + -fa + A),
ro e—*0

where

and

Now,

\h\ < [  |G r(r„ro )|
,ffr0

9G (r„ r)
dn(r,) ds{ra)

from inequalities (2.65) and (2.69),

|/a| < /  l5 F ( r„ r0)|
J°To

< GjrGG47re2,

dG(ra,r)
dn(ra) ds(r,),

(2 .68)

(2.69)

(2.70)

h  = (2.71)

h  = (2.72)

h  = (2.73)

A = (2.74)

(2.75)

(2.76)
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from inequalities (2.63) and (2.69), and

< C<3C>4ire2, (2.77)

from inequalities (2.64).and (2 .6 8 ). Thus, |Ji|, |7^|, and j/*! —> 0  as c —♦ 0 . 
Finally, I 3 can be expanded to give,

-  f  G(r8 ,r ) 0 * (r„ ro)da(r,), (2.78)
"Pu

using equation (2 .6 6 ).The magnitude of the second integral of equation 
(2.78) is bounded above by

f  |G (r„ r) ||^ (r„ ro ) |d s (rJ)< 4 x C GC*e (2.79)
•'VTq

from inequalities (2.67) and (2 .6 8 ). Now,

h

(2.80)

Thus, the limit is given by

= G(ro,r). (2.81)

The limit l i t*  is given by

and is e v a lu a te d  in the same manner as . G (r„ r)  may be written as
the sum of the free-held Green’s function

_ e«*i|r,-r|
(2.83)

plus a correction term, <%r(r,, r), i.e.

G(p8> p) = G r(p„ r) + pF(r„ r), (2.84)"
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where r), considered as a function of r*, is continuous and has contin
uous partial derivatives of all orders in U+.  Also, p(r,,ro) and V r , p ( f e ,r o )  

are continuous functions of r , in a neighbourhood of r. . Thus, it can be 
shown that

= -p (ro ,r). (2.85)

By applying equations (2.59), (2.81), (2.85), equation (2.52) reduces to

p(ro,r) = G(t0, t) +  Jr P+{T.,T0) 9Gg^ ’ ’̂

- G +(r .,r )dpf ^ * ° U s(r,) (2 .86)

for ro G U+ and r  € Z7+.
For r  E F the region Vi is again bounded by the hemispherical surface £, 

of radius R, the plane boundary F, the surface of the sphere aTo, of radius e 
and, in this case, the hemispherical surface <rr of radius e, as r  G F. Again, 
as for the case with r  G £/+, integral (2.50) is evaluated with the radius of
the surface £ taken to the limit A —* oo and the radii of the surfaces aT and
crro taken to the limit s —► 0. Equation (2.50) can now be written as

/ ir  + I ?  + / ^ o + = 0, (2.87)

using similar notation to previously. The contributions of I j f  and 
to equation (2.87) will be identical to those of and previously. 
However, it is found that the contribution is

far = -^P (ro ,r), (2 .8 8 )

and equation (2.87) reduces to

ip ( ro.r) = g(ro, r) + Jr P+(r »> ro) ’

- G +(T„T)dp^ ^ d3(r,) (2.89)

for r 0 G U+ and r  G F.
For t E U-  the region Vi is again bounded by the hemispherical surface 

E, of radius A, the plane boundary F, and the surface of the sphere aTo of
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radius e. As r  E Z7-, a surface <Jr is absent. Again, as for the cases with 
r £ U+ and r  € F, equation (2.50) is evaluated with the radius of the surface 
Z taken to the limit i? —♦ oo, and the radius of the surface crTo taken to the 
limit e —► 0. Equation (2.50) can now be written as

I iu- + I$y- + / ^ -  = 0, (2.90)

with similar notation to previously. The contributions of ij? "  and to 
equation (2.90) will be identical to those of I™* and /J^+, and equation 
(2.90) reduces to.

0 = G(ro,p) + j f  P+( r . , r o ) ^ ^ - G +( r . , r ) 5 ^ i M d , ( r . ) ,  (2.91)

for r 0  E U+ and r E Z7_.
The results of evaluating equation (2.50) for the three different cases, 

r  E U+i r  E F, and r £ U-> i.e., equations (2.86), (2.89) and (2.91) may now 
be combined to give the following integral equation for ro E 17+ and r  E R3,

*i(r)p(r,r0) = G(r0,r) -  jT p+(r„r0) ^ ^ iL^

-G +(r<lr ) ap+^ ’ro)d3(r.), (2.92)

where «i(r) := 1 for r  E Z7+, 1/2 for r  E T, 0 for r  E In the above 
equations (2.86), (2.89), (2.91) and (2.92), the subscript + implies that p
and G are calculated as limiting values as r* approaches F from the Î7+ side
of the boundary.

2 .2 .1 .1 . 2  In tegral over dVs Equation (2.51) is considered for the three 
different cases, r  E 17-, r  E F^JdS, and r  E U+.

For r E (7- the region V2 is bounded by the hemispherical surface E of 
radius 72, the plane boundary F, the surface of the sphere o> of radius e 
and the surface of the rigid inhomogeneity, dS. As ro E 27+, a surface aTo
is absent. The integral (2.51) is evaluated with the radius of the surface E
taken to the limit 72 —► 0 0 , and the radius of the surface crr taken to the 
limit £ —► 0. Equation (2.51) can now be written as

I m -  + I™- + I% -  + l f s -  = 0, (2.93)
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with the similar notation for I  as previously and l££~ represents the integral 
in (2.51) over the surface 9S. The contribution to equation (2.93) 
will be identical to that of J^ "1" obtained previously. The evaluation of 

follows that of i Itq except, here, the Green’s function G (r„ r)  can be 
written as

G(ra, r) = aGF(ra, r) + 9 r(r„  r )» (2.94)

where G jr(r,,r) is the free-held Green’s function given by equation (2.83), 
and gF(ra,r) is a correction term, which considered as a function of r ,  is 
continuous and has continuous partial derivatives of all orders in U-. Thus, 
it is found that

= -o:p(ro,r). (2.95)

The limit is given by

j “ " = ■ G(r*’r)^ S 1)<i3(r' )

= I s s P( T" T^  ôi ( r’) (2-96) 
from the boundary condition, equation (2.36), on dS.

So, equation (2.93) reduces to

a P(r0.r) =  -  G .( v . , r ) 8pg^ ds(r.)

+  /» 5 î,( r ' - ro )£ S ÿ ‘,â ( r - )- (2 9 7 )

for r 0  G U+ and r € Z7-.
For r  G r ( J ^ 5 , the region V2 is bounded by the hemispherical surface E 

of radius R, the plane boundary F, the surface of the rigid inhomogeneity dS 
and the hemispherical surface crr of radius e. The integral (2.51) is evaluated 
with the radius of the surface E taken to the limit JR —► 0 0 , and the radius of 
the surface <jt  taken to the limit e —> 0 . Equation (2.51) can now be written 
as

/ ar + / ! r  + / £  + / J i  = 01 '  (2.98)

with the similar notation for I  as used previously. e The only contribution 
that will be affected by imposing r  G F U AS, is for which the integration
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surface is a hemisphere, and it is found that

(2.99)

So, equation (3.98) reduces to '

ds(ra)

(2.100)

for ro 6  U+ and r  6  FUSS.
For r  € U+ the region V2 is bounded by the surface E, of radius R, the 

plane boundary F and the surface of the rigid inhomogeneity S. As r  G Z7+, 
a surface ar is absent. The integral (2.51) is evaluated with the radius of the 
surface E taken to the limit R 00. Equation (2.51) can now be written 
as

for ro E l/+ and r  E r ( J# + -
The results of evaluating equation (2.51), i.e. equations (2.97), (2.100) 

and (2.102) for the three different cases r  E Z7-, r  E r ( J 95 and r  E £f+, 
may be combined to give the following integral equation for SVjt, for ro E Z7+ 
and r  E R3,

where ^ ( r )  := 1 for r  E t7_, 1/2 for r  E F(J95, 0 for r  E U+. In the above 
equations (2.97), (2.100), (2.102) and (2.103), the subscript -  implies that
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= 0, (2.101)

with the similar notation for I  as used previously. The contributions I™* 
and /g5 + to equation (2.101) will be identical to those of J ^ ~ t Iqs~- So 
equation (2 .1 0 1 ) reduces to



p and G are calculated as limiting values as r  approaches F from the Z7_ 
side of the boundary.

2 .2 .1.1.3 The final integral equation Equations (2.92) and (2.103) 
can now be combined to give a single integral equation. Multiplying equation 
(2.92) by a, and adding equation (2.103) to this, and making use of the 
conditions on F satisfied by p and G (equations (2.37), (2.38), (2.42) and 
(2.43)), gives, for r 0  E tf+ and r  6  R?,

a/t(r)p(r, r0) = aG(r<>, r) + /  p (r„  r o ) ^ p ^ d a ( r , )  (2.104)Jds on{T8 )
where «(r) := 1 for r  6  R3 \S , 1/2 for r  G 9S This integral equation is 
completely equivalent to the original boundary value problem, i.e. the inte
gral equation has exactly one solution, and the solution satisfies the original 
boundary value problem. This equation has been presented previously in 
[8 6 ] though without such a thorough derivation.

2 .2.1.1.4 Reciprocity of the  G reen’s function The arguments to 
derive equation (2.104) via equations (2.92) and (2.103), can be used to 
show that G satisfies reciprocity, i.e. G(r,ro) = G(ro, r). Equations (2.50) 
and (2.51) hold good with p ( r„ r0) replaced by G(r,,ro). Thus, and by 
letting the surface of the inhomogeneity 5 become negligibly small,

-  G(r-r)5B?Wr<)=°- (2 -io6)
for i = 1,2 and r, ro G R3 \F. Vjj is now defined to be that part of
R3 \(U+ (J F) contained within a large sphere, excluding small spheres about 
r  and tq. Following the procedure which gave equation (2.92) gives

t 1 (r)G (r,r0) =  <i(r)G(r0 ,r)  -  jf  (G +(r„ro)5 0 ^ * ’^

- G +( r . , r ) aG+^ ' r° V (r,), (2.106)

for r, ro G R3 \F , and ei(r) = 1 for r  G Z7+, 0 for r G R3 \Z7+ . Similarly, 
following the procedure which gave equation (2.103) gives

ae2 (r)G(r, r0) = ae2 (r)G(ro, r) + ^ (G _ (r„ ro )^ ^ J ' ' ^
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—G _ (r„ r)dG- ^ |roV (r.), (2.107)

for r, ro E R3\ r ,  where C2 (r) = 1 for r  E Z7-, 0 for r  E R3 \Z7+. Multiplying 
equation (2.106) by a and adding to equation (2.107), and making use of 
the boundary conditions on F, equations (2.42) and (2.43), gives

aG(r, r0) = aG (r0, r), (2.108)

a statement of reciprocity.

2.2.1.2 Second integral equation reform ulation

The second integral equation formulation of the boundary value problem 
has been proposed by Chandler-Wilde [87], and will be presented here for 
completeness. This makes use of the Green’s functions, Gi and G2 , given 
by

g(^|r-ro|)
G jtf.ro) = - 47r|r _ ro|.  (2109)

r,ro  E R3, j  = 1,2. These functions satisfy the inhomogeneous Helmholtz 
equation

(V2 + kj)Gj(T, ro) = f(r -  r0) (2 .1 1 0 )

for ^ = 1,2, and also the radiation conditions, for r E R3, uniformly in r  as 
r := |r| —̂ oo,

BGi^ î ^ - t * , G , ( r , r 0) = o(r 1,,
G ,(r,ro) = 0 (r "  ';}

The same procedure as in the first formulation is now followed: i.e., consider 
regions Vi and Vg, V1 /V2 consisting of that part of U+/U- contained within 
a large sphere of radius R, centred on the origin, but excluding small spheres 
of radius e, centred on r and ro- By applying Green’s second theorem to 
regions Vi and Vg and using the Helmholtz equations satisfied by p and G{ 
, equations similar to equations (2.50) and (2.51) are obtained,

J,a„1(p(r *’ro) 9 n(r.) } G l(r” r ) Sn(r.)0))‘Ẑ r^ ™ 0’ ^
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and

(P(r.,r0)* a i,(/r ,\ r) -  G2(r „ ,r )M ^ l)< Z d (r .)  =  0, (2.113)
Ja\iav3 dn(ra) ’ dn(rfl)

for ro 6  Z7+ and r 6  R3. By letting the radius of the small spheres, e -* 0 , and
the radius of the large sphere, JZ —► oo, and using the radiation conditions
satisfied by p and G,, in a similar manner to the first formulation, the 
following pair of equations is obtained,

Ki(r)p(r>r<>) =  G i(ro ,r)~  jf  p+(r„ro)aGl^ * ’r^

- G i ( r . , r ) ag+̂ ' r̂ <fa(r,), (2.114)

and

«2 (r)p(r,rp) =  -  G ,( r „ r ) ^ ^ da(r.)

+ L p{r-’ro)9 Ga i ( r l ) )d3(T’]' (2’115)

for ro 6  17+ and r  € R3, where the normal n on 95 is directed into 5, «i 
and /ta being defined as previously by «i(r) := 1 for r  E U+, 1/2 for r  6  T, 0 
for r  6  Cf- and «2 (r) := 1 for r  E Z7-, 1/2 for r E r ( J 9 5  and 0 for r  E U+. 
A further equation is obtained by adding equations (2.114) and (2.115) and 
using the boundary conditions (2.37) and (2.38) on F, giving

«(r)p(r,r„) = Gl (r„,r) + / p + ( n , r . )  ( ^ l l l  _

+ aP+a ? ’r°̂  (Gl(r»’r) - oGa(r.,r))<fa(r.)

+ J a s P{T- ’ T° ) 9 Gd i ( r ! ) )ds{T‘ ) ' ( 2 U 6 )

for ro E Î7+, r  E R3 \5 . /c(r) has been defined previously as n(r) := 1 for
r  E R3 \5 , 1/2 for r  E 95. Note that the derivatives dGi/dza, i = 1,2 in
equation (2.116) vanish when r  E F. Taking the derivative with respect to 
z of equation (2.116), gives

/ \ ̂ p(r > r°) _ ^G i(ro,r)
K(r)— 9T™ -  d T ^
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(2.117)

for r 0  6  E7+, r 6  R3 \ ( 5 ( j r ) .  Letting z 0+ in equation (2.117), gives,

for r  € T, ro 6  U+. A system of three equations has been obtained, in which 
the unknown functions are p and dp/dz on F, and p on dS. These equations 
are (2.116) restricted to F, and (2.118) and (2.116) restricted to dS. As for 
the first integral equation formulation, they are completely equivalent to the 
original boundary value problem, i.e. the combined integral equations have 
exactly one solution, and the solution satisfies the original boundary value

2.2.1.3 Com parison of form ulations

It is apparent that the solution of the system of three integral equations

single integral equation of the first. Firstly, having a system of coupled equa-

tend to a more computationally expensive solution. Secondly, in all of the 
three coupled integral equations, there is an integral having an infinite re
gion of integration, F, making, again, computation expensive. Nevertheless,

conceptually, and easy to calculate. The Green’s functions for the first for
mulation are less straightforward, since they involve the plane boundary, F. 
But, under certain circumstances (e.g. conditions which are nearly locally

1 „  . „x8 p+ (r,r0) _  8 G i(r0 ,r)
+ ; dz -

problem.

from the second formulation has several disadvantages in comparison to the

tions to solve in contrast to the single equation of the first formulation will

the Green’s functions involved in the second formulation are straightforward
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Source, ro * • Receiver, r ^+

Air k\Z\
  ----------------  ' n i  ------------- Plane boundary, F

Surface inhomogeneity

Figure. 2 . 2  Geometry for scattering by a surface inhomogeneity.

reacting), they may be simply approximated. In view of this and the dis
advantages associated with the second formulation, the second formulation 
shall be discarded in favour of the first formulation, in the present study.

2 .2 .2  T h e second approach

The basic concept behind this second approach is that the embedded in
homogeneity is assumed to induce a variation in the surface admittance 
directly above it. This implies that knowledge of any near-surface structur
ing is not required, once the variation in surface impedance the near-surface 
structuring induces has been calculated. This approach therefore gives more 
flexibility to the types of surface and near-surface inhomogeneities consid
ered. Note however that this approach, as formulated, applies only to locally 
reacting surfaces whereas the first formulation does not have this restriction.

The geometry for this second approach is shown in figure 2 .2 . An irreg
ular patch, 5, of normalised surface admittance, /3, is embedded in a plane 
of homogeneous admittance, characterised by a constant normalised surface 
admittance, j9c. As for the first case, the upper half-space is again denoted 
J7+, contains air, and is assumed to be characterised by real characteristic 
impedance and wavenumber, Z\ and 6 %, respectively; the boundary between 
the upper and lower half spaces is denoted by F = {(x,y, z) E R3|z = 0 }. 
It is assumed that |n2| 5> 1 so that the locally reacting assumption is justi
fied. The complex acoustic pressure is assumed to satisfy the inhomogeneous
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Helmholtz equation,

(V2 + &ï)p(r, ro) = 6 (r -  r0), (2.119)

for r, ro 6  Z7+. This equation is to be satisfied subject to the impedance 
boundary condition, equation (2.13),

dp(r,r0)
dz

+ ifci/?(r)p(r, r0) = 0 , (2 .1 2 0 )

for r  E T, where /3(r) = pc for r  E T\5, and the radiation conditions: for 
r  E Z7+, uniformly in r as r := |r| —> oo,

- i M r . r o )  = o(r-] „  . 
p(r, r0) = 0 (r; )

This boundary value problem is now reformulated in terms of an integral 
equation. As for the first approach, the formulation of an integral equation 
from the boundary value problem via Green’s second theorem involves let
ting the Green’s function, G(r,ro), satisfy an appropriate boundary value 
problem: for each ro ,r E E/+, an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation,

(V 3 + fc?)G(r,rQ) = # ( r - r Q), (2.122)

the impedance boundary condition,

9G(r, r0) + ik\f)cG(T, r0) = 0, (2.123)dz

for ro E £f+, r E F; and the radiation conditions

-  ikiG(r, r0) = M 1).
G(r,ro) = OÇr'1),

(2.124)

for r  E Cf+, uniformly in r as r := |r| > oo. Now consider the region V\
consisting of that part of Ï7+ contained within a large hemisphere of surface 
E and radius R centred on the origin, and the boundary F, but excluding 
small spheres aT and arQ of radii e, centred on r and fq. Upon applying 
Green’s second theorem to the region Vi, and noting that p(r,,fq) and
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£r(rs, r) satisfy the Helmholtz equation, the following equation is obtained 
for r , r 0  € U+J

P( r , r 0) =  G(r0 ,r )  + / as(P(,„ ,r0) ^ l  -  G(r., r ) 5 | M ) d , ( r a).
(2.125)

Substituting the impedance boundary conditions (2.120) and (2.123) into 
equation (2.125) gives, for r,ro E Z7+,

p ( r ,r0) =  G (r0,r )  -  ikx ^ p ( r a, r 0)G (ra,r )  (/9(r,) -  /3c)<£s(ra). (2.126)

This integral equation is completely equivalent to the original boundary 
value problem: i.e. the integral equation has exactly one solution, and the 
solution satisfies the original boundary value problem [8 8 ]. This integral 
equation is, of course, not new, and is stated in [84] but without a rigorous 
derivation.

2.3 Sum m ary

This chapter has been concerned with describing mathematically the influ
ence of near-surface inhomogeneities on the reflection of air-borne acoustic 
fields at a rigid porous ground surface, and tw o approaches to the problem 
have been considered. In both approaches, the complex acoustic pressure at 
a point in the upper half-space was determined when the plane boundary 
was insonified by a monofrequency point source at a point also in the upper 
half-space. In the first approach, the transmitted acoustic fields that be
come incident on the inhomogeneity are scattered, and the boundary value 
problem could be stated through the various boundary conditions on the 
inhomogeneity, the plane boundary and in the upper and lower media. The 
surface of the inhomogeneity was assumed smooth and rigid. Two integral 
equation reformulations of this boundary value problem were considered, but 
the second was discarded in favour of the first for the reasons mentioned in 
section 2.2.1.3.

In the second approach, any near-surface inhomogeneities were assumed 
to induce a surface impedance variation at the plane boundary above the
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inhomogeneity. With the condition of local reaction at the plane boundary, 
the boundary value problem could be stated through the boundary condi
tions at the plane boundary and in the upper medium. The reformulation of 
this boundary value problem in terms of an integral equation was straight
forward.

It has been seen in these two approaches that Green’s functions are re
quired for various source and receiver configurations, and these are discussed 
in the next chapter.
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C hapter 3.

T he G reen’s functions

It was seen in the previous chapter that Green’s functions and their deriva
tives for sound propagation in the presence of two media for various source 
and receiver configurations are required. It is the purpose of this chapter 
to derive expressions for these, and the chapter begins with a formulation 
of the Green’s functions in terms of a boundary value problem with sub
sequent reformulation as integral representations. Although this is quite 
standard material, it is instructive in that it explains the basis for the var
ious starting points adopted by many of the authors. Irrespective of their 
manner of formulation, it turns out that the integrals cannot be expressed in 
terms of known functions, and approximate methods of evaluation have to 
be employed. In the following two sections approximate expressions for the 
reflected field and the field transmitted into the porous medium respectively 
are then derived. A discussion of how ground acoustic characteristics are 
modelled then follows, with the chapter being concluded by .a brief summary.

3.1 Form ulation o f th e G reen’s functions

Let £7+ be the upper half-space, characterised by real impedance and wave 
number, Zi, &i, respectively. Let U- := R3\£/+ denote the porous medium 
characterised by complex impedance and wavenumber, Z;, respectively, 
and T := {(x,y, z) € R3|z = 0}, the boundary between the two half-spaces. 
It is intended to determine the value of the complex acoustic pressure,
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G(r, ro) at the point r  € Ft3, given a monofrequency point source at fq € R3. 
The complex acoustic pressure is assumed to satisfy the following boundary 
value problem:
an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation for r € Z7+,

(V2 + fcJ)G(r,r0) = £ ( r - fq), (3.1)

an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation for r  6  Z7_,

(V2 + kl)G (r} r0) = a 6 (r -  r0), (3.2)

where a = (Z2 k2 )/(Z iki), and the boundary conditions of continuity of 
complex acoustic pressure for r E F,

G+(r, r0) = G_ (r, fq), (3.3)

continuity of normal velocity for r  E F,

ÔG+(r ,r0) _  8 G -(r ,r0) , .
“  T i -  Tz ' t3A)

and finally, the Sommerfeld radiation conditions, that, for r  E 17+, uniformly 
in r  as r := |r| —> oo,

g % ^ - i& :G ( r ,ro )  = «(r"1), 1  

G(r, r0) = G (r-1), J
(3.5)

and for r  E (7_, uniformly in r  as r  := |r| ■=-» oo,

8 Gŷ r°) _ ik2 G(Ti ro) _  0(r

G (r,r0) = 0 (
(3.6)

The above boundary value problem completely defines G(r, fq) for all pos
sible configurations of source and receiver.

Due to the cylindrical symmetry of this problem, the above equations 
can be re-expressed in terms of cylindrical coordinates, and G(r, f q ) can then 
be expressed as an integral by applying the Hankel transform. For brevity, 
the reformulation is restricted here to the case when fq E Z7+. Equations
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(3 .1 ) and (3 .2 ) can be written as, upon assuming, without loss of generality, 
that r 0  = (0 , 0 , *o), and writing C(r, z) for G(r, ro),

( r 5r "*™ ~ S(x)6 (y)6 (z %), (3-7)

for z > 0 , and

( ^ i  + ^5 + r F  + fc=) G(r’z) = °- (3-8)
for z < 0, where the Laplacian has been written in cylindrical polar coordi? 
nates, there being no 9 dependence due to the symmetry. Also, equations 
(3.3) and (3.4) can be written as

G+(r,0) = GL(r,0), (3.9)

= (3. io) 
dz 8 z ' '

Applying the Hankel transform to equation (3.8) gives

where the Hankel transform is defined as [89]

f (K,  z) = /*(/(r, z)) = 27T /  r / ( r ,  z)J0 (ürr)dr, (3.12)
«/o

and the inverse Hankel transform as,

/( r ,  z) =  z ) ) = ^ j 0°° K f ( K ,  z)J0 {Kr)dK. (3.13)

* Expanding the second term on the left hand side of equation (3.11) and 
making use of Bessel’s equation which gives that

K 2 r 2 JZ(Kr)  + K r J ^ K r )  + K 2 r2 J0 {Kr) = 0, (3.14)

reduces equation (3.11) to

92Gg ^ Z )  +  (*1 " K 2 ) G ( t , z )  =  0, (3.15)
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for z < 0, and where G is the Hankel transform of G. From the standard 
solution for differential equations of this form,

G(K, z) = A(K)eil*z + (3.16)

where 1/3 = — K 2)%. If 1/3 is defined so that Imi/ 2  > 0  and JSei/3  > 0 , the
Sommerfeld radiation condition is satisfied only if A(K)  = 0, which gives, 
for z < 0 ,

G(Ktz) = B(K)e~iv3Z. (3.17)

By following a similar procedure, G(jT, z), for z > 0, is found to be given

b y ’ • 1 -  1
G(K, z) = A (K )e'»‘ + , (3.18)

where Vi = (fcj — ÜT2)!, Imi/i > 0 and Eei/i > 0  The functions A(K)  
and B(K)  in equations (3.17) and (3.18) are obtained through applying the 
Hankel transform to the boundary conditions, equations (3.9) and (3.10), 
on F. Applying the Hankel transform to these equations gives,

G+ (JK’,0) =  G _ (ir ,0 ) ,  (3.19)

and,

(3.20)dz dz x
By substituting equations (3.17) and (3.18) into equations (3.19) and (3.20), 
A(jfif) and B(K)  are determined to be

= (321)

and
B{K) = . (3.22)t(y2 +  via)

Equation (3.18) may now be written as

(3.23)
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and applying the inverse Hankel transform gives

=s r ̂ + J^ d K '
(3.24)

for z > 0; also, equation (3.17) may be written

e«(vizo-vaz)
G (* ’z ) = i ( ^ + 1^ ) ’ (3,25)

and again, applying the inverse Hankel transform gives

G{ r ' z ) = ^ l  K ï û ^ r ) J^ K r ) d K ' (3-26)

for z < 0. Integral representations have thus been formulated for the Green’s 
functions for the problem of sound propagation in two media, where the 
source is positioned in the upper medium. Approximations to equations
(3.24) and (3.26) are now considered in detail.

3.2 T he reflected wave field

This section considers the approximate solutions to equation (3.24) for the 
total field above the plane surface, firstly when it is externally reacting 
and secondly, when it is locally reacting. The result for a locally reacting 
boundary may be deduced, under the approximation |n |2 >  1, from that 
for a semi-infinite externally reacting half space.

Rewriting equation (3.23) slightly differently and then applying the in
verse Hankel transform gives equations that have been obtained by Rudnick 
[66], and Briquet and Filippi [67], and alternative forms have been used 
by other authors [69,73,74,77], where they have separated out the reflected 
components appropriate to either a rigid boundary or a pressure release 
boundary. The method of subtraction of the pole has been used by several 
authors to simplify the expressions for the reflected and transmitted waves 
[69,77]. Attenborough et al [71] have given expressions for the results of 
this procedure for a porous lower half space. If kiR  >  1, (see figure 3.1 for 
notation) then the results reduce to
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Source, ro

Receiver, r

Air k\Z\ 
Porous medium &2 Z2

r Plane boundary, F

U.

fig u re  3.1 Ueometry tor propagation over a plane boundary.

/  çikiR gifcifl'X
G (r’ro) = -  (  M  + + f l ( 1  -  . (3-27)

where Rp is the plane wave reflection coefficient defined by equation (2.29), 
R = |r -  r0| = (R*3 + (z -  %)*)&, Rz = |r -  r(,| = (R*3 + (z -  zq)2)?, rj, 
being the image of r0 in the boundary, and R* = ((® -  x0 ) 2 + (y -  y0)2)a •

BNB =
Bd ' (3.28)

where

Bn  -  {cosO + f3){l -  n '2) ï  [(1 -  a -2)!

+ a~1n(l -  n-2)2Cos5 + sinO(l -  a " 2n2)&j1  (3.29)

and

= {cos$ + a 2((n2 -  1)/(1 -  a -2))?)

x (l -  sin 2 6 /n 2 ) î ( l  -  a 2)ï(2sin0)ï(l -  a _2n2)*, (3.30)

^(w) = 1 + tirïtüe-wa6r/c(-m ), (3.31)

er/c being the complementary error function. The numerical distance w is 
defined by

w 2 = ~5 -[cos5  + /3(1 -  n^2) î / ( l  -  a -2)!]2. (3.32)
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Away from grazing incidence, the third term in equation (3.27) (the so- 
called ground wave term) is negligible [83], and a simple approximation to 
G(r, ro) is obtained, namely

/ e i k i R
G(r, r0) = -  )  • (3-33)

From equations (2.30) and (2.31)

= acose -  , (3.34)
acosO + (n3 — sin2 0 ) 3

where coaff = (z + % )/^ ,  sin5 = H'/IV. G(r,rg), given by equation (3.33) 
along with equation (3.34) for fip, is calculated by subroutine G il found in 
appendix D.

If both source and receiver are in the lower medium (z, zq < 0) the 
approximation analogous to (3.33) is

/gt fcaf l  pik^R1 \

G ( r - r o )  =  +  ) .  (3-35) 

and, in this case, Rj, is calculated by

g y = a - ic 03 g - ( n - » - J, in ^ ) i  (3 .3 6 )
a -1cos5 + (n-3 — din30)a

By analogy with the known results for the approximation (3.33) j the approx
imation (3.35) is expected to be valid provided 0 is not close tox /2 . G(r, ro), 
given by equation (3.35) along with equation (3.36) for jRp, is calculated by 
subroutine G22 found in appendix D.

For G(r, ro), defined by equation (3.35) for ro, r G U-, the first derivative 
can be written as

VG(r,r0) = ~
/  pifca/ïX / pik}Rv 5-=- +v

R \ p R' (3.37)

Writing
eik2 &

f(R)  — T , (3.38)
R
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where R = R ot R ,

V/(Æ) = df{R)
dR VÆ,

= i ^ W 1 )  -  ro). (3.39)

and

V (fl,/(fi')) = RpVf(R' )  + f(R ')V R p,

-  r0),

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.42)

dRp _ 2 asinQ
d9 (cosO + a(n~2 — 3tn29)ï)2 

and

(n 2 — sin20 )ï2 /)\i cos2 5
(n-2 — stn2fl)2

(3 3)

V$ = W
CO30, v COSd. n • /,

-  ®o), - - g r ( y  -  3/o),stn5 (3.44)

VG(r,ro) given by equation (3.37), along with the expression for Rp given 
by equation (3.36) can be calculated using subroutine G22DER found in 
appendix D.

3.2.1 T he locally  reacting boundary

If |n2| >  1 so that the locally reacting assumption is justified, and if |n /a | < 
1, |a | >  1, then it is possible to obtain an expression similar to that of (3.48) 
of reference [90]. Further approximations for |n /a | <C 1 give

,ik\R
Cx(r, r0) «  + [Rp + (1 -  R p)F (pg)]-^ , ,

where F  is defined as above with pe given by

Pi = + Pc) 2

(3.45)

(3.46)
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replacing w and

(3-47)
where /3C = Z1 /Z 2 . This form of solution is known as the Weyl-van der Pol 
solution. It was first suggested by Rudnick [66], based on the earlier work 
of Norton [64,65] and others [91]. Gf(ro,r) can be calculated from equation
(3.45) by using subroutine G11WVDP found in appendix D.

Integral representations for the reflected wave field, similar to equation
(3.24), may be obtained by applying a Hankel transform to the bound
ary value problem in the locally reacting case. Various authors have stud
ied the reformulation of the inverse Hankel transform representation into a 
form where the integrand is more suitable for numerical integration, notably 
Thomasson [73]. Recently, Chandler-Wilde [88,92] has proposed a repre
sentation for grazing incidence which can be evaluated accurately but with 
low computational cost, provided kR > 0.5, by using numerical integration. 
This representation, for r, ro E P, is

e ikR
<3(r,r0) = + P/g(r, r0) (3.48)

where

Pfi(r,T0) = ÿ te 'kR J°° t - h - kRtg(t)dt
10

-  /?»)er/c(e^FVÊRyâ+). (3.49)

, ( , ) ,  / ( . ,  -  ) • - ( î 60)  

0 e-'kRekRtHi1 \ k R ( l  +  «t))(l + it)
/() V T ^ 2 i ( t - i a + ) ( t - i a - )  ' }

o± = 1 T V l - /3 3, (3.52)

and Re(y/cL£), Re( \ / 1  -  /92) > 0. This expression for with the integral 
in equation (3.49) is computed accurately by Gauss-Laguerre quadrature, 
and is evaluated by using subroutine PBETA3 [93].
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3.3 T he transm itted  wave field

In this section approximations to the expression (3.26) for the total field 
beneath the plane surface are considered.

Starting from the inverse Hankel transform given in equation (3.26), 
Richards et al [5] show, via a deformation of the path of integration to a . 
steepest descent path, that if n has an appreciable imaginary component, 

then

where z is the depth beneath the plane boundary to the receiver point, and 
rp is the point on r  directly above r. From (3.33), approximately,

and Rp is defined as in equation (3.34).
The first derivative of G (r,r0) for r0 G Z7+, r  E U- can be written by 

applying the product rule as,

V G (r,r0) = exp[-ikiz(n 2 -  sm25)ï]VG(rr , r0)

G(r,ro) «  exp [—ifciz(n2 — sin20)î] G (rr,ro), (3.53)

(3.54)

where
(3.55)

-tfciz(n2 -  sin?6 ) ï ea:p[—ifciz(7i2 -  s»n20)ï] 

x k G (rr ,r0), (3.56)

where k is a unit vector in the z direction. Then,

(3.57)

where
R* = ((x — xo) 2 + (y — yo)2)7 >

VjR* =  ^ j [ ( x  -  x 0 ) , ( y  -  3/o), 0]T

(3.58)

(3.59)
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and

d G ( r ,  rp) 
dR* G(r * ro)(-^-(**i-Rr -  1) -

acosO + (n3 — sirv?0) \

ainQcosQcosO
Rt

H-----------------T-tA»!
(n2 — stn25)3

i A»i zsinOcosQ ——  ).i£r (3.60)

The calculation of G(r, ro) and VG(r, ro) from equations (3.53) and (3.56) is 
carried out by subroutines G12 and G12DER respectively, found in appendix 
D.

3.4 T he ground acoustic characteristics

The Green’s functions derived in the previous section can only be calculated 
with knowledge of the propagation characteristics of the medium concerned. 
It is the purpose of this section to describe how the acoustical properties of 
such media may be modelled.

D elan y  and Bazley [94], by making measurements on many different 
fibrous sound absorbent materials whose porosities (17), were near unity, 
and whose specific flow resistivities (<t) varied between 2,000 and 80,000 
N.s.m-4 , were able to find a dependence of both the propagation constant 
and characteristic impedances of these materials on frequency, i.e.,

These relationships are semiempirical* in that power laws with (f/Q<r) were

Kosten [95]. Since 17 «  1, for the fibrous materials under investigation, 
Delany and Bazley were able to replace the effective flow resistivity by the 
actual flow resistivity. The range of validity of equations (3.61) and (3.62) 
was stated originally as 0.01 < j p / v  < 1 . In a subsequent paper [96],

/ / / A -0-693 / r \  -0.618
*2 = 1 + 0.0978 ( — J + 0.189 ( M  t, (3.61)

and

expected from the theory for rigid porous media derived by Zwikker and
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Delany and Bazley proposed using equations (3.61) and (3.62) to model

[7] and subsequent authors did not use the measured flow resistance, but 
rather a so-called effective flow resistance, ae. The effective flow resistivity

outdoor ground surfaces vary from 10, OOON.s.m-4 for loosely packed snow 
to over 25,000, OOON.s.m-4 for Asphalt. A typical value of effective flow 
resistivity for grass covered ground might be 300, OOON.s.m-4 [97]. For this 
value, the criterion / /< 7 e > 0.01 would imply a lower limiting frequency for 
application of equations (3.61) and (3.62) of 2500 Hz.

The Delany and Bazley model has proved quite successful in describing 
the variation with frequency of the surface admittance of outdoor ground 
surfaces: see, e.g., the papers of Chessell [8], Attenborough [98], and Em- 
bleton, Piercy and Daigle [97]. However, some surfaces are not modelled 
adequately by this model, and Attenborough [3] has proposed a microstruc- 
tural model for ground surfaces. This study has taken the classical approach 
pioneered by Lord Rayleigh and by Zwikker and Kosten based upon a con
ceptual model of parallel cylindrical pores running normal to the surface of 
a rigid porous medium. Subsequent modifications [3] have made possible 
inclusion of the effects of random pore orientation or deviations of the pore 
axes from straight lines along their lengths, (i.e. their tortuosity, q) and 
departures of the pore cross-section from that of a circular cylinder. The 
dependences of the characteristic impedance and propagation constant on 
frequency after these modifications are given as

outdoor ground surfaces. In applying these equations, Delany and Bazley

may be quite different from the actual flow resistivity, and is estimated 
empirically from acoustical measurements. The effective flow resistivities of

(3.63)

and

k2
(3.64)

where
(3.65)



and q2 = nz being a grain shape factor, T(ar) = J i(x )/J0(®), Jo and Ji 
being cylindrical Bessel functions of the zeroth and first order respectively, 
z/(« 1.4) is the ratio of specific heats in air, 0.72) is the Prandtl
number, A = (l/sj)(8poq2u>/Qa)*, sj being the pore shape factor ratio. 
pg(w) and Z2 can be calculated by using subroutines PC, CD and ZC found 
in appendix D.

Extreme pore shapes were considered to be those of a circular capillary 
and of a parallel-sided slit of infinite extent. Given those extremes, 1 > Sf > 
0.6. The lower limiting value has been found appropriate for lead shot and 
sand, where the grains are nearly spherical, whereas values from the mid 
range to the upper limiting value, together with nz = 1, model various soils, 
[9]. The equations (3.63) and (3.64) depend on four physical parameters 
which characterise the properties of the ground matrix, namely, fi, nz, s/ 
and <7 . However, the use of four parameters is rather impractical for ground 
effect prediction, and Attenborough, [9] has deduced two pairs of simpler 
expressions, for A3 <  1. This condition corresponds to low frequency and/or 
high flow resistivity, and gives

and

k2 «  (ffl)?

(3.66)

(3.67)UpQ

Further approximations can be made for high flow resistivity and low fre
quency to these expressions, giving

Za = ^  = (27$l)"ï»/(CT/u;p)i(l + «)• (3.68)

If an effective flow resistivity are = s fo / f l  is introduced, equation (3.68) may 
be written as

Z2 = (4xi/p)“ ï(o c/ / ) - 2(l + i). (3.69)
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3.5 Sum m ary

The Green’s functions for propagation in the presence of a plane boundary 
have been presented, and table 3.1 is a summary of those derived, along with 
the names of the subroutines found in appendix D for their calculation.

r 0 r G ( r o .r ) V G (r0 , r )

C7+ u+ (3.33) G i l  
(3.45) G llW V D P

Not required

u+ U - (3.53) G l2 (6.3) G12DER

U - (4 (3.63) G l2 (6.3) G12DER

U - U - (3.35) G22 (3.37) G22DER

r r (3.49) PBETA3 Not required

Table 3.1 The Green’s functions and the subroutines for their calculation.

The Green’s functions have all involved the plane wave reflection coeffi
cient. This has resulted in simple expressions for the first derivatives of the 
Green’s functions. An integral expression has been considered appropriate 
for the prediction of propagation from point to point on a locally reacting 
boundary.

Finally, in this chapter the modelling of ground acoustic characteristics 
has been considered, with particular emphasis on the four parameter model 
of Attenborough [3], that will be used extensively later.
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C hapter 4

Induced surface im pedance m odels

It was seen in chapter 2 that in the second surface inhomogeneity approach 
to the theoretical problem the near-surface inhomogeneity was regarded as 
inducing a variation in the surface impedance directly above it. The purpose 
of this chapter is to derive expressions for such induced surface impedance 
variation due to firstly, a rigidly backed layer, and secondly, to an embedded 
sphere.

4.1 R igidly backed layer

The simplest form of sub-surface structuring is that of a single layer above 
a perfectly rigid boundary. The surface impedance induced by such a layer 
can be deduced by following the analysis of Brekhovskikh [83], where plane 
waves are incident on a layer of thickness d, at an arbitrary angle of inci
dence. In the steady state, as a result of multiple reflections at the bound
aries of the layer, two waves with different directions of propagation result in 
the layer. By considering the boundary conditions of continuity of pressure 
and normal particle velocity, and assuming that |n2| >  1 so that the locally 
reacting assumption is justified, the surface impedance can be shown to be 
given by

Z = Z2Coth{-ik2<l). (4.1)

The surface impedance induced by a rigidly backed layer is calculated by
using subroutine ZL, found in appendix D.
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Air k\Z- Plane boundary, TPorous medium k^Zi 
Incident plane waves j

f0 0 \

Rigid sphere 5, with surface dS

Figure 4.1 Reflection from the plane of a rigid porous half-space containing 
a rigid sphere.

4.2 M edium  containing a rigid sphere

Consider now the surface impedance induced by a near-surface rigid sphere. 
Figure 4.1 shows a rigid sphere labelled 5, with surface 95, embedded in a 
porous half-space, characterised by a complex impedance Z? and a complex 
wavenumber, Ag.

The upper half-space, denoted Î7+, contains air, and is assumed to be 
characterised by real impedance and wavenumber, Z\ and k \ , respectively. 
The lower porous region is denoted U- := R ^\(5(J[/+). The boundary 
between the upper and lower half spaces is denoted by P = {(®,y, z) € 
R3|z = — D}, the sphere being centred on the origin. As before, it is assumed 
that |n2| >  1 so that the locally reacting assumption is justified.

Consider a plane wave incident on the plane boundary. The plane wave 
gives rise to a transmitted plane wave that propagates normal to the bound
ary with complex acoustic pressure Pt(r) given by [84]

Pt(r>= e1*2*, (4.2)
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or, expressed in spherical polar coordinates (see figure 4.1),

Pt(r) =

= ' £ l (2 m + l) imPm(cose)jm{k3r), (4.3) .
m =0

where j m denotes the spherical Bessel function of order m and Pm(x) denotes 
the Legendre polynomial of degree m, both as defined in Abramowitz and 
Stegun [99]. The corresponding velocity is given by

vt(r) = - Pt(r), (4.4)dr r d$ rsinO

where r, ê and <j> are the unit vectors in the three axial directions. Due to 
the symmetry, pt(r) is independent of and so

vt(r) = -ÿ -T -  5 3  (2m + 1)*m [r-Pm(co^)fc2Jm(^2 r)^2*3 m=0
-0P ln(co3O)3in0jrn(k2T)/rj . (4.5)

The field scattered from the sphere can be written in the form [84]

Pa(r) = 53 amPm(cos0)h${k2r ) t (4.6)
m =0

where hrn̂  denotes the spherical Hankel function of the first kind of order 
m, and the corresponding velocity is

v ,(r) = -  7 V  E  [ff^(cosa)A:2 h^)'(Ai2 r)
2*2 1

-§Pn(cosO)sin6h$(k2r)/r\  . (4.7)

The constants dm can be determined by considering the boundary condition 
on the surface of the sphere. Insisting that the normal component of velocity 
is zero on the surface of the sphere, i.e.,

r.(vt(r) + v,(r)) = 0, (4.8)

for r  € dS, gives

f ;  [(2m + l) imPm{co ,e ) j^k2R) + amPm(coâ0)/l(i)'(*2fi)] = 0, (4.9)
m =û
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for 0 < 0 < 7T, and thus

for m  = 0 ,1 ,__ For receiver positions beneath but near to the plane
boundary T and above the sphere, an approximation to the total field is 
given by

p(r) = pt(r) + p,(r) + ÆpPr(r) (4.11)

where pr(r) denotes the wave that would be reflected back from the interac
tion of the scattered wave with the boundary if the boundary were perfectly 
rigid. Such an approximation assumes that, for a rigid porous medium, any 
multiple reflections of the scattered wave between the upper surface of the 
sphere and the plane boundary are negligible, and, furthermore, that the 
reflection of the scattered field at the plane boundary can be approximated 
by using the plane wave reflection coefficient. This latter approximation is 
expected to be adequate, at least for 0  not too near tt/2 radians, for the 
reflection of the first term in the expansion of the scattered field, equation 
(4.6), since this represents a spherical wave, and .the plane wave reflection 
coefficient is anticipated to approximate the spherical wave reflection coef
ficient accurately away from grazing incidence. At grazing incidence, since 

is complex, the scattered field in any case is negligible. Subsequent terms 
in the series represent combinations of monopole sources (e.g. m = 1 is a
dipole source), and so the plane wave reflection coefficient is expected to be
adequate for the reflection of these terms also.

The induced surface impedance at the point r  6  F is given by

= « ' i s )

where n is the downward normal to the surface F, and for r  € F,

p(r) = Pi(r) + p,(r)(l + R r )

= ei^ ‘ + f ^ P m(co3e)amhW(k2T)(l + Rr), (4.13)
m =0
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and, for r 6 Z7-, but near F,

n.v(r) = [v Pt(r ) + v P»(r ) + V(Eppr(r))]. (4.14)

Now, since for r G F,
n.Vp,(r) = -n .V pr(r) (4.15)

and
P»(r) =  Pr(r), (4.16)

n.v(r) = “  [Vpt(r) + Vpa(r)(l -  Rp) + pa(r)Vi2p] , (4.17)

for r  G F. Here the plane wave reflection coefficient, Rpi is defined as (c.f.
equation (3.36))

Rp = a ~lc0S@ ~ , (4.18)
a -1cos0 + (n~2 — sin2 0)1

where © is as defined in figure 4.1, so that

V^  = ^ V 0 .  (4.19)

Also, for r  G Î7-,

® = aTCtan ( 2J  +  r l f l )  (4-20)
so that

v e  =  (2D7Z,e)̂ 2Dsin9i + (2Dc03$ + r)ê) ( 4 ' 2 1 )

and on F, where rcosfl = —D,

v e  = ̂ + ( r l z H ! ) »  (4.22)
t r 3

and, since n = cosOr — sin00i

n.V 0 = (4.23)

Thus, for r  G F,

n.v(r) = (ifcae1*3* + (1 -  -Rp) 53 \cos0 Pm(cos0 )k2 h $ '( k 2r)
• Z2k* I m=0
+Pn(cos0)sin20h$(k2r)/r]

-  — ^  (4.24)
T dQ m=0 )
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Z(r), defined by equation (4.12), can be calculated by using subroutines 
PLNSCATCOE and ZSPHERE found in appendix D.

Figure 4.2 shows the variation of the surface impedance induced by an 
embedded rigid sphere with sphere radius, at the point directly above the 
sphere. The depth (the distance from the closest point of the sphere to the 
plane boundary) is kept constant as the radius is increased. Also shown 
is the surface impedance induced by a rigidly backed layer, and the sur
face impedance for a homogeneous medium. For very small radii, the in
duced surface impedance in indistinguishable from that for the homogeneous 
medium. It can be seen that with increasing radius of the sphere there is a 
gradual convergence of the surface impedance to that for the rigidly backed 
layer case.

4.3 Sum m ary

Expressions for the induced surface impedance due to two different types 
of near-surface inhomogeneities have been presented. In the first section, 
the surface impedance induced by a rigidly backed layer of infinite extent 
was discussed and presented. The second section considered the surface 
impedance induced by an embedded finite sized inhomogeneity: a rigid 
sphere. In both sections plane wave incidence was assumed. In the first 
section the steady state conditions were considered; in the second section 
the pressure at the boundary was assumed to be accurately approximated 
by considering only the initially transmitted wave, the wave scattered from 
the rigid sphere, and the first reflection at the boundary of this scattered 
wave, this interaction being approximated by using the plane wave reflection 
coefficient.

Some results of calculations of the surface impedance induced by a sphere 
were also presented. It was seen that there was convergence to the surface 
impedance induced by a rigidly backed layer, as the sphere radius was in
creased.
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Figure 4.2 Variation of the surface impedance induced by an embed
ded rigid sphere with radius. The medium is characterised by the
four parameters, a = 300, OOON.s.m 4, O ”  ° '4’ ^
n = 1. Depth, d =0.01m. (a) Homogeneous (dashed), (b)radius-0.0125m, 
(c)radius=0.025m, (d)radius=0.05m, (e)radius=0.1m, and (f)rigidly ac e 
layer.
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C hapter 5

Solution o f the boundary integral 
equations

In chapter 2, the mathematical formulation of the theoretical problem of 
acoustic scattering by a near-surface inhomogeneity was presented. The 
two treatments of the problem were first stated as boundary value prob
lems, and then subsequently reformulated as boundary integral equations. 
The Green’s functions and the models of induced surface impedance required 
for these formulations were then presented in chapters 3 and 4. It is the 
purpose of this chapter to describe the numerical solution of the boundary 
integral equations. This chapter considers the integral equations from the 
two approaches separately, and after a general analysis for each approach, 
concentrates specifically on scatterers which are axisymmetric about a ver
tical axis in which case it is shown that the coefficient matrix of the linear 
equations to be solved has a block circulant structure which facilitates its 
solution. A section on the numerical tests and comparisons of the two ap
proaches then follows with, finally, a brief summary of the chapter.

5.1 T he num erical solution

Equations (2.104) and (2.126), restricted to r  € r ,  are particular examples 
of weakly singular Fredholm integral equations of the second kind. These 
equations are not, in general, amenable to analytic solution and numerical 
methods must be considered. A numerical solution, by a simple quadra
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ture method as described by Mayers [100], can be obtained as follows. The 
range of integration is split into T  subrregions ( boundary elements) , and 
the values of the pressure field at the midpoints of these boundary elements 
are determined by producing and solving a set of linear equations obtained 
by making approximations for the acoustic field within each element in the 
integral equation, the number of linear equations being equal to the num
ber of elements into which the integrating surface is split. The values of 
the pressure field on the integrating surface are then substituted back into 
the approximated integral equation to obtain values of the pressure field 
elsewhere.

For large problems, the major part of the computational labour required 
to calculate the solution is the solution of the linear equations, this stage 
becoming more labour intensive as the number of equations increases. The 
available solution techniques can be divided into two classes, ‘direct’ and ‘it
erative’ methods. The iterative methods include Gauss-Seidel iteration and 
multigrid methods [101]. The direct methods can be divided into meth
ods of general application (for example Gaussian elimination) and methods 
which use the structure of the coefficient matrix. It is this last category of 
methods of solution that is the most applicable to the sets of linear equations 
generated for axi-symmetric scattering surfaces.

The numerical solution of the integral equation for scattering by a near- 
surface rigid inhomogeneity has been confined here to inhomogeneities that 
are axisymmetric about an axis perpendicular to the plane boundary, and 
those considered in this study were spheroids. The advantage of choosing 
this shape was that its ellipticity or flattening could be varied while still, 
of course, maintaining its basic shape. Thus, the variation of the results 
for gradually flattening a sphere to the oblate spheroid shape could be ob
tained. Furthermore, results for oblate spheroids could be compared with 
other, more standard, results such as those for rigidly backed layers. The 
numerical solution of the integral equation for scattering by a surface in
homogeneity was confined to a finite circular surface inhomogeneity that 
was axisymmetric about an axis perpendicular to the plane boundary. The
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geometric restriction for both approaches simplifies the numerical implemen-

coefficient matrix as will be discussed later.

5.1.1 T he first approach

The difficulty in the numerical solution of the integral equation (2.104) is 
that the kernel function tends to infinity as r  approaches r ,. This difficulty is 
resolved by applying the following modification of Burton [102]. For r  G 55, 
equation (2.104) is written

where Go(rf,r)  = -a /(4 ir |r , -  r|) is the principal singularity of G(r,, r). 
From Gauss’ theorem, the last integral can be integrated exactly giving

According to Burton [102], the new integrand, taken as a whole, remains 
finite as r  approaches r ,. Now, if the surface dS is split into T  boundary 
elements, 9Si, ÆSa,. . . ,  dS?, then from equation (5.3) it follows that

T
ap (rj,r0) = aG (ro,rj) + (5.4)

fc=l

for j  = 1(1)T, where r,- is the midpoint of area element dSj, and

tation and leads to structured matrices that are block circulant. Standard 
packages are available for the solution of linear systems with this type of

(5.2)

for r  E dSf and hence, equation (5.1) can be written as
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For j  /  fc, the approximation can be made that

I *  «  At (p( r t , r o ) 5 | ^ l  - P( r , , r 0) ^ ÿ )  , (5.6)

where A* is the area of dS*, and, for j  = k,

Ijk ~  0. (5.7)

Thus the following linear equations are satisfied approximately by the un
known values p(rj, ro):

aP(rji ro) = aG(r0,r j )+  ^ 3  At fp(rfc, r0) ^
t=i(fc#j) x x ^

- P ( r , - r o ) ^ ^ )  , (5.8)

for j  = l(l)T . These approximately satisfied set of T linear equations for
the values of p at the midpoints r*. of 95* can be written in the standard
form

T

53 ro) =  aG (r0, r , - ) ,  (5.9)
fc=i

for j  = 1(1 )T and where
T

«jfc = a +  £
dn(ri)

(5.10)8n(rt)
where 6jk is the Kronecker delta.

Once values of a,* are determined, the values of p at the midpoints of 
the elements can be calculated. It is then a simple task to calculate values 
of p(r, ro) for r  G 17+ by simple substitution into

2G (r„r)
o/c(r)p(r, r0) = aG (r0, r) + 53p (r,, Aj

which is equation (2.104) with

4 p(r- ro)5S i f <iâ(r-)
approximated by

(5.11)

(5.12)

(5.13)
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Figure 5.1 Section through an oblate spheroid scatterer.

5.1.1.1 The scattering surface

In this section only spheroidal scatterers are considered, and expressions for

the maximum boundary element diameter is to be no greater than a value h,

The oblate spheroid is formed by rotating an.ellipse about the z-axis, and the 
boundary elements are formed by first dividing the ellipse into elements, each 
of which subtends the same angle 69 at the origin. The arc length of ellipse 
corresponding to a typical element will be 6s «  69ds/d9y where 9 and ds are 
the angle and arc length indicated in the figure. Thus, the maximum element 
length will be, approximately, 69(ds/d9)max, and to ensure an element length 
no greater than h, the angle divisions must be no greater than

To determine ds/d9 and (ds/d9)rnaxi consider the point P. dsfd9 is given

the area of each of the boundary elements along with expressions for the 
coordinates of the midpoints of these elements, and the inward normals at 
these midpoints are derived.

The mesh generation on the surface of the spheroid must be such that

dependent upon the wavelength of the acoustic field. Consider the diagram 
in figure 5.1, which shows a section through the centre of an oblate spheroid.

(5.14)
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by
* L = * L lË . ,  (5.15)
dB d x 'd x

where (æ, z) are the coordinates of the point JP. From the defining equation 
for an ellipse,

S + S = i > (5-i6>
dz _  xb2 
dx a2z'

Now,

and using equation (5.17) gives

dû b2

(5.17)

= ± t / l  +  ( ^ ) a = ± 4 - n /« 4z2 + b*x*. (5.18)
dx y » z

Also,
0 = tan~1(z/x)  + rwr, (5.19)

(5.20)
dx z{x2 + z2)

Thus, since dsfdO > 0,

— = -  V ) +.6i a! l y a4 + 8a(i|2 _  aa). (5.21)
d& Orb v

With A = a2, B = 62, and X = ®2, then,

d (A — J9)[A(2A — B) + 3X(B — A)] /e.
dX (d û )  ~  2A2by/A2 + X (B  -  A) ' ( ‘ j

Clearly, this is continuous in the range 0 < X < A, and

= 0 (5 2 3 )

in this range only possibly at X = A(2A — B)jZ{A — B). Also,

= (524)

at ^  = 0 and ^  j .  (A -  i » (2J  -  A)
dX dB 2ABa
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Figure 5.2 Element configuration for a sphere, including numbering system 
for the elements.

at X  — A. Now, if 2B > A > B, then dafdO is strictly increasing as X  
increases from 0 to A, and thus d&jdO achieves its maximum a.t X  — A. If 
A > 2B then

where A(2A — B)/3(A — B) lies in the range [0, A], and thus dsfdB achieves 
its maximum value at = A(2A -  B)/Z(A — B). Thus, \Î2B  > A > B 
then

Equation (5.14),* along with equations (5.27) and (5.28) and the value 
of h, can be used to calculate the maximum value of 60. The spheroid is 
now divided up into a number Af, of latitudinal bands, and a number N, 
of longitudinal bands, see figure 5.2 for a sphere, (A = B). The minimum 
number, M, of latitudinal bands running around the z-axis of the spheroid,

d_f d£ I > 0  for 0 < X < A(2A -  £)/3(A  -  B) 
IX de 1 < 0  for A > X >  A(2A -  B)/3(A -  B) (5.26)

(5.27)

and if A > 2B then

(5.28)
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for a given maximum value of h, i.e. in effect the minimum number of arcs 
of length 6s will then be

M  = w  (5-29)
To have elements that have a diameter no bigger than h, the minimum 
number, N } of longitudinal bands must be

N = 2M. (5.30)

The area of each boundary element, A j ,  can be calculated by determining 
the total area of the latitudinal band it is in, and dividing by the total 
number of longitudinal bands, N } i.e.,

Aj. = -jj- J  RsinORdO sa 2'xRsin ^  (5.31)

where R  is the distance from the centre of the spheroid to the midpoint of 
the boundary element. Thus, the areas of the boundary elements in any
latitudinal band will be equal. With the numbering system of the boundary
elements as in figure 5.2 the coordinates of the midpoint of element j  (the 
intersection of the mth latitudinal band and the nth longitudinal band) are 
calculated by

® j — RsinOmcos(j>ny 

yj — RsinOmsin<l>ni

Zj = RcosOjfi, (5.32)

for m  = 1(1)M, n = 1(1)# and where (i2,5m,^ n) are the spherical polar 
coordinates of the midpoint of element j  given by

0m = (g + (m — l))00 (5.33)

and
<f>n =  { n  — l )6 ( f> . (5.34)

Thus, the midpoints of the first longitudinal band are positioned along the
xz  plane, the first boundary element of this band being positioned at 0 =
0i — 6012. Furthermore, the components of the inward normal (i.e. the
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normal directed towards the centre of the spheroid) at these midpoints are 
given by

nx = -(1  + (|V n|)2)~ïcos<£n, 

ny = - ( l  + (|V n|)2)~ h tn 0 n, 

nt = - |V n |( l  + (|Vn|)2)-? , (5.35)

where the magnitude of the gradient of the normal V n is calculated by

|Vn| = ------ ^ !h d !-----  (5.36)
S 2« , „  +

Subroutine GEOSPHEROID found in appendix D calculates, for each ele
ment, its area, the coordinates of its midpoint, and the components of the 
unit normal at its midpoint, for the boundary elements of a spheroid, of 
major axis radius A, and minor axis radius B.

5.1 .2  T he second approach

As for the previous section, the surface S is split into T  boundary elements, 
Si, S2 , . . . ,  S j, and equation (2.126) can be written

T f
p(r, ro) = G(r0, r) -  i & i ^  /  p(r„ r0)G(r„ r)(/3(ra) -  /9c)ds(rJ), (5.37)

* = 1 J s *

for r  E Î7+. If the maximuni dimension, h, of each boundary element is 
small enough so that p(r, ro) and /3(r) are approximately constant over each 
element, then equation (5.37) can be approximated as

T ,
p(r, r0) = G(r0, r) -  t<=i ^  P(ri, r0)(^(r*) -  &) /  G(r„ r)da(r,). (5.38)

te l • •/s‘

Now, for r  ^  r*,
f  G(ra,r)ds(rfc) «  AfcG(rA.,r), (5.39)

where A* is the area of element S*. For r  = r*.,

1 G(r*'r)d3(rfc) —èih k r ^ i d5(r*)'- (5-40)
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%

since

G(r-rt)*-èkrbn (5-41)
for r , E 5^. Analytical expressions for the integral (5.40) when 5* is a 
polygon have been given by Dirties [103] and Chandler-Wilde [88].

Thus, the following linear equations are satisfied approximately by the 
unknown values of p (rj,r0), j  = 1(1)T:

P ( r , ' , r 0) =  <3(r0 , r , )  +  ^ p ( r j ,  r o ) ( / 3 ( r , )  - /3C) /  ■ 1 - - . d j ( r J )
«/Sj |r » — rj |

T
S  Afcp(r*, ro)G(rjk, -  ^c), (5.42)

k=i(k±j)

for j  = 1(1)T. This set of T  linear equations for the values of p at the 
midpoints of the elements can be written in the standard form

T

53°J*P(r*»ro) = ^ (ro .rj) , (5.43)
Ac=l

6jk

for j  = 1(1)# and where

°5'* = 1 "  2 7 (/3(r, ) _ Is, |p. -
+ik1AkG(rkt r j ) (P(rk) -  /3C)(1 -  5j*). (5.44)

The integral over Sj  in equation (5.44) is approximated as
ds(ra) f  ds(rs)f  ds {Ta) ^  r d s { r a) 

JSj |r , -  Tj\ ~  JSj |ra — Tj

- CL2ir f  A
drdO

= 2%#, (5.45)

where Sj  is the circle centred on Tj of the same area as Sj, i.e., Sj  has radius 
R — yjAjf'K.

Again, as for the previous section, once values o f o.jk are determined, the 

values of p at the midpoints of the elements can be calculated. It is then a 
simple task to calculate values of p for r  E £/+ by substitution into

* T
P(r, ro) = G(r0,r) - tA !i5 ]p (rj , .ro )G !(rj,r)(/3(rj).- /?c)Aj, (5.46)
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obtained by making the approximation (5.39) into (5.38).

5.1.2.1 The scattering surface

In this section, only circular surface inhomogeneities are considered, and 
expressions for the area of each of the boundary elements along with expres
sions for the coordinates of the midpoints of these elements are derived.

The mesh generation on the circular surface inhomogeneity must be such 
that the maximum boundary element diameter is to be no greater than a 
value h, dependent upon the incident acoustic field, values of which shall 
be considered in chapter 6. Consider the diagram in figure 5.3. The mesh 
on the circular surface is formed by dividing the surface into circular bands 
and sectors. In cylindrical coordinates, where the origin is taken to be at

. . .  , i

Circular surface inhomogeneity

Figure 5.3 Element configuration for a circular surface inhomogeneity in? 
eluding numbering system for the elements.

the centre of the circular surface, the circular bands are formed as follows. 
The interval [0, r^] (rc is the radius of the circular surface) is split into M
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subintervals, A ,/a»• • •»Akf, where

l i  =  [(» - (5.47)

for i = 1(1 )M and h = rc /M .  The sectors are formed by dividing the 
interval [0,2%-] into N  subintervals A, A , - - -, Av, where

Jj = [U -  1)0, j*], (5.48)

for j  = l(l)jV and 0 = 2*/N .  The area of each element is given by

Aî+(j-i)m -  ~ 2 ^ 2’ (5.49)

for i = 1(1 )M, j  — l( l)N .  The coordinates of the midpoint of the boundary 
element j  are

i j  = RcosOj, (5.50)

yj = RsinOj, (5.51)

and
Zj = 0. (5.52)

Subroutine GEOCIRCLE found in appendix D calculates values of area and 
the coordinates of the midpoints for the boundary elements of a circular 
surface inhomogeneity.

5.1 .3  M atrix structure and solu tion

With the numbering of the boundary elements of the spheroid as in figure 
5.2, and that of the circular surface scatterer as in figure 5.3, then the
matrices [&jt] for the solution of the two integral equations have the same
structure, and are in fact block-circulant [104], i.e., they are of the form,

f A i A2 . • • At  ^
At  A i

\  A 2 A3  .

At -:

(5.53)

Ai y
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where each entry of the matrix is itself a square matrix (of dimensions M  X 
M). It is easy to see that a necessary and sufficient condition for a matrix 
of order T = M x iV- to be block circulant, with block entries of order M, is 
that

ajk = %+M)mo<lT ,(fc+M)m<MlT, (5.54)

for j , & = 1(1 )T and where

modTi = (  * for *= 1(1)r 1 . (5.55) 
\ i - T  îo i i  = T  + l  T  + M  J

To show that ajk of equation (5.10) satisfies this condition, consider the 
element (j',& = 1(1)^). For brevity, writing (j + M)
for (j + Af)mo(/r , etc., and noting that (̂j+m),(*+M) = sj,k, one has

9G0(rt, rp+M)) .

(5'” >

Due to the axi-symmetry of the problem, and the ordering adopted for the 
elements,

A (t+ M ) =  A i ,  ( 5 .5 7 )

5 G!o(r(i+M ),r(J+M)) _  dGo(rit Tj) /c coN
dn(r(i+M)) -  Sn(ri) ’ ( J

for t,y = 1(1)T, so that

^ G o ( r j ,  T(j+M)) _  dGo(r j } ^

i = l ( # ( j + M ) )  dn(ri) t= l+ M (t# ( i+ M ))  ô n ( r »)

■ , 1 " 1

Thus,
“ (j+Aflm odr =  aj,k- ( 5 .6 0 )

A similar argument shows that ajk of equation (5.44) satisfies the con
dition for the block circulant structure.
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The solution of this matrix type can be carried out by using the subrou
tine CGSLC of the Toeplitz package, from the Argonne National Laboratory

[105].
The boundary element methods detailed above are implemented in a set 

of subroutines in appendix D. For the first approach, subroutines FSURSPH 
and FRECSPH found in appendix D calculate values of pressure on the sur
face of a spheroid and at a receiver point in the upper medium, respectively. 
For the second approach, subroutines FSURCIR and FRECCIR calculate 
values of pressure on the surface of a circular surface inhomogeneity and at 
a receiver point in the upper medium, respectively.

5.2 N um erical te sts  and com parisons 

5.2.1 Effect o f  elem ent sizes

It has been seen that the boundary element methods for the solution of the 
boundary integral equations require that the scattering surfaces are divided 
into a number of elements, and that, with correct numbering of these ele
ments, matrices are produced that have a particular useful structure. The 
order of each matrix is equal to the number of elements on the scattering 
surface, and it will be seen that the number of elements, in turn, is depen
dent upon the frequency of the acoustic field being considered. Thus, it 
is important to establish the element sizes on the scattering surfaces that 
allow accurate calculations to be made. Element sizes that are too small, 
although giving accurate results, would result in a large number of matrix 
elements, involving a large computational cost for solution; on the other 
hand, elements that are too large would give inaccurate results.

The method used here, to establish reasonable element sizes, is to com
pare numerical results with classical theory; and here the classical theory is 
that of scattering of an incident plane wave by a rigid sphere in an infinite 
homogeneous medium [84], expressions for which have been presented in ap
pendix B. If, in equation (2.104), = &2 and Zi = Za, then this equation
predicts the scattering of an incident spherical waye by a rigid inhomogene-
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9/

Receiver r
Figure 5.4 Theoretical source/receiver configuration for comparison of a 
boundary element method with classical scattering by a rigid sphere. The 
sphere has a radius of 0.5m, the propagating medium having a wavenumber 
A; = (5.0 +  0.05i)/m.

ity in an infinite homogeneous medium (appendix A gives a full derivation 
of the boundary integral equation when the rigid inhomogeneity is in an 
infinite homogeneous medium). This means that if the source is positioned 
sufficiently far from the inhomogeneity, such that the incident field at the 
inhomogeneity is effectively plane, then a direct comparison with the results 
from classical theory can be made. Figure 5.4 shows the source/receiver con
figuration used for a rigid sphere in an infinite homogeneous porous medium, 
and table 5.1 shows values of the ratio of the scattered field to the direct 
field at several points close to a rigid sphere of radius 0.5m in an infinite 
absorbing medium having a propagation constant of & = (5.0 + 0.05t)/m, 
calculated by numerically solving the integral equation (A.7). Th.e coordi
nates of the source, in metres, are (0,0,-1000), where the centre of the sphere 
is taken as the origin. Also shown in this table is the relative error, Ebc in 
the scattered field calculated by the boundary element method, i.e.,

E b c  =
P b - P s (5.61)

PÏ
where and p, are the scattered pressures calculated by the boundary 
element method and the classical theory respectively. The graph in figure 
5.5 shows this error versus element size for the receiver position (0,0,1). It
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1.00

ui

0.001

Elasant alza /  wavelength0.05 1.00

Figure 5.5 Error in the boundary element method versus element size for 
a rigid sphere in an infinite absorbing medium.

can be seen that the graph is not smooth. This is due to the fact that the 
number of elements in a longitudinal band, M, is calculated by taking the 
modulus of a real number, giving the stepped feature of the graph.

It can be seen that, as the element sizes are decreased, there is a grad
ual convergence of values to those calculated by the classical results: i.e., 
for small enough element sizes, the boundary element method compares 
favourably with the classical results. Furthermore, element sizes of the or
der 0.2A (where A = 27r/|&2|) have a relative error of about 1-2 percent, 
sufficient to give reasonable results.

Now consider the source/receiver configuration of figure 5.6, which shows 
a sphere of radius 0.125m, embedded at a depth, d = 0.01m (the depth being 
the closest point of the sphere to the plane boundary), within a rigid porous 
medium characterised by the four parameters a = lOOOOON.s.m-4, fi = 0.4, 
Sj — 0.75 and n = 1. At the frequency of 500Hz, the refractive index has 
a value of n = 2.5703 -j- 1.6575%. Table 5.2 shows the results for the ratio 
of the scattered field to the direct field pafpd calculated at several points 
near to the plane boundary above the embedded sphere. Also shown is the 
relative error E b b  in the scattered field calculated by the boundary element
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Source Receiver

Air k\Z\ . _____
medium k^Zi Depth.d j

Plane boundary, T

Sphere x

Figure 5.0 Theoretical source/receiver configuration for testing of conver
gence for the boundary element method for scattering by a sphere embedded 
within a rigid porous medium.

method, i.e.,

Ebb = pS -  p V

PhJ -
(5.62)

where is an accurate boundary element method calculation of the scat
tered pressure with a very small element size of fi = 0.0625À. (The com
parison with this fine mesh boundary element method result is made in the 
absence of a comparable classical or analytical result.) It can be seen in table
5.2 that the ratio "PalPd. gradually converges with decreasing element size. 
Futhermore, as indicated by the initial test for scattering of plane waves by 
a sphere in an infinite medium, element sizes with h «  0.2A are adequate in 
terms of accuracy and computational time. Similar results can be obtained 
for a disk embedded within a rigid porous medium, giving similar conclu
sions. The suggestion that an element size of «  0.2A is adequate has 
been made previously [88]. This value of h shall be used in all subsequent 
calculations.
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Source %

Air fciZi Receiver points ^ (b)

Porous medium kgZa Depth.d
1
1 ,

; \ -j-Disk
\ l

V
L  Sphere

Figure 5.7 Theoretical source/receiver configuration for testing of con
vergence of the boundary element methods to simple results for increased 
scatterer radius.

5.2.2 V alidation  o f  th e  boundary elem ent m ethods

It was seen in the previous section that the numerical methods converged for 
decreasing element size. This does not mean necessarily that the methods 
are giving correct and meaningful results, and it is the purpose of this section 
to validate these methods.

Table 5.3 and 5.4 show the results of calculating the ratio of. the total 
to the direct pressure field by using the boundary element methods for a 
sphere (the first approach) and for a disk (the second approach) embedded 
within a rigid porous medium for various radii of both sphere and disk with 
a constant depth of <£ = 0.01m as shown in figure 5.7.

Ratios at two receiver positions were calculated, the first at a position 
of 0.2m from the plane boundary above the centre uf the scatterer, and the 
second at the midpoint of the first element of the meshes used in both nu
merical solutions. This means that this second receiver point varies slightly 
with position according to the radius of the scatterer considered; however, 
initial tests have shown that this variation is small and can be ignored here.
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Rwliu» /  in Pueitiou (o) Position (b)

Two media case One medium case Two media case One medium case

1 X 10-B 1.0000 +  0.00001 i.oooo+0.0000; 0.9999 +  O.OOOi; l.OOOO+O.OOOO;

1 X 10-* 1.0000 +  O.OOOOt l.OOOO +  O.OOOO; 0.9999 +  O.OOOi; l.OOOO+O.OOOO;

1 X 10-3 1.0000 +  O.OOOOt l.OOOO +  O.OOOO; 0.9999 +  O.OOOi; 1.0000+ 0.0000;

1 X lO"' 0.9922 -  0.0020Î 0.9920 -  0.0099; 0.9995 +  O.OOOi; 0.9997 -  0.0002;

1 X lO-1 1 .5104-0 ,4358t 1 .5099-0 .4358; 1.1325 +  0.0539; 1.1143+0.0833;

2 X 10-1 1.7613 -  0.3367i 1.7594 -  0.3383; 1.25E2+ 0.2863i 1.1493+ 0.2C9C;

4 X 10-1 1 .9196-0 .2321; 1.9068 -  0.2315; 1.3454 +  0.3047; 1.1791 +  0.4218;

8 X 10-* 1.9670 -  0.1683t 1 .9520-0 .1363; 1.3540 +  0.5914; 1.1822+ 0.6061;

Approx.l 2.0000-0.0000 1.6453+0.76401

Table 5.3 Variation of the ratio of the total to direct pressure field with 
radius of embedded sphere at two receiver positions where the refractive 
index, n = 1, and the relative impedance f  = 1. Position (a) is at the 
midpoint of the first element of the sphere; position (b) is at 0.2m above 
the plane boundary; the source is at 100.0m above the plane boundary - see 
figure 5.7. The depth of the sphere d = 0.01m. For comparison, Approx.1 is 
a simple calculation for transmission into a rigidly backed layer with plane 
wave incidence.

With the source positioned at 100.0m from the plane boundary above the 
centre of the scatterers, comparisons can be made with values of ratios cal
culated using a simple (plane wave) theory for transmission through a layer
[106] (Approx. 1 in the tables), and secondly, a theory which considers a 
boundary integral equation for scattering by an embedded sphere of infinite 
radius [107], which is summarised in appendix A.2 (Approx.2 in the tables).

Table 5.3 shows the results for the special case where the refractive in
dex n = 1 and the relative impedance f  = 1. For comparison, equivalent 
results for a sphere in an infinite medium calculated by solving the inte
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gral equation (A.7) are shown. The calculation of pressure fields by this 
method involves using free-held Green’s functions, whereas the method here 
involves the Green’s function for transmission across a plane boundary. This 
approximation requires that |n2| >  1, which, of course, is not satisfied. It 
cam be seen that with increasing sphere radius, there is gradual convergence 
of values to that for the simple plane wave theory.

Table 5.4 shows the results for a sphere and disk embedded within a rigid 
porous medium, characterised by the four parameters o — 100,000N.s.m~4, 
fi = 0.4, s / = 0.75 and n — 1, at the frequency of 500Hz. For position (a), 
the results for the sphere show a gradual convergence to those for the simple 
plane wave theory (Approx.l) and to the values for the approximation for 
an embedded sphere of infinite radius. For position (b), the results for the 
sphere also show a convergence, but fall well short of Approx.l. For the 
receiver at position (b), the sphere must have a large radius for the results 
to approach the approximation. The results for the disk do not show a 
smooth convergence to those of Approx.l.

5.3 Sum m ary

This chapter has been concerned with the numerical solution of the bound
ary integral equations derived in chapter 2, by a simple boundary element 
method. It has been seen that with careful choice of the shape of the scat
terers, and with correct numbering of the elements on the scatterers, the 
resulting linear equations had a coefficient matrix that is Block-Circulant. 
This leads to savings both in computer storage and calculation time.

The scatterer shape chosen for the first approach was a spheroid^ and 
for the second, a circular surface inhomogeneity. These choices gave scope 
for testing the theory against classical results. Such tests were presented in 
section 5.2. The first test, which gave an indication of the size of elements 
to be used, involved comparing a boundary element method for calculating 
the field scattered by a sphere in an infinite absorbing medium, with values 
calculated by classical results. With the source for the boundary element
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method positioned sufficiently far from the sphere, such that the incident 
field at the sphere was effectively plane, such a comparison with the classical 
results, which involved plane wave incidence, could be made. It was seen that 
for the different receiver positions, there was convergence of the boundary 
element method to the classical results. A similar test was then carried out 
for a sphere embedded within a rigid porous medium and it was confirmed 
that an element size of h = 0.2A was sufficient for calculations, where A = 
2 ?r/|&2 |, and tg is the wavenumber of the lower medium.

With the element size determined, section 5.2.2 was concerned with val
idating the boundary element methods, by a straightforward comparison 
with some simple plane wave theory approximations and an approximation 
for an integral equation for an embedded sphere of infinite radius. These 
limited tests demonstrate that the boundary element methods may be used 
with some confidence.
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Radius /  m Position (a) Position (b)

Sphere Disk Sphere Disk

1 X 10-B 1.4471 +  0.3186» - 0.4404 -  0.4658» 0.4404 -  0.4660»

1 X 10-4 1.4447 +  0.3201» - 0.4404 -  0.4658» 0.4404 -  0.4660»

1 X IQ-3 1.4214 +  0.33131 - 0,4404 -  0.4658» 0.4404 -  0.4658»

1 X lO-2 1.2115 +  0.4523» - 0.4405 -  0.4668» 0.4402 -  0.4666»

1 X 10_1 1.7600 +  0.0621» - 0.4231 -  0.4599» 0.4193 -  0.4160»

2 X 10-1 1.7269 +  0.0028» - 0.4045 +  0.4587» 0.3135 -  0.3135»

4 X 10-1 1 .6897-0.0152» - 0.3750 -  0.4594» -0 .0333  -  0.4402»

8 X 10-1 1.6684-0.0175» - 0.3369 -  0.4651» 0.4904 -  0.5594»

Approx.l 2.0189-0.0115i 0.1956-0.6767

Approx.2 1.7870-0.01601

Table 5.4 Variation of the ratio of the total to direct pressure field with 
radius of embedded scatterer (sphere and disk) at two receiver positions. 
Position (a) is at the midpoint of the first element of the scatterer; position 
(b) is at 0.2m above the plane boundary between air and a rigid porous 
medium characterised by the four parameters a = 100, OOON.s.m-4 , fi = 0.4; 
3 /  = 0.75 and n = 1; the source is at 100.0m above the plane boundary - see 
figure 5.7. Depth, d = 0.01m, frequency=500Hz. For comparison, Approx.l 
is a simple calculation for transmission into a rigidly backed layer with plane 
wave incidence; Approx.2 is an approximation for an embedded sphere of 
infinite radius.
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C hapter 6

Experim ental m ethod

In this and the following chapter, a description of the experimental part 
of this study is given. The actual experiments and their results together 
with the comparison with theory are left to chapter 7. In this chapter, the 
equipment, its specification, arrangement, and calibration are described.

6.1 E xperim ental procedure

The aim of the experiments was to investigate the accuracy of theoretical 
predictions of sound scattering by oblate spheroids and circular disks em
bedded within various test media. The choice of the various experimental 
parameters was such as to allow direct comparison, as far as possible, with 
the theoretical predictions, whilst being constrained by the physical limits 
of the sample tray and anechoic chamber.

The experimental procedure used was to measure and then Fourier anal
yse, the instantaneous difference in sound pressure between two vertically 
separated microphones at a horizontal distance from a sound source over the 
surface of interest (see figure 6.1), thus obtaining a level difference spectrum. 
The level difference (L.D.) is defined as

"Sound pressure at upper receiver
L.D. = 20/opio (6.1)Sound pressure at lower receiver J

and is determined, at any particular frequency, by calculating the difference 
in the sound pressure levels between the two micrpphones, i,e, the magnitude
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Figure 6.1 Source^receivers configuration for the measurement of level 
difference over a porous medium.

of the transfer function between the two. microphones. It is related to the 
excess attenuation (E.A.) from a point source, by

L.D. — E.A.r£0^ receiver “  ^  ^  Bottom receiver» (6-2)

excess attenuation being defined as

Total sound pressure at receiverE.A. = 2 0 / 0 5 1 0 (6.3).Direct sound pressure contribution at receiver.

Figure 6.2 shows experimentally measured level difference spectra over 
a rigid (acoustically hard) surface for the configuration of figure 6.1. Two 
vertically separated microphones, with the top microphone at a fixed height 
of Zfc =0.2m above the rigid surface were placed at a horizontal distance of 
s = 0.4m from a source of sound, also at a fixed height of zq =0.2m above 
the rigid surface, emitting a continuous broadband signal. It can be seen 
that increasing the height of the lower microphone results in considerable 
changes in the spectra.

The observed maxima and minima are the result of interference between 
the direct and surface reflected path contributions, and so changes in the 
interference are due to the source or microphone heights. This becomes more 
clear by first considering excess attenuation spectra, where R and R! are as 
defined in figure 6.3. At certain frequencies, the path length difference R —R! 
will be such that there will be more or less complete destructive interference;
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these frequencies, / n, can be calculated using the expression, valid for a rigid 
reflecting surface,

- S )  =  7MT, (6.4)

for n = 1 ,2 ,..., c being the wave propagation velocity. If the surface is 
porous, a phase term has to be added to the left hand side of equation (6.4). 
Depending on the position of the lower and upper receivers, it is clear that 
the level difference spectra will also give such minima and maxima!

Figure 6.4 shows what happens to the excess attenuation spectrum when 
the receiver height is varied. It can be seen from figure 6.3 and equation 
(6.4),that decreasing the receiver height reduces the path length difference 
between the direct and reflected paths, thus shifting the minima and maxima 
to higher frequencies, and this is what is shown in figure 6.4 (b) where 
decreasing the receiver height, reduces the path length difference. Also 
shown are the resultant level difference spectra calculated from subtracting 
each excess attenuation spectrum at the lower position from that at the 
higher position; these level difference spectra can be compared directly with 
the experimental results in figure 6 .2 . For a very low receiver height, the first 
minimum in the excess attenuation spectrum is at a high frequency. This 
means that the level difference spectrum that most resembles the excess 
attenuation spectrum for the top receiver is when the lowest receiver is at 
its lowest position. This observation has been made previously by Embleton 
and Piercy [97].

In the theoretical calculations, the source is assumed to be a perfect 
monopole source of sound, with no variation in directivity, and to emit 
a white noise spectrum. In contrast to this, the sound source used for 
the experiments will have some variation both in its directivity and in its 
frequency range. These effects cancel when measuring level difference but 
must be considered when measuring excess attenuation.

For the same source/ receivers configuration, the level difference spectra 
will vary for different ground types. Not only will the maxima and minima in 
the spectra for the absorbing ground shift in frequency, but the magnitudes 
of the maxima and minima will also vary compared to those for a rigid
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Figure 6 . 4  Variation of theoretical excess attenuation spectra with height 
of the receiver for propagation over a rigid surface. Source/receiver config
uration as in figure 6.1. (a) zq =0.2m, s =0.4m and z =0.2m; (b) zq =0.2m, 
s =0.4m and z = (l)0.05m, (2)0.1m and (3)0.15m; (c)the resultant level dif
ference spectra Zq —0.2m, s —O.4m, ẑ  —O.2m and za — (1)0.05m, (2)0.1m 
and (3)0.15m.
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surface. It will be seen in the following chapter that for given source/receiver 
configurations, the level difference spectra above the surfaces of the three 
different propagating media considered, vary quite considerably.

It has been argued that the level difference spectrum displays a series of 
maxima and minima, the frequency positions of which are dependent upon 
the source/receiver configurations and ground parameters. Further, it is 
the maxima and minima of the spectra that are most sensitive to variation 
in the ground parameters. For the purposes of the present study the first 
minimum was to occur at approximately 1 kHz.

This imposed the first constraint on the source/ receiver configuration. 
The next constraint was size. The size of the sample tray was designed 
so that it fitted snugly and centrally in the anechoic chamber, the plan 
dimensions of the sample tray being 1.8 x 1.2m2, with a depth of 0.3m. 
The maximum usable area, however, was much reduced to avoid spurious 
reflections from the tray edges. Thus, the scatterers had to have a horizontal 
dimension of much less than 1 .2 m and a vertical dimension of much less 
than 0.3m. With these constraints in mind, a source/receiver configuration 
of zq =0.2m, s =0.4m, =0.2m, and za =0.05m was chosen for the present
study. Such a configuration has been used in the examples of this section.

6.2 E xperim ental apparatus

6.2 .1  T he sam ple tray and gantry

All experiments were performed in the Faculty of Technology anechoic cham
ber at The Open University. Figure 6.5 shows a floor plan of the anechoic 
chamber including the position of the sample tray. Figure 6 . 6  shows the 
experimental arrangement of source, microphones,sample tray and gantry 
arrangement within the anechoic chamber. Within the anechoic chamber 
was positioned a sample tray 1 . 8  x 1 .2 m2, the depth being 0.3m. On two 
rails running the length of the tray was mounted a gantry. The gantry 
comprised two trolleys, one moving the length of the tray, and a second, 
mounted on the first, running the width of the tray. From this second
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Figure 6.5 Floor plan of the Faculty of Technology anechoic chamber. Plan 
shows the outline of the sample tray.

trolley, a vertical shaft supported the speaker and from the first trolley, a 
vertical shaft supporting two microphones. This arrangement allowed the 
source and microphones considerable freedom for movement.

With the exception of the vertical motion, the position of the source 
and receivers was controlled by stepping motors instructed by computer. 
This allowed measurements to be made at numerous locations swiftly and 
accurately. The relative linear accuracy of the source/receiver position was 
0.005m. Absolute accuracy was ensured by linear scales, positioned adja
cent to the rails and by a mechanical stop. All supports for the source 
and microphones were designed so as to minimise reflective surfaces, whilst 
maintaining a rigid structure. Before any experiments with the propagat
ing media and scatterers were performed, measurements were carried out to 
check that the structure did not give spurious reflections.

The author was fortunate enough to inherit the main sections of the 
gantry system. Supports for the microphones and speaker were designed 
to the author’s specification. Full details of the gantry and the anechoic
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Figure 6 . 6  Photograph of the sample tray and gantry arrangement.



chamber may be found in [108].

6 .2 .2  T h e transm ission  and reception  system

A schematic diagram of the the transmission and reception system used for 
this study is shown in figure 6.7.

lie Chamber

Figure 6.7 Schematic diagram of the transmission and reception system. 

6.2.2 . 1  T he transm ission system

For the measurement of level difference, the sound source had to emit an 
axisymmetric sound field, with a broad-band signal sufficiently above back
ground and electronic noise.

For the purpose of this study, the white noise from a Briiel and Kjaer 
type 1405 noise generator was used to generate this signal. This generator 
was able to produce a white noise output over the frequency range 2 0 Hz to 
1 0 0 kHz, which was more than sufficient. The output from this generator 
was then passed to a Briiel and Kjaer type 5612 spectrum shaper .set with a
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bandpass of 1 0 0 Hz to 1 0 kHz. Amplification of this signal was then provided 
directly by a 75 W, 0-40dB variable gain Briiel and Kjaer power amplifier, 
having a flat transfer function over the frequency range 10Hz to 20kHz, 
which was again, more than sufficient. Finally, The sound source used, to 
which the amplified signal was passed, was a 40W Tannoy P4 driver unit 
with the exponential horn removed and replaced by an acoustically-damped 
hollow brass tube, as shown in figure 6 .8 . The tube consisted of a main shaft 
with an internal diameter 1.7cm, external diameter 1.9cm. For comparison

Figure 6 . 8  Section through the sound source and brass tube.

of measured and theoretical level difference spectra, it is required that the 
field emitted by the source is spherical or omnidirectional. In practice, 
such perfect omnidirectional sources do not exist. The brass tube used here 
produced an axisymmetric field, and this property is used to minimise the 
distortion in the measured level difference due to departure from perfect 
sphericity. Figure 6.9 shows the direct and reflected rays arriving at the 
two microphones in propagating over a homogeneous surface from the tube 
source. The angle the axis of symmetry subtended to the vertical, 0, was 
chosen so that 7 1  and 7 2  were approximately equal. For the configurations 
used, this angle was approximately 67.5 degrees.

6.2.2.2 T h e  recep tion  system

For reception of signals in the frequency range 100Hz to 1 0 kHz, Briiel and 
Kjaer 4165 0.5 inch measuring microphones were used. The size refers to the

r

v.
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Figure 6.9 Source and axis of symmetry for the level difference technique.

nominal diaphragm diameter. This choice was made because the diaphragm 
size was small compared with the wavelength of the received sound wave 
(34.3 mm at 10kHz) to ensure omni-directional reception and that changes 
in the sound pressure field are small over the diaphragm area, but large 
enough to ensure good sensitivity. The frequency response is quoted as ±2 
dB over 2.6Hz to 20kHz, more than adequate. The microphones were used 
in conjunction with Briiel and Kjaer 2619 microphone preamplifiers having 
a frequency range 2Hz to 200 kHz.

The preamplifiers were connected to a Briiel and Kjaer 2807 microphone 
power supply, which provided the necessary polarization voltage to the mi
crophones. The amplified signals were then passed to the Ono Sokki 920 
dual channel FFT analyser, which, at the frequency range 100Hz to 10kHz 
used in this study, samples the input voltage at 25.6 kHz. After reading in 
1024 samples (i.e. after about 0.04 seconds at this sampling rate), there is a 
pause in data collection while the fast fourier transform is calculated. The 
continuous nature of the analysed signal required the use of the Hanning 
window. A 400 line power spectrum is then calculated: i.e., the voltages in 
adjacent 25Hz bands are calculated from 0 to 10kHz. The transfer function 
is subsequently calculated from the two signals. For the experiments per
formed in this study, 64 consecutive transfer function spectra were averaged, 
to eliminate the effects of noise, such as source spectrum variations, receiver 
noise, etc.
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The complete reception system was calibrated by using a Briiel and Kjaer 
4230 calibrator, providing a 1kHz tone at a sound pressure level of 94dB.

6.3 T he scatterers

The scatterers were designed and made to the author’s specification.Two 
types of scatterers were made to enable direct comparison with the theory 
for scattering by embedded oblate spheroids, and with that for scattering 
by disks.

Figure 6.10 shows an example of the hemi oblate spheroids constructed 
by the Engineering Mechanics Discipline workshop, from laminated wood. 
The photograph in figure 6.11 shows the laminated wood construction. All

2.5cm to 12.5cm

-25cm

Figure 6.10 Dimensions of the hemi oblate spheroids used.

the hemi oblate spheroids used had a fixed major radius of 12.5 cm with 
the minor radius varying from 2.5cm to 12.5cm in 2.5cm increments. The 
tolerance was quoted as 0.25cm either side of the ‘true’ shape.

The second type of scatterer was constructed from 1.25mm thick mild 
steel sheets cut into circular disks of radii 5cm to 12.5cm in 2.5cm incre
ments. A photograph of a typical circular disk used is shown in figure 6.12.

\
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Figure 6.11 Photograph of a typical hemi oblate spheroid used in this 
study.

Figure 6.12 Photograph of an example mild steel circular disk used in this 
study.
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6.4 T he propagating m edia

Three different propagating media were need in this study, the physical 
properties of which are shown in table 6.1. The flow resistivity and porosity

Gravel Foam Fibreglass

<7 9568.0 4090.0 28660.0

n 0.4 0.9 f 0.8 t

n ' 0,5 t 1.0 t 1.0 f

•/ 1.0 t 1.0 t 1.0 t

Table 6.1 Measured and assumed constants of the propagating media. 
<7=flow resistivity, f2 = porosity, n =grain shape factor, s/=pore shape 
factor ratiof= predicted.

of each medium was measured by using the methods described by Hess [13], 
and the results for these measurements are shown in table 6.1, along with 
the assumed values of grain shape factor and pore shape factor ratio, for 
predictions using the four parameter model of Attenborough [3].

The gravel used was supplied by Erith Building Supplies, Bletchley, Mil
ton Keynes, and was a pea-gravel of nominal grain diameter 3/8 inch. This 
was found to be acoustically heterogeneous, a continual problem during the 
experiments being its uneven settling. To provide as uniform and consis
tent a gravel bed as possible, before all measurements were performed and 
each time the gravel was disturbed as a result of burying the scatterer?, the 
gravel in the vicinity of the scatterers was loosened with a fork. Although 
tedious, this ensured that the gravel gave consistent results for each set of 
measurements. The gravel was contained within and completely filled the 
sample tray.

The Fibreglass used in this study consisted of 1.2 x 0.9m2, 0.05m thick
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Pilkington S300 Crown slabs. To give as homogeneous a propagating medium
s possible, twelve slabs were placed adjacent to each other on two sheets of
Perspex on top of the sample tray, within the anechoic chamber, as shown
in figure 6.13. The slabs were sufficiently uniform in shape that they could 

I — Hbreglass slabs

 .......   === Perspex sheets
Sample tray

0.9 m— n-------0.9m — -

1.2m

Figure 6.13 Side elevation and plan view of the fibreglass slabs.

be placed adjacent to each other. Section 6.3 described the circular disks 
used; these were designed such that they could be inserted between the lay
ers of fibreglass with ease, eliminating the necessity to modify the slabs to 
accommodate the disks. To bury the disks to a fraction of a slab thickness, 
grooves were cut into the slabs using a sharp knife, and the disks carefully 
inserted into these.

The polyurethane foam used in this study consisted of two 0.98 x 0.67m2, 
0.2m deep slabs, which were sufficiently uniform in shape that they could 
be placed on the Perspex sheets on the top of the sample tray.

Again the circular disks were used in conjunction with the foam as the 
scatterers. Here though, two semicircular shapes of radius 12.5 cm were cut 
out of the two adjacent slabs. The two semi-circular shapes were then cut 
into slices, the circular disks then being inserted between these foam slices.
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Polyurethane foam slabs 
Perspex sheets 
Sample tray
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Figure 6.14 Side elevation and plan view of the polyurethane foam slabs.
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C hapter 7

R esults

In this chapter, the experimental measurements of the field scattered by 
the scatterers embedded within the various media described in the previous 
chapter, are presented. The measurements were designed to test the validity 
of the theory in the light of the various approximations made.

Prior to these measurements, a series of numerical tests were conducted 
on the models, to assess their validity under various limits, in particular that 
firstly, the prediction of excess attenuation spectra above oblate spheroids 
and disks in rigid porous media, with large values of radii converge to known 
results for a rigidly backed layer, and that for small values of radii, the 
.predictions converge to those for the homogeneous case; and secondly, the 
prediction of excess attenuation spectra above oblate spheroids and disks 
in rigid porous media converges to that for the homogeneous case as the 
depth of the upper scatterer surface is increased. These test are considered 
in section 7.1. This section is then followed by a description of experimental 
results with the chapter being concluded by a summary.

7.1 T heoretical results

It has been shown in chapter 5 has shown that when the source is taken to 
large distances above the plane boundary, the ratio of scattered to direct 
pressure field is observed to converge to simple results given by plane wave 
theory. The purpose of the work described in this section was to determine
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the influence of the near-surface scatterers when the source and receiver 
are close to the plane boundary, and figure 7.1 shows the source/receiver 
configuration that is going to be considered throughout this section. The 
source and receiver are at heights zq and z& respectively above the plane 
boundary, separated by a distance, s. An oblate spheroid is embedded 
within the rigid porous medium, its centre directly below the origin, at a 
depth D beneath the plane boundary. Also shown is the depth d which 
represents the closest point of the scatterer surface to the plane boundary. 
A rigid disk is also shown in the diagram. For all results, except figures 7.15, 
7.16 and 7.17, the centre of the scatterer is directly below the point midway 
between the source and the receiver.

By using the dependence of boundary properties given by the four pa
rameter model, (equations (3.63),(3.64) and (3.65)), it has been shown [13] 
that the most important parameter in these equations is the flow resistivity, 
a. In these initial tests of the models, the medium was defined as having 
porosity fi = 0.4, flow resistivity, a = 10, OOON.s.m-4, grain shape factor, 
n' = 1 and pore shape factor ratio, sp = 0.75. Attenborough [98] gives a 
value of a = 100, OOON.s.m-4 as typical of soils. This value, however, is a 
too highly attenuating medium for the present study; the scattered field is 
too weak to be detected.

Firstly consider the variation of the magnitude of the ratio of the scat
tered field to the total field with source/receiver separation, at a frequency 
of 1kHz, defined by

Magnitude = 20.0/opio ~^cat , (7:1)
* Hr

as shown in figure 7.2. It is found that when the separation s is small, the 
ratio has a very small value, but as the separation is increased this ratio 
increases, eventually tailing off with further increase in separation. This is 
straightforward to interpret. For small separations, the field at the receiver 
is dominated by the direct field, swamping any other contributions. With in
creasing separation, the direct field diminishes at a rate of 6dB per doubling 
of distance and other contributions including that from the scatterer become 
more important. With source and receiver heights of zq = zi, = 0.2m, the
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Depth, d

■Rigid diskRigidly backed layer

\  Oblate spheroid

Figure 7.1 Theoretical source/receiver configuration for the prediction of 
excess attenuation.

0.00

(u)

(b)

-50.00
0.00 Separation /  m 1.00

Figure 7.2 Variation of the theoretical ratio of the scattered field to the 
direct field at 1kHz with source/receiver separation above an oblate spheroid 
embedded within a rigid porous medium. The oblate spheroid (major 
axis radius=0.125m, minor axis radius=0.025m) is embedded at a depth 
d -0.01m. See figure 7.1. The medium is characterised by the four parame
ters a -  10, OOON.s.m-4, n  = 0.4, af  = 0.75 and n = 1. (a) Source/receiver 

eight z0 -  z6 -  0.4m, (b) source/receiver height z0 = zfc = 0.2m, and (c) 
source/receiver height z0 = zb = 0 .1 m.
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greatest contributions occur when the source/receiver separation s = 0.4m. 
This probably corresponds to the geometry at which direct and ground re
flected components interfere destructively at the particular frequency 1000 
Hz. Consequently, this source/receiver configuration has been chosen for 
a series of numerical tests to determine the influence of near-surface inho
mogeneities below a porous ground surface on the sound propagation from 
point source to receiver.

Consider first the case of propagation over a rigidly backed layer. Figure 
7.3 shows the variation of excess attenuation spectra as the layer depth is var
ied, where the flow resistivity has a value of 10, OOON.s.m-4. It can be seen 
that with increasing layer depth, from 0.01m to 0.16m, the frequency of the 
first minimum decreases and becomes more shallow. It is also observed that 
the second minimum becomes less pronounced but increases in frequency. 
Eventually, with increasing depth, the excess attenuation spectrum above 
the rigidly backed layer converges to the spectrum for the homogeneous case. 
In contrast to this, figure 7.4 shows similar results but for a medium in which

15.00

5 (a)

Co)
<d>

-15.00
500.00 5000.00

Figure 7.3 Variation of theoretical excess attenuation spectra with layer 
depth for a low flow resistive rigidly backed layer. The source/receiver height 

= -sfc = 0.2m and the source/receiver separation s = 0.4m see figure 7.1. 
The medium is characterised by the four parameters, a = 10, OOON.s.m-4, 
fi = 0.4, s / = 0.75 and n' = 1. (a) Homogeneous (dashed), (b) layer depth 
d =0.01m, (c) layer depth d =0.08m, and (d) layer depth d =0.16m.

the flow resistivity has been increased to a value of 100,OOON.s.m-4 . The
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higher attenuation associated with this higher flow resistivity, means that 
the excess attenuation spectrum above a layer depth of 0,16m or greater 
is almost indistinguishable from that of the homogeneous case (and is not 
shown in the diagram). The greatest depth shown is d = 0.04m. The same 
trend as for the lower flow resistivity case occurs, but much more rapidly.

15.00

s Co)

(c)
(d)

-15.00
500.00 5000.00

Figure 7.4 Variation of theoretical excess attenuation spectra with layer 
depth for a high flow resistive rigidly backed layer. The source/receiver 
height zq = Zfc = 0.2m and the source/receiver separation s = 0.4m 
see figure 7.1. The medium is characterised by the four parameters, 
a = 100, OOON.s.m-4, fi = 0.4, s/ = 0.75 and n = 1. (a) Homogeneous 
(dashed), (b) layer depth d =0.01m, (c) layer depth d =0.02m, and (d) layer 
depth d =0.04m.

Under certain conditions, the excess attenuation spectra for propagation 
above a rigid porous medium in which is embedded an oblate spheroid show 
similar results to those for the rigidly backed layer. Figure 7.5 shows the 
variation of excess attenuation spectra as the major axis radius of the oblate 
spheroid is increased, from 0.05m to 0.2m, while keeping the minor axis 
radius constant at 0.05m and the depth d constant at 0.01m. This, in effect, 
is flattening the oblate spheroid. Also shown are the spectra for propagation 
above a homogeneous medium and above a rigidly backed layer, with the 
layer depth, d = 0.01m. When the major axis radius has its smallest value 
and the scatterer is spherical, the excess attenuation spectrum is almost 
indistinguishable from that of a homogeneous medium. However, as the
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major axis radius of the oblate spheroid is increased, it can be seen that 
the first and subsequent minima in the excess attenuation spectra become 
deeper and move towards to those predicted for propagation above a rigidly 
backed layer.

15.00
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Figure 7.5 Variation of theoretical excess attenuation spectra with major 
axis radius for an oblate spheroid embedded within a rigid porous medium. 
The source/receiver height zq = zj, = 0.2m and the source/receiver sepa
ration s = 0.4m see figure 7.1. The medium is characterised by the four 
parameters, a — 10, OOON.s.m-4, fi = 0.4, s / = 0.75 and n = 1. Minor 
axis radius=0.05m.(a) Homogeneous (dashed), (b) major axis radius=0.05m 
(spherical), (c) major axis radius=0.1m, (d) major axis radius=0.15m, (e) 
major axis radius=0.2m and (f) rigidly backed layer. Depth d = 0.01m.

Figure 7.6 shows how the excess attenuation spectra vary as the oblate 
spheroid is flattened: i.e., the minor axis radius is reduced from 0.1m to 
0.025m, while keeping the major axis radius constant at 0.125m, and the 
depth constant at <£ = 0.01m. This represents a different situation from the 
previous one. The major axis radius is kept constant, and so any effects in 
the resultant spectrum will be due purely to the sphericity of the scatterer 
rather than to change in cross-sectional aspect. At large values of the minor 
axis radius, where the oblate spheroid is least flattened (near-spherical), the 
excess attenuation spectra differ only slightly from those in the homogeneous 
case. Decreasing this radius does bring about a deepening of the first mini
mum, but only to a limited extent; the second minimum seems unaffected. 
An increase in the major axis radius, with the value of the smallest minor
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axis radius, would result in spectra being observed as in figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.6 Variation of theoretical excess attenuation spectra with minor 
axis radius for an oblate spheroid embedded within a rigid porous medium. 
The source/receiver height zq = = 0.2m and the source/ receiver separa
tion s = 0.4m see figure 7.1. The medium is is characterised by the four 
parameters, <7 = 10, OOON.s.m-4, H = 0.4, s / = 0.75 and n = 1. Major axis 
radius = 0.125m. (a) Homogeneous (dashed), (b) mintir axis radius=0.1m, 
(c) minor axis radius=0.05m, (d) minor axis radius=0.025m, and (e) rigidly 
backed layer. Depth d=0.01m.

Figure 7.7 shows the variation of theoretical excess attenuation spectra 
for an oblate spheroid of major axis radius 0.125m, and minor axis radius
0.025m, with depth, d. A  similar trend in the excess attenuation spectra is 
observed to that for the rigidly backed layer case in figure 7.3. It can be 
seen that, as the depth, d, is varied, from 0.01m to 0.16m, the frequency of 
the first minimum decreases and becomes more shallow. It is also observed 
that the second minimum becomes more shallow and increases in frequency. 
At a depth, d, of 0.16m, the. excess attenuation spectrum varies only slightly 
from the spectrum of the homogeneous case.

If now the oblate spheroid is replaced with a circular disk, and it is as
sum ed  'that |n2| 1 so that the locally reacting assumption is justified,
then similar graphs of excess attenuation spectra can be produced for com
parison. Figure 7.8 shows how the excess attenuation spectra vary as the 
radius of the circular disk is increased from 0.05m to 0.15m, while keeping 
the depth of the disk constant at d=0.01m. At small values of radius, the
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Figure 7.7 Variation of theoretical excess attenuation with depth for 
an oblate spheroid embedded within a rigid porous medium. The 
source/receiver height zq = Zfc = 0.2m and the source/receiver separation 
s = 0.4m see figure 7.1. The medium is characterised by the four param
eters, <7 = 10, OOON.s.m-4, fi = 0.4, 3/ = 0.75 and n = 1. Major axis ra- 
dius=0.125m, and minor axis radius=0.025m. (a) Homogeneous (dashed), 
(b) depth d=0.01m, (c) depth d=0.02m, and (d) depth d=0.04m.

excess attenuation spectrum differs only slightly from that for propagation 
over a homogeneous medium. With increasing radius, however, the first 
minimum becomes deeper and similar in size to that for the rigidly backed 
layer case. The subsequent minima, however, become deeper. With in
creased depths, these minima become shallower with eventual convergence 
to those for excess attenuation over a rigidly backed layer.

Figure 7.9 shows the variation of theoretical excess attenuation for a 
circular disk of radius 0.125m, with depth, d. A similar trend in the ex
cess attenuation spectra is observed to that for results for a rigidly backed 
layer in figure 7.3. It can be seen, however, that with increasing depth, 
from 0.01m to 0.16m, the frequency of the first minimum decreases and be
comes deeper before it becomes more shallow. It is also observed that the 
second minimum becomes more shallow and increases in frequency. At the 
depth d=0.16m, the excess attenuation spectrum varies only slightly from 
the excess attenuation spectrum for the homogeneous medium.
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Figure 7.8 Variation of theoretical excess attenuation spectra with ra
dius of a circular disk embedded within a rigid porous medium. The 
source/receiver height z0 = Z& = 0.2m and the source/receiver separation 
s = 0.4m see figure 7.1. The medium is characterised by the four parame
ters, a = 10, OOON.s.m”4, fi = 0.4, s/ = 0.75 and n = 1. (a) Homogeneous 
(dashed), (b) radius=0.05m, (c) radius=0.1m, (d) radius=0.15m, and (e) 
rigidly backed layer. Depth, d=0.01m.
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Figure 7.9 Variation of theoretical excess attenuation spectra with 
depth for a circular disk embedded within a rigid porous medium. The 
source/receiver height z0 = Zj, = 0.2m and the source/receiver separation 
s = 0.4m see figure 7.1. The medium is characterised by the four param
eters, a = 10,OOON.s.m"4, fi = 0.4, s/ = 0.75 and n = 1. Major axis ra- 
dius=0.125m, and minor axis radius=0.025m. (a) Homogeneous (dashed), 
(b) depth d=0.01m, (c) depth 2=0.08m, and (d) depth 2=0.16m.
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7.2 E xperim ental results

By using the experimental equipment and procedure described in chapter 6, 
level difference spectra were measured over the pea-gravel, Fibreglass and 
polyurethane foam containing the different test scatterers. The source /  
receiver configuration of figure 6.1 was used to measure the level difference 
spectra, where zq = 0.2m, ze = 0.05m, z* = 0.2m and s = 0.4m.

Figure 7.10 shows both the experimental and predicted level difference 
spectra for the homogeneous media, the predictions being calculated by us
ing equation (6.1), sound pressures being calculated using equation (3.33) for 
the low flow resistivity and high porosity polyurethane foam, and by equa
tion (3.45) for the pea-gravel and Fibreglass. It can be seen that the three 
media display quite different spectra, with the polyurethane foam showing 
weak interference minima, with more defined minima for the pea-gravel. 
This variation of the spectra according to the type of medium being con
sidered has been used as the basis for studies of soil types [13]; These 
spectra can now be compared with spectra measured over media containing 
the various scatterers.

Predictions have shown that the presence of oblate spheroids results in 
deepening of the first minimum of the excess attenuation spectra and that 
the more flattened the oblate spheroid becomes the deeper the minimum 
becomes. Figure 7.11 shows how experimental and predicted level difference 
spectra vary as an oblate spheroid of major axis radius 0.125m, is flattened:
i.e., the minor axis radius is reduced from 0.05m to 0.025m while keeping the 
depth constant at d=0.025m. It can be seen that the experimental results 
show that the first minimum becomes deeper with decreasing minor axis 
radius, but overall the variations in the spectra associated with the oblate 
spheroids are not predicted.

The comparison of predicted and experimental level difference spectra is 
much better in figure 7.12 which shows the variation of spectra with radius 
of an embedded metal disk. Three different disk radii are considered, all at 
a layer depth of Q.015m within the gravel. The spectra display quite marked 
maxima and minima, in contrast to those observed in figure 7.11. Indeed, a
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Figure 7.10 Experimental and predicted level difference spectra measured 
over pea-gravel, Fibreglass and polyurethane foam. The source height 
Zq = 0.2m, the receiver heights are = 0.2m and za = 0.05m, and the 
source/ receiver separation s = 0.4m, see figure 6.1. Solid line - predicted, 
dashed line - experimental, (a) Gravel, (b) Fibreglass, (c) polyurethane 
foam.
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Figure 7.11 Variation of experimental and predicted level difference spec
tra with minor axis radius of an oblate spheroid embedded in gravel. The 
source height z0 = 0.2m, the receiver heights are zb = 0.2m and z* = 0.05m, 
and the source/receiver separation a = 0.4m, see figure 6.1. Solid line - 
predicted, dashed line - experimental; major axis radius = 0.125m; depth 
d=0.015m. (a) Minor axis radius=0.05m, (b) minor axis radius=0.025m.
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difference is observable between the homogeneous case and the case with a 
disk radius of 0.15m. Figure 7.13 shows similar results for Fibreglass. Here, 
however, with the higher value of flow resistivity, the changes in the spectra 
compared to that of the homogeneous case are less marked and only results 
for disk radii of 0.25m and 0.2m are presented. Figure 7.14 shows similar 
results for polyurethane foam. The very low flow resistivity and porosity 
associated with this medium implies considerable extended reaction, and 
hence, due to the basic conditions set out in the boundary value problem, 
no predictions of these spectra will be valid. However, it is observed that 
the general trend of the spectra with decreasing disk radii is similar to that 
for the pea-gravel and Fibreglass.

The previous figures have shown that the largest changes in the level 
difference spectra occur when, for a given depth, the radius of the circular 
disk is large, or, for the case of oblate spheroids, when the major axis radius 
is large, and the minor axis radius is small. Figure 7.15 shows the variation 
of level difference spectra with position above an embedded oblate spheroid 
of major axis radius 0.125m, and minor axis radius 0.025m. As the point of 
specular reflection (for the upper microphone) moves progressively further 
away from the centre of the oblate spheroid, the minima become less deep. 
Figure 7.16 shows similar results above a circular disk of radius 0.125m. 
embedded at a depth of 0.015m in gravel. The variations in the maxima 
and minima are adequately predicted by the theory. Finally, figure 7.17 
shows similar results above a circular disk of radius 0;125m embedded at a 
depth, d=0.025m in polyurethane foam.

7.3 Sum m ary and discussion

The theoretical and experimental results of this study have been presented in 
this chapter. Considered first were the theoretical predictions in the form of 
excess attenuation spectra. These results showed that there was reasonable 
convergence of the methods to those for a rigidly backed layer and for a 
homogeneous medium, for varying circular disk and oblate spheroid sizes
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Figure 7.12 Variation of experimental and predicted level difference spec
tra with radius of a circular disk embedded in gravel. The source height 
z0 = 0.2m, the receiver heights are zt = 0.2m and za = 0.05m, and the 
source/receiver separation s = 0.4m, see figure 6.1. Solid line - predicted, 
dashed line - experimental; depth ef=0.015m. (a) Radius=0.25m, (b) ra- 
dius=0.20m, and (c) radius=0.15m.
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Figure 7.13 Variation of experimental and predicted level difference spec
tra with radius of a disk embedded in Fibreglass. The source height 
zq = 0.2m, the receiver heights are = 0.2m and za = 0.05m, and the 
source/ receiver separation s = 0.4m, see figure 6.1. Solid line - predicted, 
dashed line - experimental; depth d=0.025m. (a) Radius=0.25m and (b) 
radius=0.20m.

and shapes. With the confidence in the theory gained by these tests, the 
theory was then compared with experimental data. Measurements were 
conducted with oblate spheroids and disks embedded in gravel and disks 
in Fibreglass and polyurethane foam, with theory being compared with all 
results apart from those for the polyurethane foam.

It was surprising that there was such good agreement of experimental 
results with the predictions of the theory for the case of disk embedded 
within the gravel. The low value of flow resistivity of the gravel meant that 
the gravel was at the limit of the locally reacting condition. Agreement 
with predictions and experimental results for the oblate spheroids embed
ded within the gravel was less good. Several reasons are proposed for this. 
Firstly, the approximations for the transmission Green’s functions used in 
the boundary element method were at the limit of their validity for the low 
flow resistivity of the gravel, which would result in slightly inaccurate pre
dictions; the second reason is an experimental one: i.e., the measurements
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Figure 7.14 Variation of experimental level difference spectra with ra
dius of a circular disk embedded in polyurethane foam. The source height 
zq = 0.2m, the receiver heights are z<, = 0.2m and za = 0.05m, and the 
source/receiver separation s = 0.4m, see figure 6 .1. Depth, cZ—0.025m. (a) 
Radius=0.25m, (b) radius=0.20m and (c) radius=0.15m.
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Figure 7.15 Variation of experimental and predicted level difference spec
tra with position above an oblate spheroid in gravel. Major axis ra- 
dius=0.125m, minor axis radius=0.025m, depth d =0.015m. The source 
height Zq = 0.2m, the receiver heights are = 0.2m and za = 0.05m, and 
the source/receiver separation s = 0.4m, see figure 6.1. Solid line - predicted, 
dashed line - experimental. The point midway between source and receivers 
is varied above the oblate spheroid as: (a) y = 0.0m, (b) y = 0.05m, (c) 
y = 0.1m and (d) y = 0.2m.
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Figure 7.16 Variation of experimental and predicted level difference spec
tra with position above a disk in gravel. Radius=0.125m, depth d = 0.015m. 
The source height z0 = 0.2m, the receiver heights are Z& = 0.2m and 
za — 0.05m, and the source/receiver separation a = 0.4m, see figure 6.1. 
Solid line - predicted, dashed line - experimental. The. point midway be
tween source and receivers is varied above the disk as: (a) y = 0.0m, (b) 
y = 0.05m, (c) y = 0.1m and (d) y = 0.2m.
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Figure 7.17 Variation of experimental level difference spectra with position 
above a disk in polyurethane foam. Radius=0.125m, depth d = 0.025m. The 
source height zq = 0.2m, the receiver heights are z& = 0.2m and za = 0.05m, 
and the source/receiver separation s = 0.4m, see figure 6.1. The point mid
way between source and receivers is varied above the disk as: (a) y = 0.0m, 
(b) y = 0.05m, (c) y = 0.1m and (d) y — 0.2m.
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were constrained practically by the dimensions of the tray containing the 
gravel, resulting in possible stray reflections at its base and sides so that the 
gravel was not behaving as a semi-infinite medium. This seems more likely 
in the case of the measurements over the oblate spheroids, where their influ
ence on the reflected field is much weaker than that of the disks, making the 
measurements more susceptible to stray reflections. A final reason is that 
the oblate spheroids were made of wood, and were possibly not exhibiting 
the required rigid surface that was being modelled.

It is proposed that the poor agreement of the predictions with the results 
of the disks in Fibreglass was due to the anisotropic nature of the medium. 
With the the thickness of Fibreglass medium used (~ 30cm) it was assumed 
that the medium was behaving as semi-infinite. The layered nature of the 
medium, where it was made, up of six separate sheets placed on top of each 
other, may have contributed to an unusual behaviour.

With the low flow resistivity of the polyurethane foam and its flexible 
frame, no reasonable theoretical predictions could be made. However, simi
lar trends in the experimental results to those of the gravel and Fibreglass 
were observed.
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C hapter 8

D iscussions and conclusions

The various theoretical and experimental results were described in the pre
vious chapter, and a discussion of their particular significance was given. In 
this concluding chapter, a review of these results, together with a discussion 
of the limitations and future extensions of the mathematical model and ex
perimental investigation, are presented, and the chapter is completed with 
some general conclusions.

\

8.1 R eview  of present study

The aim of this study was twofold. Firstly, it was to provide a theoretical 
description of the influence of near-surface inhomogeneities on the reflection 
of acoustic fields at the surface of a porous medium. Secondly, it was to 
compare quantitatively these theoretical predictions with measured acous
tic fields across the surfaces of porous media containing embedded inhomo
geneities so that the practical usefulness of the theory could be tested.

The theoretical development of the problem was straightforward, start
ing with its mathematical formulation in chapter 2. Two separate ap
proaches were considered. The first approach, that of considering a scatterer 
within the rigid porous medium, was first stated in terms of a boundary value 
problem. The development here assumed that the scatterer was rigid: i.e., 
that the Neumann boundary condition applied on its surface. Two refor
mulations of this boundary value problem in terms of integral equations via
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Green’s second theorem were then presented, both reformulations requiring 
the Green’s function solutions to much simpler problems; in the first, the 
problem involved the complicated calculation of Green’s functions for prop
agation in the presence of a plane boundary separating two semi-infinite ho
mogeneous media; in the second, the simpler calculation of free-field Green’s 
functions sufficed. The resultant integral equation for the first reformula
tion was conceptually simple, involving one integral term solely over the 
surface of the scatterer. In contrast, the second reformulation involved a set 
of coupled integral equations with an integral having an infinite region of 
integration. Due to the difficulty of solving such a set of equations, the first 
integral equation was chosen for solution.

In the second approach to the theoretical problem, scattering by a small 
finite region in the plane boundary having a surface impedance different to 
that of the surrounding area was considered. The boundary was assumed to 
be locally reacting, and, as such, the details of the sound propagating in the 
lower medium could be ignored, and the sound propagating in the upper 
medium could be determined by the boundary’s surface impedance. The 
reformulation of the boundary value problem in terms of an integral equation 
was similar to that of the first approach, requiring the Green’s function 
solution of the much simpler problem of sound propagation in the upper 
medium only. The resultant integral equation involved a simple integral 
over the scattering surface.

The numerical solution of the integral equations requires Green’s func
tions and their first derivatives for various source and receiver configurations 
and in chapter 3 simple expressions were derived for these. For the first 
approach, with the source and receiver configurations considered, approx
imations to the integral representations of the Green’s functions involved 
just two terms, a direct component and a plane wave reflected component. 
With higher order terms ignored, the first derivatives of these Green’s func
tions were simple. In the approximation to the transmitted Green’s function 
a simple expression combining the incident field at a point directly above 
the receiver point with an exponential term was used. This approximation
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required that the imaginary component of the refractive index was apprecia
ble. For the second approach, where the boundary was assumed to be locally 
reacting, the Green’s function for propagation from one point to another in 
the upper medium was given by the Weyl-Van der Pol equation. For point to 
point propagation on the plane boundary, the equation of Chandler-Wilde 
[88,92] was used.

In a sense, the second approach involved consideration of a more gen
eral problem than the first in that the surface impedance within the finite 
region could take any form. The simplest situation that could have been 
considered was that of sound propagation over a finite region where the 
surface impedance within the region was modelled as homogeneous but dif
ferent from the surrounding area. The impedance types considered in this 
study were, firstly, that due to a finite rigidly backed layer, i.e., in effect, a 
disk embedded within the porous medium and, secondly, that induced by 
an embedded rigid sphere. The expressions for these impedance types were 
considered in chapter 4. The derivation for the expressions for the induced 
surface impedance due to an embedded sphere were based on a number of 
assumptions: (l)that the incident waves on the plane boundary were the 
source of plane waves being transmitted normally in the lower medium; (2) 
that only one interaction with the spherical scatterer occurred (i.e. that 
there was negligible multiple scattering); and (3) that the reflection of the 
scattered wave at the plane boundary was adequately predicted by using the 
plane wave reflection coefficient.

Other impedance variations could have been considered such as that 
induced by a spheroid (which would have involved a spheroidal coordinate 
system). However, these expressions would have required further derivation, 
and were beyond the scope of this study.

Chapter 5 was concerned with the numerical solution of the integral 
equations from both approaches, by using a simple boundary element method 
The solution method was straightforward: firstly, the values of complex pres
sure were determined on the scattering surface by setting the receiver point 
to be on the surface of the scatterer at the midpoint of each boundary
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element in turn. This resulted in a set of simultaneous linear equations, 
efficient solution of which could only be carried out if the scattering surfaces 
were axisymmetric about the vertical axis through their centres. When this 
condition applies, the resultant matrices are block-circulant, a structure for 
which standard routines are available for solution. With these values of 
pressure on the surfaces of the integrating surfaces, the complex pressure at 
points away from the scatterers can be calculated by substitution back into 
the original equations.

A particular difficulty involved in the solution of the integral equations 
from is that the kernel function of the integral tended to infinity as the re
ceiver point approached the source points on the surface of the scatterer. 
In the case of the first approach a simple modification of the original inte
gral equation is required which results in a slightly more complex integral 
equation, but the block-circulant structure of the matrices is maintained.

In both approaches the scattering surfaces were divided into a number 
of boundary elements, and expressions for the normals, positions of the 
midpoints, and areas of the elements were derived. For the first approach, 
the expressions have been derived for scattering surfaces which are spheroids, 
which means that the basic shape of the scatterer can be varied from an 
oblate spheroid to a sphere without requiring extra subroutines. For the 
second approach, the scattering region, to satisfy axi-symmetry, was circular. 
Some numerical tests and comparisons with classical results of the numerical 
solutions of the boundary integral equations were then presented in chapter 
5. These limited tests showed that the boundary element methods could be 
used with some confidence.

The experimental method for measuring level difference spectra over the 
scatterers embedded within three different media was presented in chapter 6, 
describing in detail the experimental procedure and apparatus, the scatterers 
and media.

Both the theoretical and experimental results of this study were pre
sented in chapter 7. The tests of the models in the theoretical results section 
used a porous medium which was defined as having a porosity of ft = 0.4,
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flow resistivity, a = lOjOOON.s.m.-4 , grain shape factor, n =1* and pore 
shape factor ratio, sv — 0.75, this set of parameters chosen so that the 
medium was not too highly attenuating. The tests were carried out by cal
culating the excess attenuation spectra above the scatterers. A set of three 
tests were conducted on oblate spheroids embedded in the medium: the first 
involved keeping the depth and minor axis radius constant and varying the 
major axis radius; the second involved keeping the depth and major axis 
radius constant and varying the minor axis radius; and the final test in
volved keeping both the major and minor axis radii constant and varying 
the depth. A set of two tests were conducted on the circular disks embedded 
in the medium: the first involved keeping the depth constant and varying 
the radius; and the second test involved keeping the radius constant but 
varying the depth. In all these tests, the spectra were compared with spec
tra for the homogeneous medium and for a rigidly backed medium. These 
tests gave confidence that the models were working properly.

A set of simple experiments were then conducted and the results were 
presented for comparison with the mathematical models. The experiments 
were designed to test the models in a similar manner to those of the the
oretical results section and involved measuring the level difference spectra 
above the scatterers in the different media. Two sets of measurements were 
carried out on oblate spheroids: the first involved keeping the depth con
stant and varying the minor axis radius of an oblate spheroid embedded in 
gravel; the second involved measurements at various points above an oblate 
spheroid embedded in gravel. Comparisons were made with the theoreti
cal model. Two sets of measurements were carried out on disks: the first 
involved keeping the depth constant and varying the radius in gravel, Fibre
glass and polyurethane foam; the second involved measurements at various 
points above a disk embedded in gravel and polyurethane foam. Unfortu
nately, comparisons with models were not possible with the polyurethane 
foam. This chapter was concluded with a discussion of the main points to 
be drawn from these results.
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8.2 L im itations and future work

The major limitation of the surface inhomogeneity approach theory pre
sented here is that it has not been possible to make any predictions when 
the medium is externally reacting. The initial boundary conditions of the 
boundary value problem involved the Robin boundary condition, thus im
posing the condition of local reaction straight away. This is an omission of 
some importance for, as might be expected, the greatest contribution of the 
scattered field occurs when the medium has a low flow resistivity, and hence 
is externally reacting.

However, an experimental investigation of the scattering from disks em
bedded in polyurethane foam was carried out, showing that the influence of 
the scatterer was quite dramatic and has a similar form to that observed in 
gravel.

The restriction on the lower frequency of interest to that of 500Hz has 
meant that the considerations have been made purely of rigid porous media,
i.e. that the reflection of sound from a rigid porous half space is governed by 
the slow wave in the interconnected pores. No consideration of the seismic 
contributions has been considered.

Essential to the calculation of the boundary integral equation methods 
developed is the ability to calculate, accurately and efficiently, the propa
gation of sound from a point source above and across a plane boundary. 
With the simple expressions used for these Green’s functions, involving only 
plane wave reflection coefficients and a refractive index with an appreciable 
imaginary part (in the case of transmission), a certain amount of inaccuracy 
in the boundary integral equations methods will arise, but this has not been 
assessed in the study.

This study has not been concerned with the prediction of acoustic fields 
in the lower medium in the presence of a near-surface scatterer. The study 
has been concerned purely with the influence of near-surface scatterers on 
the reflection of sound from the plane boundary. However, the boundary 
element method lends itself just as easily to the analysis of fields in the 
lower medium as it does to the upper medium. It has not been pursued
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for the obvious reason that experimental comparison with the theoretical 
predictions would prove difficult.

With these limitations of the study in mind, the following suggestions 
for future work seem to be most appropriate:

1. further development of expressions for the Green’s functions and 
their first derivatives for the propagation in the presence of an 
externally reacting medium and penetrable, scatterers;

2. extension of the theory to predicting the influence of near-surface 
inhomogeneities on the reflection of acoustic fields from poro- 
elastic media;

3. further experimental investigation of the influence of near-surface 
and surface inhomogeneities on the reflection of acoustic fields 
from porous media, with a natural progression to measurements 
of seismic as well as acoustic influences.

8.3 Conclusions

The aim of this study was both to investigate theoretically and experimen
tally the influence of near-surface inhomogeneities on the reflection of acous
tic fields at the surface of a porous medium. The majority of the study has 
been devoted to the development of the boundary integral equation method 
for the theoretical investigation. The boundary integral equation method 
has been shown by many authors to be very effective for the calculation of 
acoustic fields over terrains of variable height and surface impedance. There 
is no doubt that application of the method to the problem of this study is 
appropriate. That there is an influence on the reflection of acoustic fields 
at the surface of a porous medium by a near-surface inhomogeneity is ar
guable intuitively. However, this study has shown both theoretically and 
experimentally that this influence is highly dependent on the medium char
acteristics and the shape and size of the scatterer. In particular, it has been 
shown that a near-surface embedded inhomogeneity with a spherical shape 
has a negligible influence on the level difference spectrum unless its radius is
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large. Furthermore, it has been shown that the more flat the oblate spheroid^ 
the greater the influence on the level difference spectrum for a given cross 
sectional area of the spheroid.

The study can have wider implications. The theory for the calculation 
of scattering by a variable impedance inhomogeneity can be applied more 
generally to problems of outdoor sound propagation over inhomogeneous 
impedance ground (and in fact propagation over variable impedance finite 
and infinite strips, with application to determining the noise from roads near 
grassland has been previously considered [88,50,51]). Finally, the use of this 
theory in non-destructive testing can only be hinted at.

The results of this study should help to understand the behaviour of 
acoustic fields above inhomogeneous media containing near-surface scatter
ers, and to provide expressions for their prediction under certain restrictions. 
However, there is considerable scope, through a consideration of more ac
curate Green’s functions, for providing a more accurate picture of the the
oretical problem. With the. high dependence of the scattered field on the 
medium properties, and the scatterer shape, it remains to be seen whether 
a successful application will be found.
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Appendix A

Form ulation o f a boundary integral 
equation for scattering by a sphere in an  
infinite hom ogeneous m edium

A sphere, labelled S, with a rigid surface <95, is embedded in an infinite porous 
medium, characterised by a a complex wavenumber, Asi. The complex acoustic 
pressure is assumed to satisfy the following boundary value problem: 
an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation,

(V 2 +  *?)p(r, r0) =  6(r -  r0); (A .l)

the Neumann boundary condition for r € 95, for a rigid scatterer,

• W -  <">
and Sommerfeld’s radiation conditions,

5Ei£ï2l -  ifc^ r .ro ) =  o ( r - i ) ,  1 (A 3)
P(r,r„) =  O (r - i) ,  /  l J

uniformly in r as r := |r| —► oo In the above, n(r) denotes the normal to the surface 
9 5  at point r.

To formulate the integral equation, let the Green’s function G(r, ro), satisfy the 
following boundary value problem, for each ro €  R3\F: 
an inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation,

(V 2 +  *?)G(r, ro) =  6(r -  r0); (A.4)

and Sommerfeld’s radiation conditions,

•ogid-ttiG Cr.ro) = <■(*•-*). 1 (A o
G (r,r .) =  O (r - i) ,  /  (A '5)

uniformly in r as r := |r| —*■ oo Note that in the case when no obstacle is present,

p (r ,r0) =  G(r,ra), (A.6)
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for r, ro G R3.
Now consider region V consisting of that part of U contained within a large 

sphere of surface, £  and radius i?, centred on the origin, but excluding small spheres, 
<7r and <7r0 ° f  radii e, centred on r and fq. The interiors of the spheres ay and o-ro 
are excluded so that the conditions of Green’s second theorem are safisfied by p and 
G in the region V. Applying Green’s second theorem to the region V, and noting 
that p(r,,ro) and G(r8,r ) satisfy Helmholtz equation, the following equation is 
obtained for r, fq G R3,

p (r ,r0) =  G(ro,r) +  ^ p ( T 4,r 0) ^ ^ y ^  -  G{r. , r ) da(r, ), (A.7)

for r, r0 G 17+.
The numerical solution of equation ( A.7) is carried out using subroutines GEO

SPHERE, FSURSPHIM and FRECSPHIM found in appendix D.
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Appendix B

A nalytical expression for the scattered  
field by a rigid sphere

Plane waves are travelling to along the the polar axis are incident on a rigid sphere 
centred on the origin. The incident acoustic pressure is given by,

OO
Pi =  5 3 ( 2 m +  l)tm.Pm(cos0)jm(*r). (B .l)

m=0

where jm denotes the spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order m, defined 
in terms of a Bessel function of fractional order by,

M z) =  ( ^ )  * J n + l M ,  (B .2 )

and Pm(a$) is the Legendre polynomial of degree m, defined for m  =  0, 1, by Pq(x) =  
1 a n d  P i( t )  =  æ a n d  for m  >  1 by th e  re c u r re n c e  r e la t io n ,

(n +  l)P n+i(®) =  (2n +  l)xP n(x) -  nP„_i(x), (B.3)

for n =  1,2. It is assumed that the scattered wave has the form,

P» =  5 3  *mPm(co3e)h$(kr) (B.4)
0

where the sphericW Hankel functions of the first kind, hm\  are defined by,

,lm>(Z) =  ( ^ )  i  (B '5)

Insisting that the normal velocity is zero on the surface of the sphere leads to 
expression for the coefficients dm,

am and p, given by equations (B.6) and (B.4) are calculated using subroutine 
PLNSCATCOE and complex function PLNSCATFLD found in appendix D.
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Appendix C

Boundary integral equation form ulation  
for sound propagation over a half-space 
containing an em bedded sphere o f  
infinite radius

A sphere, labelled S, with rigid surface dS, is embedded in a rigid porous (lower) 
half-space, with the upper-half space containing air. The boundary value problem 
of equations (2.34 to 2.40) which give the associated boundary integral equation 
(2.104), define this problem if the integrating surface is replaced by a sphere. With 
this modification, if the radius is now allowed to tend to infinity while keeping the 
depth, d, constant, and r and ro directly above r%, the highest point on the surface 
dS, the integral equation becomes,

a/e(r)p(r, r0) =  aG (r0,r ) -  J  p (r ,, r0) ^  dA(ra) (0 .1)

where dS is now a plane at a depth d beneath the ground surface F and S is the 
region below this plane; /c(r) := 1, for r €  R3\ 5 ,  1/2 for r €  55 . Introducing 
polar coordinates in the surface 55, with the origin of the coordinates at r* and -R 
defined as |r, — r*|, this integral equation can be written,

a/c(r)p(r, r0) =  aC?(ro, r) -  2ir J  p (r ,, r0) ^ RdR (C.2)

Now, letting ro get further and further away from F, (i.e. letting zq —» +oo), the 
pressure p(r,,ro), assumes an almost constant value pc in a larger and larger region 
surrounding the point r%. Putting r =  r* in equation (C .l) gives a value for pc as,

pc =  otG(r0, r*) (C.3)
I .

The pressure at a point r above r* in the upper half-space, is then given by,

ap(r,ro) =  aG (ro,r+) -  pc2* J  dG^ ' r+^RdR. (C.4)
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The integral in equation (C.3) can now be calculated numerically by standard 
techniques. The integral in equation (C.4) is a little more tricky to calculate , the 
problem being that the integrand tends to zero very slowly as R increases, being 
of the order 0 (/2 _1). With reference to the notes of Chandler-Wilde [107], this 
problem is overcome by analysing the asymptotic behaviour of the integrand.

Letting f(R)  =  -2icRdG(Tg,r)/dz,  and replacing G by the approximations 
(3.53), f(R)  can be written,

ikiaRcosdVn* -  8 in*d (r  ^
} r{acos9 + -  sin*8 ) ' ( ’

where r = |rr — r|, and 8 = co8 ~(z/r), rp being the point on the boundary F 
directly above r,. Now Rcosd = z and if n ^  1, then,

v/n2~Z^^2ÿ = Vn^--T(l + 0 (r-2)), (C.6)

as A —* oo, and also,

acosô + ~sïn^0 = ~1-|-0(f-1). (C.7)

Thus, making use of equations (C.6) and (C.7), equation (C.5) can be written,

/(r,) = (,(r,) + 0 (r-2), (C.8)

where,

5(r,) =  -

Equation (C.4) may now be written, 

op(r, ro) =  oG(ro, r) +  pc

AirikiZQ - 1
r

(C.9)

/ “  + J “  f(R)  -  8(JZ)dfl] , (C .10)

where / ( r , )  -  g(rt ) =  0(r~2) as r, —» oo. ^(r,) behaves as 0 (r-1 ) but is straight
forward to integrate:

J°° g(R)dR =  (C .ll)

Equation (C.4) has now thus been reduced to a form more amenable to numerical
integration.
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Appendix D

Listings o f FO R TR A N  77 subroutines 
referred to  in the text

This appendix lists all of the FORTRAN 77 subroutines and functions that are 
mentioned in the text. Documentation is included for each.
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D .l  C om plex function CCO TH
CCOTH calculates the hyperbolic cotangent of a complex number. There are no 
subprograms referenced.

COUPLE! FUICTIOI CCOTH(Z)
COMPLEX Z

C
C CALCULATES THE HYPERBOLIC C0TA1GEIT OF A COMPLEX HUMBER 
C IF THE REAL PART OF Z IS 
C LARGE THEM CCOTH(Z) IS EQUAL TO 1 + 10 
C
C 01 EHTRY:
C
C Z COMPLEX

THE COMPLEX ARGUHEIT
C
C IHTERHAL VARIABLES 
C

REAL RZ2,AZ2,C1 
COMPLEX I

C
I=CMPLX(0.0 ,1 .0 )
IF (REALCZ) .GT. 44 .3) THE:
CC0TH=(1.0 ,0 .0 )
RETURI

ELSE
RZ2=2.*REAL(Z)
AZ2=2.*AIHAG(Z)
C1=C0SH(RZ2)-C0S(AZ2)
CC0TH=(SI1H(RZ2)-I*SI1(AZ2))/C1 

BID IF 
RETURI 
BID
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D.2 Subroutine CD
CD calculates value of complex density using equation (3.65). Reference to 
other subprograms are: 

# CMPBJ: a subroutine from Sastry [109].
SUBROUTIBE CD(F , IPR, SFR, SIGMA, P0R0S, CDEIS)
COMPLEXES CDEIS
REAL*4 F, IPR, SFR, SIGMA, P0R0S

C
C CD CALCULATES A SIIOLE VALUE OF COMPLEX DEISITY 
C USIIG THE FOUR PARAMETER MODEL.
C
C 01 EITRY 
C
C F REAL
C FREQUEICY
C
C IPR REAL
C GRAII SHAPE FACTOR
C
C SFR PORE SHAPE FACTOR RATIO
C
C SIGMA REAL
C FLOW RESISTIVITY
C
C POROS REAL
C POROSITY
C
C 01 EXIT 
C
C CDEIS REAL
C COMPLEX DEISITY
C
C THIS VERSIOI DATED 7TH DECEMBER, 1989.
C
C ROUTIIE CMPBJ IS CALLED 
C
C UTERIAL VARIABLES 
C

COMPLEXES I,YP,TP,J0,J1  
IITEOER*2 II  .
REAL*4 LAHBDAP,Q,PI,CF,GAMMA, PRAIDTL, RHOF, AE, OMEGA

C
Q=SQRT(P0R0S**-IPR)
PI°4.0*ATAI(1.0)
I-CMPLX(O.O.l.O)
CF-343.0 
GAMMA3! •4 
PRAIDTL-0.76 
RH0F=1.2
AE=SQRT(8.O*(Q**2)/(P0R0S*SIGMA))
0HEGA=2.O*PI*F
LAHBDAP-(AE/SFR)* ( (0MEGA*RH0F)**0.6)
YP-LAHBDAP*(1**0.5)
11=0
CALL CHPBJ(YP,I1, JO)
II-1
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CALL CHPBJCYP.Il.Jl)
TP-J1/J0
CDEÏ3-Q++2+EH0P/( ( 1 . 0 ( 2 . 0/YP)+TP> +POEOS)
RETURI
BID
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D.3 Complex function FFG
FFG calculates the free field Green’s function. There are no subprograms 
referenced.

COHPLEX FUICTIOI FFG(X,I) '
COHPLEX+8 K 
REAL*4 X

C
C FFO CALCULATES THE FREE-FIELD QREEH* S FUICTIOI GIVE: THE HAGIITUDE 
C OF THE VECTOR BETVEEI THE TWO POUTS, AID THE COMPLEX PROPAOATIOI 
C COISTAIT.
C
C 01 EITRY:
C
C X REAL
C HAGIITUDE OF THE VECTOR BETVÉEI THE TWO POUTS
C
C K COMPLEX
C COMPLEX PROPAOATIOI COISTAIT
C

COMPLEXES I 
REAL*4 PI

C
I=CMPLI(0.0 ,1 .0 )
PI-3.141592653
FFG—CEXP(I*K*X)/(4.0*PI*X)
RETURI
EID
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D.4 Subroutine FRECCIR
FRECCIR calculates values of acoustic pressure at the receiver point in the 
upper medium using equation (5.46). Reference to other subprograms are: 

# GfllWVDP: see section D.14.
SUBROUTIIE FRECCIR(RCOOR, SCOOR,COOR, K l, K2,AREA, PRKRO, I ,H, 

k  SCATT, QROR, PRRO, Z, ZC)
PARAMETER(IHAX-200,HHAX=100, IMHAX-IHAXeMMAX,MMMAX°HMAX*MMAX)
COMPLEXES PRKRO(IMHAX),PRR0,Z(1MMAX),ZC,0R0R,SCATT,K2 
I1TE0ER*2 1,M
REAL*4 K1,RC00R(3), SCOOR( 3 ) ,C00R(3,IHHAX),AREA(IMMAI)

C
C FRECCIR CALCULATES THE VALUES OF THE PRESSURE FIELD 
C AT THE RECEIVER POSITIOI II  THE UPPER MEDIUM.
C
C 01 EITRY
C
C RCOOR REAL(3)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE COORDIIATES OF THE RECEIVER.
C RCOOR IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT
C
C SCOOR REAL(3)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE COORDIIATES OF THE POUT SOURCE.
C SCOOR IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT

. C
C COOR REAL(3jI*M)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE COORDIIATES OF THE MIDPOIITS OF
C THE BOUIDARY ELEMEITS.
C COOR IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT
C
C K1 REAL
C PROPAGATIOI COISTAIT OF THE UPPER MEDIUM.
C I.E. TIME DEPEIDEICE EXP(-I*V*T) ASSUMED.
C K1 IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C AREA REAL(I*H)
C VALUES OF THE AREA OF EACH BOUIDARY ELEMEIT.
C AREA IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C PRKRO COMPLEX(I*H)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE VALUES OF THE PRESSURE FIELD AT
C THE MIDPOIITS OF THE ELEMEITS.
C PRKRO IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C I IITEGER
C THE CIRCULAR REGIOI IS DIVIDED IITO I SECTORS.
C I IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C M IITEGER
C THE CIRCULAR REGIOI IS DIVIDED IITO H AIIULI.
C H IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C Z(I*H) COMPLEX
C IIDUCED SURFACE IHPEDAICE AT THE MIDPOIITS OF THE BOUIDARY
C ELEMEITS.
C Z IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
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•C ZC COMPLEX
C CHARACTERISTIC IHPEDAICE OF THE SURROUHDIIG AREA.
C ZC IS UHCHAHGBD 01 EXIT.
C
C 01 EXIT 
C
C SCATT COMPLEX
C THE SCATTERED FIELD.
C
C QROR COMPLEX
C THE QREEH'S FUICTIOI FOR A HOMOOEIEOUS HALF SPACE.
C
C PRRO COMPLEX
C THE CALCULATED PRESSURE VALUE.
C
C THIS VERSIOI DATED 7TH DECEMBER, 1989.
C
C ROUTIIE G11VVDP IS CALLED.
C
C UTERI AL VARIABLES 
C

COMPLEXES ORKR,I,RI
IITEGER+2 IM.K
REAL*4 AKCOORO) .DEPTH

C
IM«I*H
I= (0 .0 ,1 .0 )
RI=K2/K1
DEPTH-0.0
CALL Q11WDP(RCOOR, SCOOR,K1,RI,ZC,QROR, DEPTH)
SCATT-CMPLI(0 .0 ,0 .0 )
DO 010 K=1,IM 

AKC00R(1)-C00R(1,K)
AKC00R(2)=C00R(2,K)
AKCnOR(3)^CnnR(3,X)
CALL 011VVDP(AKCOOR, RCOOR, K l, RI, ZC, ORKR, DEPTH) 
SCATT-SCATT+PRKRO(K) *ORER*AREA(X)* (1 .0 /Z (I )- 1 .O/ZC) 

010 COITIIUE
SCATT=I*K1*SCATT
PRRO=OROR-SCATT
RETURI
EID
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D.5 Subroutine FRECSPH
FRECSPH calculates values of acoustic pressure at the receiver point in the 
upper medium using equation (5.11). Reference to other subprograms are: 

• G il: see section D.10;

• G12DER: see section D.12.

SUBROUTIIE FRECSPH(L, RCOOR, SCOOR,C00R,I0RH, PROP, AREA, PRKRO,1,11,
A SCATT,QROR,PRRO,ZETA,RI,DEPTH)

PARAMETER(IHAX=200,1D1AI=100,IHHAI-IHAI*HHAI,MMMAX=MMAI*MMAI)
IITE0ER*4 I,H,L
REALM RC00RO) ,SC00R(3) ,C00R(3, TOtAI) .AREA(IMHAX)
REALM I0RH(3,IMMAI) .DEPTH
COMPLEXES QROR, PROP, PRKRO(IHMAX) , PRRO, ZETA, RI, SCATT

C
C FRECSPH CALCULATES THE VALUES OF THE PRESSURE FIELD AT THE 
C RECEIVER POSITIOI.
c
C 01 EITRY 
C
C RCOOR REALO)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE COORDIIATES OF THE RECEIVER.
C RCOOR IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT
C
C SCOOR REALO)
Ç ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE COORDIIATES OF THE POUT SOURCE.
<? SCOOR IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT
C
C COOR REAL(IHHAX)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE COORDIIATES OF THE CEITROIDS
C OF THE AREA ELEMEITS.
C CCOOR IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT
C
C I0RM REALO,IMHAX)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE IDRHAL VECTORS AT THE CEITROIDS
C I0RH IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT
C
C PROP COMPLEX
C PROPAOATIOI COISTAIT.
C I B .  TIME DEPEIDEICE EIP(-I*V*T) ASSUMED.
C PROP IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C AREA REAL(I*H)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE VALUES OF THE AREA OF EACH AREA ELEMEIT
C 01 THE SPHERE.
C AREA IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT
C
C PRKRO COHPLEX(I'M)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE VALUES OF THE PRESSURE FIELD 01 THE
C SURFACE OF THE SPHERE.
C PRKRO IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT
C
C I  IITEGER
C THE SURFACE OF THE SPHERE IS DIVIDED IITO I  LOIGITUDIIAL
C BAIDS.
C I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT
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c
c
c
c
c
G
C
C
C
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
G
C
c
c
G
C
C
C
C
C
G
C
C
G
C
C

C

010

H IITEGER
THE SURFACE OF THE SPHERE IS DIVIDED IITO H LATITUdim al  
BAIDS.
M IS UICHAIGED 01 EZIT

ZETA COHPLEX
THE IHPEDAICE OF THE HEDIUH.
ZETA IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT

RI COHPLEX
THE REFRACTIVE IIDEX AT THE SURFACE GAHHA.
RI IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT

DEPTH REAL
THE DISTAICE FROH THE CEITRE OF THE OBSTACLE TO 
THE BOUIDARY GAHHA.
DEPTH IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT

01 EXIT

SCATT COHPLEX
THE CALCULATED SCATTERED FIELD.

GROR COHPLEX
THE GREEI’S FUICTIOI FOR A HOHOGEIEOUS HALF SPACE.

PRRO COHPLEX
THE CALCULATED PRESSURE VALUE.

THIS VERSIOI DATED 3RD DECEHBER, 1989.

SUBROUTIIES Gil AID G12DER ARE CALLED.

UTERI AL VARIABLES

REALM AKCOORO), AKIORHO), HI 
IITEGERM IH,K
C0HPLEX*8 IDG, ALPHA, GG, GX, GY, GZ

K1=REAL(PR0P/RI)
ALPHA-ZETA*RI
IH-1*H
CALL 011(RCOOR, SCOOR,K1,RI,ZETA, GG, DEPTH)
GROR=GG
SCATT=CHPLX(0 .0 ,0 .0 )
DO 010 K=1,IH 

AKC00R(1)=C00R(1,K)
AKCOOR (2 ) '■COOR (2 , K)
AKC00R(3)=C00R(3,K)
AKIOMMn-IOMMl.K)
AKI0RH(2)=I0RH(2,K)
AKIORHO)-I0RH(3,K)
CALL G12DER(AKCOOR, RCOOR, Kl, RI, ZETA, GG, GX, GY, GZ, DEPTH) 
IDG=ÀKIORH ( 1 ) *GI+AKIORH( 2 ) +GY+AKI0RHO) *GZ 
SCATT-SCATT+PRKRO(K) +IDG*AREA(K)

COITIIUE
SCATT-SCATT/ALPHA
PRRO-GROR+SCATT
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RETURI
EID



D.6 Subroutine FRECSPHIM
FRECSPHIM calculates values of acoustic pressure at the receiver point in 
the infinite medium for the numerical solution of equation (A.7). Reference 
to other subprograms are: 

• FFG: see section D.3;

# NDFG: see section D.20; 

e RMAG: see section D.24.

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
Ç
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

SUBROUTIIE FRECSPHIM (RCOOR, SCOOR, COOR, I0RH, PROP. AREA, PRKRO, I , H, 
ft SCATT,QROR,PRRO)

PARAMETER(1MAI-200,MHAX-100, IMHAX-1MAX*MHAX,MMMAX-MMAX*MHAX) 
IITEGER*2 I,H
REAL*4 RCQ0R(3), SCOOR( 3 ) ,C00R(3,IHHAX),AREA(HMMAX)
REAL*4 10RM(3,IMHAX)
C0HPLEX*8 PROP,PRKRO(IMHAX),PRRO,SCATT

FRECSPHIM CALCULATES THE VALUES OF THE PRESSURE FIELD 
AT THE RECEIVER POSITIOI.

01 EITRY 

RCOOR

SCOOR

COOR

I0RM

PROP

AREA

PRKRO

REAL(IHMAX)
ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE RECEIVER CARTESIAI COORDIIATES.
RCOOR IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REALO) ,
ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE SOURCE CARTESIAI COORDIIATES.
SCOOR IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REAL(IMHAX)
ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE COORDIIATES OF THE CEITROIDS.
COOR IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

RBAL(IMHAX)
ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE IDRHAL VECTORS AT THE CEITROIDS.
I0RM IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

COMPLEX
PROPAGATIOI COISTAIT.
I .B . TIME DEPEIDEICE EIP(-I*W*T) ASSUMED.
PROP IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REAL(IHMAX)
ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE THE AREA OF EACH ELEMEIT.
AREA IS VICBAI9ED 01 EXIT.

COMPLEX(I*M)
ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE VALUES OF THE PRESSURE FIELD 01 TRE 
SURFACE OF THE SPHERE.
PRKRO IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

IITEGER
THE SURFACE OF THE OBSTACLE IS DIVIDED IITO I  LOIGITUDIIAL 
BAIDS.
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C I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EUT.
C
C H IITEGER
C THE SURFACE OF THE OBSTACLE IS DIVIDED IITO H LATITUDIIAL

BAIDS.
H IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

01 EXIT

SCATT COMPLEX
THE CALCULATED SCATTERED FIELD.

GROR COMPLEX
THE CALCULATED FREE FIELD.

PRRO COMPLEX
THE CALCULATED PRESSURE VALUE.

THIS VERSIOI DATED 11th MAY, 1989.

ROUTIIES FFG, IDFG AID RMAG ARE CALLED.

FUICTIOI TYPE DECLARATIOI

REAL*4 RMAG,AKCOORO) .AKIORHO)
COMPLEXES FFG,IDFG

UTERI AL VARIABLES

REALM X
IITEGER*2 IM,K 
COMPLEXES GROR.IDFFG 

C
IM I  M
X-RMAC(SCOOR, RCOOR)
GROR=FFG(I,PROP)
PRRO-CMPLI(0 .0 ,0 .0 )
DO 010 K-1,IH 

AKC00R(1)-C00R(1,K)
AKC00R(2)=C00R(2,K)
AKC00R(3)-C00R(3,K)
AKI0RH(1)-I0RM(1,K)
AKI0RH(2)=I0RM(2,K)
AKI0RMO)-I0RMO,K)
I=RMAG(AKCOOR,RCOOR)
■DFFG-IDFG(X.PROP, AKCOOR, RCOOR, AKIORM) 
PRRO»PRRO+PRKRO(K)*IDFFG*AREA(K)

010 COITIIUE
SCATT»PRRO
PRRO=GROR+SCATT
RETURI
EID
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D.7 Subroutine FSURCIR
FSURCIR calculates values of pressure at the midpoints of the boundary 
elements of a circular surface inhomogeneity, using the theory of section 
5.1.2. Reference to other subprograms are: 

• CGSLC: a subroutine from Argonne National Laboratory’s Toeplitz 
package [105];

• G11WVDP: see section D.14;
• PBETA3: a subroutine from the PROPLIB package [93];

• RMAG: see section D.24.

SUBROUTIIE FSURCIR(K1,12,1,11,0,AREA,SCOOR,COOR,Z,ZC) 
PARAMETER(1HAI=200,HHAI-100,IHHAI=IHAI*MHAI,HMMAI=HMAX*HHAX) 
COMPLEXES Z(IMMAI),ZC,0<IMHAX),K2 
IITEQER*2 I,H 
REAL*4 SC00RO) ,C00R(3,IMMAI) ,AREA(IHMAX) ,X1

C
C FSURCIR CALCULATES THE PRESSURE VALUES AT THE MIDPOIITS 
C OF THE BOUIDARY ELEMEITS OF A CIRCULAR SURFACE IIHOHOOEIEItY.
C
C 01 EITRY 
C
C XI REAL
C PROPAGATIOI COISTAIT OF THE LOWER MEDIUM.
C I B .  TIME DEPEIDEICE EXP(-I*W*T) ASSUMED.
C XI IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C K2 COMPLEX
C PROPAGATIOI COISTAIT OF THE UPPER MEDIUM.
C I .B . TIME DEPEIDEICE EIP(-I*¥*T) ASSUMED.
C K2 IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C I  IITEGER
C THE CIRCULAR PATCH IS DIVIDED IITO I SECTORS.
C I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C H IITEGER
C THE CIRCULAR PATCH IS DIVIDED IITO H AIIULI.
C M IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C AREA REAL(M*I)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG VALUES OF THE AREA OF THE
C M*I BOUIDARY ELEMEITS.
C AREA IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C SCOOR REALO)
C THE CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF THE SOURCE
C WITH THE ORIGII AT THE CEITRE OF THE CIRCULAR
C IIHOHOGEIEITY.
C SCOOR IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C COOR REALO)
C THE CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF THE MIDPOIITS
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c OF THE BOUIDARY ELEMEITS.
C COOR IS UlCHASOED 01 EXIT.
C
C Z COMPLEX(M*I)
C THE IIDUCED SURFACE IHPEDAICE VITHII THE
C CIRCULAR PATCH.
C Z IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C ZC COMPLEX
C THE CHARACTERISTIC IHPEDAICE OF THE SURROUHDIIG AREA.
C ZC IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C 01 EXIT 
C
C G COMPLEX(ISTEP)
C A VECTOR COITAIIIIG THE CALCULATED PRESSURE VALUES
C AT THE MIDPOIITS OF THE BOUIDARY ELEMEITS
C
C THIS VERSIOI DATED 7TH DECEMBER, 1989.
C
C ROUTIIES CGSLC,G11WVDP, PBETA3 AID RMAG ARE CALLED.
C
C FUICTIOI TYPE DECLARATIOI
C .

REAL*4 RMAG 
COMPLEXES PBETA3

C
C UTERI AL VARIABLES 
C

COMPLEXES AJK,R(HAX(MMAX,2*IMAI)),A(MMMAX,IMAI),GRXRJ,I,RI,G0
IITEGER*2 K.J.IK.MMM.JJ.IH
REAL*4 AJCOORO) , AKCOORO) ,X,PI,DEPTH

C
IF (I .GT, IMAX. OR.M.GT.HHAX) THE!
WRITE(6,500)

GOO FORMAT(> «ERROR* MAXIMUM ARRAY SIZE EXCEEDED’)
STOP 

EIDIF 
IM I  M
PI-4.0*ATAI(1 .0 )
I-CMPLX(0 .0 ,1 .0 )
DO 010 K"1,IM 

DO 020 J=1,M 
AJC00R(1)-C00R(1,J)
AJC00R(2)=C00R(2,J)
AJC00R(3)=C00R(3,J)
AKC00R(1)=C00R(1,K)
AKC00R(2)=C00R(2,K)
AKCOOR(3 )°C00R(3,K)
IF(J.EQ.K)THEI 

AJK=i.0-I*Kl*SqRT(AREA(K)/PI)*(1.0/Z(K)-l O/ZC)
ELSE

X-RMAG(AKCOOR, AJCOOR)
GRKRJ=PBETA3(I, K1,1 .O/ZC)
GRKRJ=GRKRJ-.EXP(I*K1*X)/(2 . 0*PI*I)
AJK=I*K1*GRKRJ*(1.0/Z(K)- 1 .O/ZC)«AREA(K)

EIDIF
JJ-J+((K-(IIT((K-1)/H))*M )-1)*M
KK=IIT((K-1)/M)+1
A(JJ,KK)=AJK
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020 COITIIUE 
RÎ-K2/K1 
DEPTH=0.0
CALL G11WVDP(AKCOOR, SCOOR,K1,RI,ZC,GO,DEPTH) 
0(K)-GG 

010 COITIIUE 
MMM=M
CALL CGSLC(A,G,R,MHM,I,MHMAI)
RETURI
EID
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D.8 Subroutine FSURSPH
FSURSPH calculates values of pressure at the midpoints of the boundary 
elements of a spheroid, using the theory of section 5.1.1. Reference to other 
subprograms are: 

• CGSLC: a subroutine from Argonne National Laboratory’s Toeplitz 
package [105];

• G12: see section D .ll;
• G22DER: see section D.13;
• GDER: see section D.15.

SUBROUTIIE F SU R SP H (P R O P A R E A , SCOOR, COOR, I0RH, ZETA, RI, 
ft DEPTH)

REAL*4 DEPTH 
I1TEGER*4 I  M 
COMPLEXES PROP,ZETA,RI

C
C FSURSPH CALCULATES PRESSURE VALUES 01 THE SURFACE 
C OF A RIGID OBSTACLE, I I  A RIGID POROUS MEDIUM.
C
C 01 EITRY
C
C PROP COMPLEX
C PROPAGATIOI COISTAIT OF THE LOWER MEDIUM.
C I .B . TIME DEPEIDEICE EXP(-I*V*T) ASSUMED.
C PROP IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C I  IITEGER
C THE SURFACE OF THE OBSTACLE IS DIVIDED IITU I LUIQITUD1IAL
C BAIDS.
C I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C H IITEGER
C THE SURFACE OF THE OBSTACLE IS DIVIDED IITO N LATITUDIIAL
C BAIDS.
C H IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C AREA REAL (IHMAX) „
C THE SURFACE OF THE OBSTACLE IS DIVIDED IITO IM
C BOUIDARY ELEMEITS.
C AREA IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C SCOOR REALO)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE SOURCE COORDIIATES.
C SCOOR IS UICHAIGED OH EXIT.
C
C COOR REAL(IHHAX)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE COORDIIATES OF THE CEITROIDS.
C COOR IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C I0RH REAL(IHHAX)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE I0RMAL VECTORS TO THE SURFACE AT THE
C CEITROIDS.
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o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

o
o

C I0RM IS UICHAIOED 01 EXIT.
C

ZETA COMPLEX
THE IHPEDAICE OF THE MEDIUM.
ZETA IS UICHAIOED 01 EXIT.

RI COMPLEX
THE REFRACTIVE IIDEX AT THE SURFACE.
RI IS UICHAIOED 01 EXIT.

DEPTH REAL
THE DISTAICE FROM THE SURFACE GAMMA TO THE CEITRE OF THE 
OBSTACLE.
DEPTH IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

01 EXIT

0 COHPLEX(ISTEP)
A VECTOR COITAIIIIG THE CALCULATED PRESSURE VALUES.

THIS VERSIOI DATED 3RD DECEMBER, 1989.

ROUTIIES 0DER,022DER,G12 ARE CALLED.
THE TOEPLITZ ROUTIIE CGSLC IS ALSO CALLED.

C
C UTERI AL VARIABLES
C

PARAMETER(IHAI-200.MMAX-100, IHHAI-IHAX*HHAX,HHHAX-HHAX*HHAX) 
REAL*4 SCOORO) ,C00R(3,IHMAX)
REALM I0RHC3,IMHAX) ,AREA(IHHAX) , AKIORHO)
REALM AJCOORO) , AKCOORO) ,I,AIC00R(3) ,AII0RM(3) ,11 
IITEGERM J ,II,HH,K, JKL,KK, JJ,HHH 
COMPLEXES AJK, R(MAX(MMAX, 2*IMAI)) , IDG, GO, GX, GY, GZ 
COMPLEXES A(MMHAI,IHAX),G(IHAX*HHAX), ALPHA

C
IF(I .GT.IMAX.OR.H.GT.MMAX) THEI 
WRITE(6,500)

500 FORMAT( ’ «ERROR* MAXIMUM ARRAY SIZE EXCEEDED')
STOP

EIDIF
K1-REAL(PR0P/RI)
ALPHA=ZETA*RI 
IM I  M 
HM»H*M
DO 010 1=1,IM 

DO 020 J=1,M 
AJC00R(1)=C00R(1,J)
AJC00R(2)=C00R(2,J)
AJC00R(3)=C00R(3,J)
AKC00R(1)-C00R(1,K)
AXC00R(2)=C00R(2,X)
AKC00R(3)=C00R(3,X)
AKIORM(1)-I0RM(1,K)
AKI0RM(2)-I0RH(2,K)
AKI0RM(3)-I0RM(3,K)
IF(J.EQ.K)THEI 

AJK=(1.0 ,0 .0 )
DO 600 I-l,IM  

IF (I .IE .J ) THEI
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AICqOR(l)=COOR(l,I)
AIC00R(2)=C00R(2,I)
AIC00R(3)=C00R(3,I)
AII0RM(1)=I0RM(1,I) 
AII0RM(2)=e0RM(2,I)
AII0RH(3)=I0RH(3,I)
CALL GDER(AICOOR,AJCOOR,0 0 ,QI,QY,OZ)
IDO=AIiORH(l) *OI+AIIORM(2)*0Y+AII0RH(3)*0Z 
AJK=AJK+AREA(I) *IDO 

EIDIF 
600 COITIIUE

AJK » AJK*ALPHA 
ELSE 

CALL 022DER(AKCOOR, AJCOOR, K l, RI, ZETA,GO,0 1 ,GY,GZ,DEPTH) 
■DG-AKIORM(1 )«GI+AKIORH(2 )*GY+AKI0RH(3)*GZ 
AJK=-IDG*AREACK) 

EIDIF 
JJ=J+((K -(IIT ((K -l) /H )) *H)- 1 ) *H 
KK=IITUK-1)/M)+1 
A(JJ,KK)-AJK 

020 COITIIUE 
CALL G12(AKCOOR, SCOOR, Kl, RI, ZETA, GG, DEPTH) 
0(K)=GG 
G(K)=ALPHA*G(K) 

010 COITIIUE 
nm=M 
CALL CGSLC(A,G,R,Hm,I,MHMAX) 
RETURI 
EID
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D.9 Subroutine FSURSPHIM
FSURSPHIM calculates values of pressure at the midpoints of the boundary 
elements of a sphere, for the numerical solution of equation (A.7). Reference 
to other subprograms are: 

• CGSLC: a subroutine from Argonne National Laboratory’s Toeplitz 
package [105];

• FFG: see section D.3; 

e NDFG: see section D.20; 

• RMAG: see section D.24.

SUBROUTIIE FSUR3PBI1KPRQP,I  ,M,0 .AREA, SCOOR,C00R.lORH)
COMPLEXES PROP 
IITE0ER*2 I,H

C
C FSURSPHIM CALCULATES PRESSURE VALUES 01 THE SURFACE 
C OF A RIGID OBSTACLE, I I  A RIGID POROUS MEDIUM.
C
C 01 EHTRY
C
C PROP COMPLEX
C PROPAGATIOI COISTAIT.
C I .B . TIME DEPEIDEICE EXP(-I*W*T) ASSUMED.
C PROP IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C I  IITEGER
C THE SURFACE OF THE OBSTACLE IS DIVIDED IITO I  LOIGITUDIIAL
C BAIDS.
C I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C M IITEGER
C THE SURFACE OF THE OBSTACLE IS DIVIDED IITO M LATITUDIIAL
C - BAIDS.
C • M IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C AREA REAL(IMHAX)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE THE AREA OF EACH ELEMEIT.
C AREA IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C SCOOR REALO)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE SOURCE COORDIIATES.
C SCOOR IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C COOR REAL(IMHAX)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE COORDIIATES OF THE CEITROIDS.
C COOR IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C lORH REAL(IHMAX)
C ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE I0RMAL VECTORS AT THE CEITROIDS.
C I0RM IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C 01 EXIT 
C
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C 0 COHPLEX(INHAX)
C A VECTOR COITAIIIIO THE CALCULATED PRESSURE VALUES.
C
C THIS VERSIOI DATED 17th FEBRUARY, 1989.
C
C ROUTIIES FFO, IDFG AID RMAG ARE CALLED.
C THE TOEPLITZ ROUTIIE CGSLC IS ALSO CALLED.
C
C FUICTIOI TYPE DECLARATIOI 
C

REAL*4 RMAG 
COMPLEXES‘ FFG,IDFG

C
C UTERI AL VARIABLES 
C

PARAMBTER(IMAX-200,HHAX-100,IMMAI=1MAI*HHAX,MHHAX«MHAX*MHAX) 
COMPLEXES G(IMAX*HHAX)
REAL*4 AJCOORO),AKCOORO) ,X,AICOOR(3)
R£aL*4 SCOORO) ,COORO,HDIAX> ,AIIORHO) , AKIORHO)
RBAL*4 I0RMO, IHMAX), AREA (IHMAX)
IITEGER*2 J,II,MM,K,JKL.KK,JJ,MHM
C0MPLEX*8 A(HHHAX, IMAX), IDFFO, AJK, R(HAX(MMAX, 2*IHAX))
I F (I .GT.IMAX. OR.M.GT.MMAX)THEI 
WRITE(6,500)

500 FORMAT( ’ «ERROR* MAXIMUM ARRAY SIZE EXCEEDED’)
STOP

EIDIF
IM=I*M
MH=H*H
DO 010 K-1,IM 

DO 020 J-l.M  
AJC00R(1)-C00R(1,J)
AJC00R(2)=C00R(2,J)
AJC00RO)=C00RO,J)
AK000R(1)-C00R(1,K)
AKC00R(2)-C00R(2,K)
AKCOOR(3)=COOR(3,K)
AKI0RM(1)«I0RM(1,K)
AKI0RH(2)=I0RM(2,K)
AKIORHO)-lORHO.K)
IF(J.EQ.K)THEI 

AJK=(1.0 ,0 .0 )
DO 600 1=1,IM 

IF (I .IE .J ) THEI 
AIC00R(1)=C00R(1,I)
AIC00R(2)=C00R(2,I)
AIC00R(3)=C00R(3,I)
AII0RM(1)=I0RM(1,I)
AII0RM(2)=I0RM(2,I)
AII0RM(3)=I0RM(3,I)
XaRMAG(AICOOR, AJCOOR)
■DFFG-IDFG(X,( 0 .0 ,0 .0 ) ,AICOOR, AJCOOR, AIIORH)
AJK=AJK+AREA(I ) *IDFFG 

EIDIF 
600 COITIIUE 

ELSE
X-RHAG(AKCOOR, AJCOOR)
IDFFG-IDFG(X, PROP, AKCOOR, AJCOOR, AKIORM)
AJK—IDFFG*AREA(K)
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EIDIF

A(JJ,K*)-AJI 
020 COITIIUK

I=RHAO(AKCOOR,SCOOR) 
0(K)»FFO(X,PROP)

010 COITIIUE
nn-H
CALL CGSLC(A,G,R,mo!,e,MlDUI)RETURV
BID
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D.10 Subroutine G i l
G il calculates the acoustic pressure at a receiver point in the upper medium 
due to a point source on the same side of the boundary, using equation (3.33). 
There are no subprograms referenced.

SUBROUTIIE G11(I2,X1,K1,I,ZETA,G,DEPTH)
C
C THIS SUBROUTIIE CALCULATES AI APPR0IIHATI01 FOR THE ACOUSTIC 
C PRESSURE 01 01E SIDE OF Al IITERFACE DUE TO A POUT SOURCE 01 
C THE SAME SIDE OF THE IITERFACE. CARTESIA1 C00RDI1ATES (X.Y.Z)
C ARE USED, THE IITERFACE HAS THE EQUATI01 Z-DEPTH, AID THE MEDIUM 
C 0CCUPYI10 Z > DEPTH IS CALLED MEDIUM 1, THE MEDIUM OCCUPYIIO 
C Z < DEPTH IS CALLED MEDIUM 2. BOTH SOURCE AID RECEIVER ARE ASSUMED 
C TO BE i l  MEDIUM 2.
C
C LET I I , 12 DEMOTE PROPAQATIOI C0HSTA1TS II  THE TWO MEDIUMS, AID 
C LET Z1, Z2 DEMOTE THE IMPEDAIÇES OF THE TWO MEDIUMS. IOTE THAT THE 
C IICIDEIT WAVE IS ASSUMED TO BE 
C
C -EIP(I*K1*R)/(4*PI*R), .
C
C WHERE R IS THE DISTAICE FROM THE SOURCE, AID 
C I = SQRT(-l).
C
C 01 I1PUT 
C
C 1 2 (1 ) ,
C 1 -1 ,2 ,3  
C 
C 
C
C 11(1)„
C 1 -1 ,2 ,3  
C 
C 
C 
C
Ç II 
C 
C
c
C I
c. 
c 
c
C ZETA 
C
n 
c
C DEPTH 
C 
C 
C
C 01 OUTPUT 
C
C G COMPLEX
C I S  THE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE AT THE RECEIVER.

REALC3)
ARE THE X,Y,Z CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF EITHER THE SOURCE 
OR THE RECEIVER.
X2 IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REALO)
ARE THE I,Y ,Z  CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF EITHER THE SOURCE 
OR THE RECEIVER. (EITHER XI COITAIIS THE SOURCE COORDIIATES 
AID 12 THE RECEIVER COORDIIATES OR VICE VERSA.)
XI IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REAL
IS THE PROPAQATIOI COISTAIT OF MEDIUM 1.
K1 IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

COMPLEX
I -  K2/K1 IS THE REFRACTIVE IIDEX.
I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

COMPLEX
ZETA -  Z2/Z1 IS THE IMPEDAICE RATIO.
ZETA IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REAL
IS THE Z-COORDIIATE OF THE BOUIDARY BETWEEI MEDIA 1 AID 2 
DEPTH IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
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O 
C

i

HEâL XI(3 ) ,1 2 (3 ) ,K1.DBPTH 
COMPLEX 1,ZETA,Q

COMPLEX ALPHA,Q,AC,RP 
COMPLEX FR.FRDASH

PI = 4.0*ATA1(1.0)
ALPHA = leZETA 
ID = X2(1)-X1(1)
YD -  X2(2)-X1(2) .
Z1 = XI(3 ) -DEPTH 
Z2 = 1 2 (3 )-DEPTH 
ZD -  Z2-Z1 
ZSUM -  Z2+Z1 
RSTS -  XD*ID+YD*YD 
HST -  SQRT(RSTS)
R = SQRT (R3T3i-ZD»ZD)
RDASH = SQRT(RSTS+ZSUH*ZSUH)
S -  RST/RDASH 
C = ZSUM/RDASH .
Q = CSQRT(1»1-S*S)
AC = ALPHA*C
RP -  (AC-Q)/(AC+Q)
FR ? CEXP(CHPLI(0.0,K1*R))/R
FRDASH -  CEXP(CHPLX( 0 .0 ,K1*RDASH)) /RDASH
0 -  (-1  0 /(4  0*PI))*(FR+ RP*FRDASH)
RETURH
EID
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D .l l  Subroutine G12
G12 calculates the acoustic pressure transmitted across the plane boundary 
from a point source on the other side of the boundary, using equation (3.53). 
There are no subprograms referenced.

SUBROUTIIE G12(X2,X1,K1,I,ZETA,0 ,DEPTH)
C
C THIS SUBROUTIIE CALCULATES AI APPROXIHATIOI FOR THE ACOUSTIC 
C PRESSURE TRAISHITTED ACROSS AI IITERFACE FROM A POUT SOURCE 01 
C THE OTHER SIDE OF THE IITERFACE. CARTESIAI COORDIIATES (X,Y,Z)
C ARE USED, THE IITERFACE HAS THE EQUATIOl Z-DEPTH, AID THE MEDIUM 
C OCCUPYIIO Z > 0 IS CALLED MEDIUM 1, THE MEDIUM OCCUPYIIO Z < 0 
C IS CALLED MEDIUM 2.
C
C LET Kl, R2 DEIOTE PROPAQATIOI COISTAITS II  THE TWO MEDIUMS, AID
C LET Z l, Z2 DEIOTE THE IMPEDAICE3 OF THE TWO MEDIUMS. IOTE THAT THE
C IICIDEIT WAVE IS ASSUMED TO BE 
C
C -C*EXP(I*K*R)/(4*PI*R),
C
C WHERE K -  El (K2) IF THE SOURCE IS II  MEDIUM 1 (2 ) ,
C C -  1 (ALPHA) IF THE SOURCE IS II  MEDIUM 1 (2 ) ,
C R IS THE DISTAICE FROM THE SOURCE, AID
C I - ROHTf-lt
C
C 01 IIPUT 
C
C 1 2 (1 ) ,
C 1 -1 ,2 ,3  
C 
C
G
C 1 1 (1 ) ,
C 1 -1 ,2 ,3  
C 
C 
C
C XI 
C 
C 
C
C I
C 
C 
C
C ZETA 
C 
C 
C
C DEPTH 
C 
C 
C
C 01 OUTPUT 
C
C 0 COMPLEX
C IS THE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE AT THE RECEIVER.

REALO)
ARE THE X,Y,Z CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF WHICHEVER OF SOURCE/ 
RECEIVER IS I I  MEDIUM 2.
12 IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT

REALO)
ARE THE X,Y,Z CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF WHICHEVER OF SOURCE/ 
RECEIVER IS I I  MEDIUM 1.
I I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT

REAL
IS THE PROPAQATIOI COISTAIT OF MEDIUM 1.
XI IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT

COMPLEX
I -  K2/K1 IS THE REFRACTIVE IIDEX.
I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT

COMPLEX
ZETA -  Z2/Z1 IS THE IMPEDAICE RATIO.
ZETA IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT

REAL
IS THE Z-COORDIIATE OF THE BOUIDARY BETWEEI MEDIA 1 AID 2. 
DEPTH IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT
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c
REAL 1 1 (3 ) ,1 2 (3 ) ,K1 
COMPLEX I , ZETA,Q

C
COMPLEX ALPHA,Q.P

C
PI -  4.0*ATAH(1.0)
ALPHA = ■«ZETA 
ID = X2(1)-X1(1)
YD » X 2(2)-I1(2)
Zl = XI(3 )-DEPTH 
Z2 -  X2(3 )-DEPTH 
RST -  SQRT(XD*ID+YD*YD)
R = SQRT(RST*RST+Z1*Z1)
S = RST/R 
C = Zl/R
Q = CSQRT(I*I-S*S)
P = ALPHA*C+Q
q = (-C /(2.0«PI«R)) »ALPHA*CEXP(CHPLX < 0 .0 ,R1> * <R-Z2*Q)) /P
RETURH
EID
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D.12 Subroutine G12DER
G12DER calculates the components of the gradient of acoustic pressure 
transmitted across the plane boundary from a point source on the other 
side of the boundary, using equation (3*56). There are no subprograms 
referenced.

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

SUBROUTIIE 012DER(X2,X1,K1,I,ZBTA,G,0X,0Y,GZ,DEPTH)
REAL DEPTH,XI(3 ) ;1 2 (3 ) ,K1 
COMPLEX I,ZBTA,G,GI,GY,GZ

THIS SUBROUTIIE CALCULATES AH APPROXIHATIOI FOR THE C0HP01EHTS OF THE 
GRADIEIT OF THE ACOUSTIC
PRESSURE TRAISHITTED ACROSS AH IITERFACE FROM A P0IIÎ SOURCE 01 
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE IITERFACE. CARTESIAI COORDIIATES (X.Y.Z)
ARE USED. THE IITERFACE HAS THE EQUATIOl Z-DEPTH. AID THE MEDIUM 
ÜUUUPTIIÛ Z > 0 IS CALLED MEDIUM 1, THE MEDIUM OCCUPYIIO Z < 0 
IS fATTsn MEDIUM 2. THE SPATIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE APPROXIHATIOI 
ARE ALSO CALCULATED.

LET E l, K2 DEIOTE PROPAQATIOI COISTAITS II  THE TWO MEDIUMS, AID 
LET Z l, Z2 DEIOTE THE IMPEDAICBS OF THE TWO MEDIUMS. IOTE THAT THE 
IICIDEIT WAVE IS ASSUMED TO BE

-C*EXP(I*K*R)/(4*PI*R),

WHERE K = Kl (E2) IF THE SOURCE IS II  MEDIUM 1 (2 ) ,
C = 1 (ALPHA) IF THE SOURCE IS I I  MEDIUM 1 (2 ) ,  
R IS THE DISTAICE FROM THE SOURCE, AID 
I » SQRT(-l).

01 IIPUT

X 2(I), 
1-1,2,3

REALO)
ARE THE X.Y.Z CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF WHICHEVER OF SOURCE/ 
RECEIVER IS I I  MEDIUM 2.
X2 IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

1 -1 ,2 ,3  ARE THE X.Y.Z CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF WHICHEVER OF SOURCE/ 
RECEIVER IS I I  MEDIUM 1.
XI IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

K1

ZETA

DEPTH

REAL
IS THE PROPAQATIOI COISTAIT OF MEDIUM 1.
K1 IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

COMPLEX
H a K2/K1 IS THE REFRACTIVE IIDEX,
I IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

COMPLEX
ZETA -  Z2/Z1 IS THE IMPEDAICE RATIO.
ZETA IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REAL
IS THE Z-COORDIIATE OF THE BOUIDARY BETWEEI MEDIA 1 AID 2. 
DEPTH IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
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Ci 
Ci

C
C 01 OUTPUT 
C
C 0 COMPLEX

IS THE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE AT THE RECEIVER.

C OX,OY,OZ COMPLEX
C ARE THE DERIVATIVES OF 0 WITH RESPECT TO X2<1),1 2 (2 ) ,X 2(3 ).
C
C UTERIAL VARIABLES 
C

COMPLEX ALPHA, Q, P, DQDTH, DODRST
C

PI = 4.0*ATAI(1.0)
ALPHA = ■♦ZETA 
XD -  I2(1)-X 1(1)
YD = X2(2)-X1(2)
Zl -  XI(3 ) -DEPTH 
Z2 -  A 2( 3 ) -DEPTH 
RST ■ SQRT(XD*XD+YD*YD)
R -  SQRT(RST*RST+Z1*Z1)
S = RST/R 
C -  Zl/R  
SI = S/R 
Cl o C/R
Q = CSQRT(I*I-S*S)
P -  ALPHA*C+Q
0 = (-C/(2.0*PI*R))*ALPHA*CEIP<CMPLX(0.0,K1)*(R-Z2*Q))/P 
DQDTH = -S*C/q
DODRST = 0*(CMPLX(-Sl,Sl*Kl*R)-(Sl*q+Cl*DqDTH)/P 

+ -CMPLI( 0 .0 ,È1*Z2*C1) *DQDTH)
IF(RST.OT.0 .0 ) THE!

OX = DODRST*(XD/RST)
GY " DODRST*(YD/RST)

ELSE
OX ■ (0 .0 ,0 .0 )

■ GY = (0 .0 ,0 .0 )
EIDIF
QZ = CMPLX(0.0,-Xl)*q*0
RETURI
EID
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D.13 Subroutine G22DER
G22DER calculates the components of the gradient of the acoustic pressure 
at a receiver point in the lower medium due to a point source on the same side 
as the medium, using equation (3.37). There are no subprograms referenced.

SUBROUTIIE G22DER(X2,X1,K1,1,ZETA,G,GX,GY,GZ,DEPTH)
REAL X1(3),X2(3),K1 
COMPLEX I,ZETA,G,GX,GY,GZ

C
C THIS SUBROUTIIE CALCULATES AI APPROXIHATIOI FOR THE GRADIEIT OF 
C THE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE 01 DIE SIDE OF AI IITERFACE
C DUE TO A POUT SOURCE 01 THE SAME SIDE OF THE IITERFACE.
C CARTESIAI COORDIIATES (X,Y,Z)
C ARE USED, THE IITERFACE HAS THE EQUATIOl Z=DEPTH, AID THE MEDIUM 
C OCCUPYIIO Z > DEPTH IS CALLED MEDIUM 1, THE MEDIUM OCCUPYIIO 
C Z < DEPTH IS CALLED MEDIUM 2 . THE SPATIAL DERIVATIVES OF THE 
C APPROXIHATIOI ARE ALSO CALCULATED. IOTE THAT BOTH SOURCE AID 
C RECEIVER ARE ASSUMED TO LIE II  MEDIUM 2.
C
C LET K l, K2 DEIOTE PROPAQATIOI COISTAITS II  THE TWO MEDIUMS, AID
C LET Z l, Z2 DEIOTE THE IMPEDAICBS OF THE TWO MEDIUMS. IOTE THAT THE
C IICIDEIT WAVE IS ASSUMED TO BE 
C
C -ALPHA*EXP(I*I2*R)/(4*PI*R),
C
C WHERE R IS THE DISTAICE FROM THE SOURCE, AID 
C I -  SQRT(-l).
C
C 01 IIPUT 
C
C 1 2 (1 ) , REALO)
C 1 -1 ,2 ,3  ARE THE X.Y.Z CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF EITHER THE SOURCE
G OR THE RECEIVER..
C X2 IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT
C
C 11(1) , REALO)
C 1= 1 ,2 ,3  ARE THE X.Y.Z CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF EITHER THE SOURCE

OR THE RECEIVER. (EITHER XI COITAIIS THE SOURCE COORDIIATES 
AID 12 THE RECEIVER COORDIIATES OR VICE VERSA.)
Xl IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT

REAL
IS THE PROPAQATIOI COISTAIT OF MEDIUM 1.
K1 IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT

COMPLEX
I  = K2/K1 IS THE REFRACTIVE IIDEX.
I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT

COMPLEX
ZETA = Z2/Z1 IS THE IMPEDAICE RATIO.
ZETA IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT

C DEPTH REAL
C IS THE Z-COORDIIATE OF THE BOUIDARY BETWEEI MEDIA 1 AID 2.
C DEPTH IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT
C

C
C
C
C
C XI 
C 
C 
C
C I
C
C
C
C ZETA 
C 
C 
C
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C 01 OUTPUT 
C
C 0 COUPLE!
C IS THE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE AT THE RECEIVER.
C
C OI.QY.QZ COMPLEX
C ARE THE DERIVATIVES OF 0 WITH RESPECT TO 1 2 ( 1 ) ,1 2 ( 2 ) ,1 2 ( 3 )  .
C

COMPLEX ALPHA, I I I V , K2, Q, AQ, P , RP, COH, IRK2, IRDK2, EXP1, EIP2 
COMPLEX FR, FRDASH, OR, QRDASH, DRPDTH, A

C
PI = 4.0*ATA 1(1.0 )
ALPHA -  1*ZETA 
I I IV  -  ( 1 .0 ,0 .0 ) / :
K2 » K l*l
XD = X2(1)-X1(1)
YD -  X 2(2)-X 1(2 )
Zl ■ X I( 3 ) -DEPTH 
L 'i ■ 12 (3) -Uht'ill 
ZD « Z2-Z1 
ZSUM -  Z2+Z1 
RSTS = XD*XD+YD*YD 
RST = SQRT(RSTS)
R -  SQRT(RSTS+ZD*ZD)
RDASÉ = SQRT(RSTS+ZSUH*ZSUM)
S = RST/RDASH
C = -ZSUM/RDASH
q - csQRT(:i:v*:i:v-s*s)
AQ = ALPHA*q 
p = c+Aq 
RP -  <C-Aq)/P
COI ■ ( - 1 .0 / ( 4 .0*PI))*ALPHA 
IRK2 » CHPLX( 0 .0 ,R)*K2 
IRDK2 -  CHPLX( 0 .0 ,RDASH)*X2 
EXP1 ■ CEXP(IRX2)
EXP2 = CEXPURDK2)
FR = EIP1/R
FRDASH "  EIP2/RDASH
0 -  CO:*(FR + RP*FRDASH)
0 R =  (IR K 2 -(1 .0 ,0 .0 ))* F R /(R * R )
ORDASH = (IRDK2-( 1 . 0 , 0 .0 ) ) *FRDASH/(RDASH*RDASH)
DRPDTH = (-(S+S))*ALPHA*(q-(C*C)/q)/(P*P)
IF(RST.OT.0.0) THE:

A = CO:*(OR + RP*GRDASH -  (C/(RST*R))+FRDASH*DRPDTH)
ELSE

A = CO:*(GR + RP*GRDASH)
EIDIF 
GI = A*XD 
GY = A*YD
GZ = CO:*(GR*ZD +RP*GRDASH*ZSUM + (S/RDASH)*FRDASH*DRPDTH)
RÊTURH
e : d
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D.14 Subroutine G11WVDP
GllWVDP calculates values of pressure at a receiver point due to a point 
source above an impedance boundary, using the equation (3.45). The sub
program that is referenced is: 

• W: see section D.27.

SUBROUTIIE 011OTDP<X2, I l , Kl, I , ZETA,0 ,DEPTH)

THIS SUBROUTIIE CALCULATES AI APPROXIHATIOI FOR THE ACOUSTIC 
PRESSURE 01 DIE SIDE OF AI IITERFACE DUE TO A POUT SOURCE 01 
THE SAME SIDE OF THE IITERFACE.
CARTESIAI COORDIIATES (X,Y,Z)
ARE USED, THE IITERFACE HAS THE EQUATIOl Z-DEPTH, AID THE MEDIUM 
OCCUPYIIO Z > DEPTH IS CALLED MEDIUM 1, THE MEDIUM OCCUPYIIO 
Z < DEPTH IS CALLED MEDIUM 2. BOTH SOURCE AID RECEIVER ARE ASSUMED 
TO BE I I  MEDIUM 1.

LET Kl, K2 DEIOTE PROPAQATIOI COISTAITS II  THE TWO MEDIA, AID 
LET Z l, Z2 DEIOTE THE IMPEDAICBS OF THE TWO MEDIA. IOTE THAT THE 
IICIDEIT WAVE IS ASSUMED TO BE

-EIP(I*K1*R)/(4*PI*R),

WHERE R IS THE DISTAICE FROM THE SOURCE, AID I = SQRT(-l) .

01 IIPUT

1 2 (1 ) , REAL(3)
1 -1 ,2 ,3  12 ARE THE X,Y,Z CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF EITHER THE SOURCE 

OR THE RECEIVER.
X2 IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

X K I), REALO)
1 -1 ,2 ,3  I I  ARE THE X,Y,Z CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF EITHER THE SOURCE

OR THE RECEIVER. (EITHER XI COITAIIS THE SOURCE COORDIIATES
AID 12 THE RECEIVER COORDIIATES OR VICE VERSA.)
XI IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

XI

ZETA

DEPTH

REAL
XI IS THE PROPAQATIOI COISTAIT OF MEDIUM 1.
XI IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

COMPLEX
I -  K2/K1 IS THE REFRACTIVE IIDEX.
I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

COMPLEX
ZETA -  Z2/Z1 IS THE IMPEDAICE RATIO.
ZETA IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REAL
IS THE Z-COORDIIATE OF THE BOUIDARY BETWEEI MEDIA 1 AID 2. 
DEPTH IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

01 OUTPUT
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o 
o

C 0 COMPLEX
C IS THE ACOUSTIC PRESSURE AT THE RECEIVER.

THIS VERSIOl DATED 3RD DECEMBER, 1989
C
C ROUTIIE V IS CALLED 
C

REAL XI( 3 ) ,1 2 ( 3 ) ,K l,DEPTH
COMPLEX I , ZETA, G, I , RP, BETA, PE, PE2,VIZ, F

C
BETA-l.O/ZETA 
I-CMPLX(0.0 ,1 .0 )
PI=4.0*ATAI(1.0)
XD=X2(1 )-X I(1)
YD=X2(2)-I1(2)
Z1"X1(3 ) -DEPTH
Z2eX2(3 ) -DEPTH
ZD-Z2-Z1
ZSUM=Z2+Z1
RSTS=XD*XD+YD*YD
RST=SQRT(RSTS)
R-SQRT(RSTS+ZD*ZD)
RDASH-SQRT(RSTS+ZSUM*ZSUM)
CTH=ZSUH/RDASH
RP»(CTH-BETA)/(CTH+BETA)
G=-CEXP(I*K1*R)/(4.0*PI*R)-RP*CEXP(I*K1*RDASH)/(4.0*PI*RDASH) 
PE-CSQRT(I*Kl*RDASH/2.0 )* (CTH+BETA)
PE2«-I*PE 
CALL V(PE2,HIZ)
F-l.0+I*SQRT(PI)*PE*VIZ
G-G-( 1 .O-RP)*F*CEXP(I*K1*RDASH)/ ( 4 . 0*PI*RDASH)
RETURI
EID
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D.15 Subroutine GDER
ODER calculates the magnitude of the principal singularity of equation 
(5.1) and also the components of its gradient. There are no subprograms 
referenced.

SUBROUTIIE GDER(X2,1 1 ,Q,GX,0Y,QZ)
REAL XI(3 ) ,1 2 (3 )
COMPLEX 0,GX,GY,GZ

C
C ODER CALCULATES THE HAGIITUDE AID THE COMPOIEITS OF THE GRADIEIT 
C OF THE PRIICIPAL SINGULARITY, EXCLUDING THE FACTOR ALPHA.
C
C 01 ENTRY 
C
C 12(3) REAL
C CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF THE RECEIVER POINT
C XI IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C XI(3) REAL
C CARTESIAN COORDIIATES OF THE SOURCE POINT
C XI IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C 01 EXIT 
C
C G COMPLEX
C THE MAGNITUDE OF THE PRIICIPAL SINGULARITY
C
C GX COMPLEX
C THE X COMPONENT OF THE GRADIEIT OF THE
C PRIICIPAL SINGULARITY
C
C GY COMPLEX
C THE Y COMPONENT OF THE GRADIENT OF THE
C . PRIICIPAL SINGULARITY
C
C GZ COMPLEX
C THE Z COMPONENT OF THE GRADIENT OF THE
C PRINCIPAL SINGULARITY
C
C INTERNAL VARIABLES 
C

REAL COI,R,RIIV,XD,YD,ZD,
C

CON = -7.9577471S5E-02 
C CON -  - 1 / (4*PI)

ID -  X l( l) -X 2 (l)
YD = Xl(2)-X2<2)
ZD = I l (3 ) - I 2 (3 )*
R ■ SQRT(ID*ID+YD*YD+ZD*ZD)
RINV ■ 1.0/R  
G ■ COI*RIIV
CON = CON*RINV*RINV*RINV
OX = COI*XD
GY =- COI*YD
GZ = COI*ZD
RETURN
END
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D.16 Subroutine GEOCIRCLE
GEO CIRCLE calculates values of area and the coordinates of the midpoints 
of the boundary elements of a circular surface inhomogeneity using the the
ory of section 5.1.2. There are no subprograms referenced.

SUBROUTIIE GEOCIRCLE(RAD,M,If i,C 00R )
PARAMETER (IHAX=200>HUAX«!100,IHMAX=‘IMAI*MHAX)
REAL*4 RAD,A(IMHAI),C00R(3,IHHAI)
IITEGBR*2 H jl

C
C GEOCIRCLE CALCULATES THE AREA OF ELEMEIT J FOR A CIRCLE, THE 
C COORDIIATES OF THE MIDPOIITS.
C
C 01 EITRY
C
C RAD
C 
C 
C
C M
C 
C 
C
C I
c 
c 
c
C 01 EXIT 
C
C A
C
n
C C00R
c 
c
c  UTERI AL VARIABLES
C

REALM PI,THBT,RFRAC 
IITEGER+2 I I ,1 2 , J

C
P Ia 3 .141592653 
RFRAC=RAD/M 
THET=2.0*PI/I 
DO 030 11=1,1  .

DO 040 12=1,N 
J= (I1-1)*M + I2
C O O R C l,J)= (I2-0 . S)*RFRAC*COS( ( 1 1 - 0 .5 ) *THET)
COOR( 2 , J ) = (1 2 - 0 .5 ) *RFRAC*SII( ( I I - 0 .5 ) *THET)
C 00R (3 ,J)=O .0
A(J)=0.S*THET*( (I2*RFRAC)* 2  ( ( 1 2 - 1 ) *RFRAC)**2)

040 COITIIUE 
030 COITIIUE 

RETURI 
BID

REAL
THE RADIUS OF THE CIRCLE.
RAD IS  UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

IITEOER
THE CIRCULAR PATCH IS  DIVIDED IITO H AIULI.
M IS  UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

IITEOER
THE CIRCULAR PATCH IS  DIVIDED IITO I SECTORS. 
I IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REAL
THE AREA OF ELEHEIT J .

REAL
THE CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF THE MIDPOIIT OF ELEMEIT J .
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D.17 Subroutine GEOSPHERE
GEOSPHERE calculates values of area, the coordinates of the midpoints 
and the normals of the boundary elements of a sphere for the numerical 
solution of equation (A.7). There are no subprograms referenced.

SUBROUTIIE GEOSPHERE(RAD,H,I , A,COOR, I0RH)
PARAMETER<IHAX-200,HHAI»100,IHHAX-IHAX «HHAX)
REALM RAD,A(IMHAX),C00R(3,IMMAX),I0RH(3,IHMAX)
IITEGER*2 M,I

C
C GEOSPHERE CALCULATES THE AREA OF ELEHEIT J FOR A SPHERE, THE 
C COORDIIATES OF THE MIDPOIITS AID THE I0RMAL VECTORS TO THE MIDPOIITS.
c
c 01 EITRY
c
c RAD REAL
c THE RADIUS OF THE SPHERE.
c RAD IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
c
c H IITEOER
c THE SURFACE OF THE SPHERE IS DIVIDED IITO H LATITUDIIAL
c BAIDS.
c H IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
c
c I IITEOER
c THE SURFACE OF THE SPHERE IS DIVIDED IITO I  LOIGITUDIIAL
c BAIDS.
c I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
c
c 01 EXIT
c
c A REAL
c THE AREA OF ELEHEIT J. OILY THE FIRST M ELEMEITS ARE
c CALCULATED.
c
c COOR REAL
c THE CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF THE MIDPOIIT OF ELEHEIT J
c
c 10 RM REAL
c THE IORHAL VECTOR AT THE MIDPOIIT OF ELEHEIT J DIRECTED
c IITO THE SPHERE. OILY THE FIRST H ELEMEITS ARE CALCULATED
c
c UTERI AL VARIABLES
c

REALM COZ(IMMAX) , P I, THET, AIG, A l, A2
IITEGER*2 I I ,1 2 ,J

C
PI=3.141592653 
AIG=2.0*PI/I 
THET-PI/M 
DO 030 11=1,1 

DO 040 12=1,M 
J=(I1-1)*M+I2
A il» ( 0 .5+FLOAT(1 2 -1 ))*THET
AI2-FL0AT(I1-1)*AIG
COORCl,J)»RAD*SII(AI1)*C0S(AI2)
C00R(2,J)-RAD*3IH(AH1)*SII(AI2)
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IF ( I1  .EQ.DTHEV 
A1°2*PI*RAD*RAD
A2=C0S(FL0ATCI2-1) *THET)-COS(FL0AT(I2)*THET) 
A(J)=A1*A2/I
C 0Z (J)“RAD*C0S( ( 0 . 5+FLOAT(1 2 - 1 ) ) *THET)

ELSE
A (J)= A (I2)
C0Z(J)«=C0Z(I2)

EIDIF
C 00R (3,J)=C PZ(J)
Ï0R M (1,J)=-C 00R (1,J)/R A D  
I0 R * (2 ,J )— C00R(2,J)/RAD 
I0R M (3,J)=-C 00R (3,J)/R A D  

040 COITIIUE 
030 COITIIUE 

RETURI 
EID
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D.18 Subroutine GEOSPHEROID
GEOSPHEROID calculates values of area, the coordinates of the midpoints 
and the normals of the boundary elements of a spheroid using the theory of 
section 5.1.1.1. There are no subprograms referenced.

SUBROUTIIE GEOSPHEROID (A, B ,H , I , AREA, COOR, IORM .TESTRAD)
PARAHETERCIMAI-200,MMAX=500, MMAX=IKAX*HMAX)
REALM A, B, AREA (IMMAX) ,C00R(3,IMMAX) , IORM (3 , IMMAX)
REALM TESTRAD (IMMAX)
IITEGERM H ,I

C
C GEOSPHEROID CALCULATES THE AREA OF ELEMEIT J FOR AI OBLATE SPHEROID,
C THE COORDIIATES OF THE MIDPOIITS AID THE IORHAL VECTORS TO THE MIDPOIITS.
C
C 01 EITRY
C
C A
C
c 
c
C B
C 
C 
C
C H
C 
C 
C 
C
C I
c 
c 
c 
c
C 01 EXIT 
C
C AREA
C 
C 
C
C IORM
C 
C
c
C COOR . REAL
C THE CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF THE MIDPOIIT OF ELEMEIT J
C
C UTERI AL VARIABLES
C

REALM COZ (IMMAX) , P I , THET, AIG, A l, A2, AM2, BM2, THBIG (MMAX) , ARC
REALM ALBIG.RAD(MMAX), XHAT, ZHAT, XDASH, C00R1( 3 ) ,C00R2(3)
REALM RAD1.RAD2 
IITEGERM 1 1 ,1 2 , J 

C v
REALM RMAG 
P I= 3 .141692663 
A 1 G -2 .0 * P I/I

REAL
THE MAJOR AXIS OF THE OBLATE SPHEROID.
A IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REAL
THE MIIOR AXIS OF THE OBLATE SPHEROID 
A IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

IITEOER
THE SURFACE OF THE SPHEROID IS DIVIDED IITO M LATITUDIIAL 
BAIDS.
H IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

IITEOER
THE SURFACE OF THE SPHEROID IS DIVIDED IITO I LOIGITUDIIAL 
BAIDS.
I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REAL
THE AREA OF ELEHEIT J. OILY THE FIRST H ELEMEITS ARE 
CALCULATED.

REAL
THE IORHAL VECTOR AT THE MIDPOIIT OF ELEMEIT J DIRECTED 
IITO THE SPHERE. OILY THE FIRST M ELEMEITS ARE CALCULATED.
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THET-PI/M
AM2«1.0/(A*A)
BM2-1
DO 030 11-1 ,1  

DO 040 1 2 -1 ,M 
J=(I1-1)*M+I2 
ALBIG-(FLOAT( I I -1 ) )* AIG 
IFdl.EQ.DTHEI 
THBIG(12 )» ( 0 .5+FLOAT(1 2 -1 ))*THET 
RAD(I2)-1.0/SQRT(AM2+SIl(THBIG(I2))**2+ 

k  BM2*C0S(THBIG(I2))**2)
RADl-l.O/SQRT(AM2+SII( ( FLOAT(1 2 -1 ))+THET)**2+ 

k  BH2+C0S( (FL0AT(I2-l)) *THET)$*2)
RAD2-1.O/SQRT(AM2+SII( (FLOAT(1 2 ))*THET)**2+ 

k  BH2+C0S( (FLOAT(1 2 ))+THET)+*2)
COORl(l)-RADI+SII(FLOAT(12-1 )+THET) 
COOR1(2)-O.0
C00R1(3 )-RADI*COS(FLOAT(12-1 )*THET) 
C00R2(l)aRAD2+Sin(FL0AT(I2)+THET)
C00R2(2)=O.O
C00R2(3)-RAD2*C0S(FL0AT(I2)*THET) 
ARC-RHAG(C00R2.COORl)
AREA(I2)=2*PI*RAD(I2)+SI1(THBIG(I2))*ARC/I
C0Z(I2)-RAD(I2)*C0S(THBIG(I2))

ELSE
AREA(J)-AREA(12)
COZ(J)-C0Z(I2)

EIDIF
C00R(1,J)»RAD(I2)*SI1(THBIG(I2))*C0S(ALBIG) 
C00R(2,J)-RAD(I2)+SIH(THBIG(I2))*SI1(ALBIG) 
C00R(3,J)-COZ(J)
XDASH-SQRT(C00R(l,J)**2+C00R(2,J)+*2)
IF ( (XDASH+XDASH)/(A*A) GT.1.0) THE:

AA-0.0 
ELSE

AA-SQRTd.0 - (XDASH+XDASH)/ ( A+A)) *A*A/(B+XDASH) 
EIDIF
XHAT-SQRT( 1 .0 / ( 1 .O+AA+AA))
ZHAT-SQRT(AA*AA/((AA+AA)+1.0 ))
IF (C00R(1,J) GT.O.O) XHAT—XHAT 
IF (C00R(3,J).GT.O.O) ZHAT—ZHAT 
I0RH(1, J)-XHAT+ABS(COS(ALBIG))
I0RH(2, J) -XHAT+ABS (S U  ( ALBIG) )
IF((C00R(1, J) GT.O.O).AID.(C00R(2,J) LT.O.O)) 

k  I0RM(2,J)—10RH(2,J)
IF((C00R(1, J) LT.O.O).AID.(C00R(2,J) GT.O.O)) 

k  I0RH(2, J )—I0RH(2, J)
IORM( 3 ,J)-ZHAT 

040 COITIIUE 
030 COITIIUE 

RETURI 
EID
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D.19 Subroutine LEGNDR
LEGNDR calculates values of the Legendre polynomial and its derivative. 
There are no subprograms referenced.

SUBROUTIIE LEG lDRd,I,P,PUER)
IITEOER I
REAL X, P(I+1),PDER(I+1)

C
C THIS SUBROUTIIE CALCULATES P(I,X> AID ITS DERIVATIVE,
C FOR I -  0 , 1 , . . .  ,1 ,  WHERE P(I,X )
C DEIOTES THE LEOElDRE POLYIOHIAL OF DEGREE I AID ARGUMENT X, AS 
C DEFIIED I I  CHAPTER 22 OF [1] . THE METHOD OF CALCULATION USED IS 
C FORWARD RECURRENCE, WHICH IS STABLE IF X LIES BETWEEI -1 AID 1.
C
C 01 EITRY:
C
C X REAL
C X SHOULD LIE II  THE RANGE 0 .LE. I  LE. 1.
C ‘
C I INTEGER
C I IS THE ORDER OF THE LARGEST DEGREE LEGENDRE POLYNOMIAL WHICH
C IS TO BE CALCULATED. I MUST BE A POSITIVE INTEGER.
C
C X, I  ARE UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C 01 EXIT:
C
C P REALCl+l)
C P(I+1) IS EQUAL TO P (I,X ), FOR I -  0 , 1 , . . . , I .
C
C PDER REAL(1+1)
C THE DERIVATIVE OF P
C
C THIS VERSION DATED 9TH JANUARY 1990 
C
C REFERENCE:
C
C [1] M ABRAMOWITZ AID I A STEGUI 'HANDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL FUNCTIONS'
C NEW YORK: DOVER,
C
C NOW CARRY OUT THE FORWARD RECURRENCE TO CALCULATE P.
C

P (l)  - 1 . 0  
P(2) » X 
PDER(l)-0.0 
PDER(2)=1.0 
DO 10 I = 2 ,1

C
C THE FOLLOWING EQUATION, USED TO CARRY OUT THE FORWARD
C RECURRENCE, IS A REARRANGEMENT OF EQI. (8 .5 .3 )  I I  [1 ] .
C

P(I+1) = ((I+I-1)*X *P (I) -  ( I -1 )* P (I -1 ) ) /I  
IF(X.EQ.1.0)THBI 

PDER(I+1)*I*(I+1-0)/2.0 
ELSEIF(X.BQ.- 1 .0 ) THEN 

PDER(I+1)=((-1)**(I+1))*I*(I+1 0 ) /2 .0  
ELSE

PDER(I+1)=I*(X*P(I+1)-P(I))/(X*X-1.0)
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EIDIF
COITIIUE
EID



D.20 Complex function NDFG
NDFG calculates the normal derivative of the free field Green’s function. 
There are no subprograms referenced.

COMPLEX FUICTIOI IDFG(X, I , BCOOB, ACOOB, IORM)
COHPLEX+8 K 
REÂL*4 X

C
C IDFQ CALCULATES THE I0HMAL COMPOIEIT OF THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF THE 
C FRBE-FIELD OREEI'S FUICTIOI GIVE! THE HAGIITUDE OF THE VECTOR 
C BETWEEI THE TWO POUTS AID THE COMPLEX PROPAQATIOI COISTAIT.
C
C 01 EITRY:
C
C X REAL
C HAGIITUDE OF THE VECTOR BETWEEI THE TWO POUTS
C
C K COMPLEX
C COMPLEX PROPAQATIOI COISTAIT
C

COMPLEXES I.DFG
REAL*4 PI,MGI,MGJ,HOK,BCOOR(3),AC00R(3),I0RM(3)

C
I-CMPLX(0.0 ,1 .0 )
Pl-=3.141592653
DFG-(1.0-(I*K*X)) *CEXP(I*K*X)/ ( 4 . 0*PI*I*I)
HGI=(BC00R(1)-ACOORX1 ) ) *I0RM(1)
MGJ-(BC00R(2)-AC00R(2))*I0RH(2)
MGK=(BC00R(3)-AC00R(3))*I0RM(3)
IDFG=DFG*( (MGI+HGJ+HGX)/X)
RETURI
EID
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D.21 Subroutine PC
PC calculates value of complex propagation constant for the lower medium 
using equation (3.63). Reference to other subprograms are: 

• CMPBJ: a subroutine from Sastry [109].
SUBROUTIIE PC(F,IPR,SFR,SIGMA, P0R0S, PROPC)
REAL*4 F, IPR, SFR, SIGMA, P0R0S 
COMPLEXES PROPC

C
C PC CALCULATES A SIIGLE VALUE OF COMPLEX PROPAQATIOI COISTAIT 
C
C 01 EITRY 

F
C 
C
G IPR 
C 
C
C SFR 
C 
C 
C
C SIGMA
C 
C
C P0R0S 
C 
C
C 01 EXIT 
C
C PROPC 
C 
C
C ROUTIIE CMPBJ IS CALLED 
C
C THIS VERSIOI DATED 8TH JAIUARY, 1990.
C
C UTERI AL VARIABLES 
C

REAL*4 LAHBDAP,PI,CF,GAMMA, PRAIDTL, Q, SQRTIP, RHOF, AE, OMEGA 
COMPLEXES I,Y,T,YP,TP,ZKKB,J0,J1 
IITEGER*2 II

C
PI°4.0*ATAI(1.0)
I=CMPLX(0.0 ,1 .0 )
CF=343.0 
9AKMA=1,4 
PRAIDTL=0.76 
Q=SQRT(POROS**-IPR)
SQRTIP-SQRT(PRAIDTL)
RH0F=1.2
AE-SQRT(8 .0 * (Q**2)/ (POROS+SIGMA))
0MEGA=2.O*PI*F
LAMBDAP-(AE/SFR)* ( (0MEGA*RH0F)**O.5)
Y=SQRTIP*LAMBDAP*(I**0.5)
■1=0

REAL
FREQUEICY

REAL
GRAII SHAPE FACTOR 

REAL
PORE SHAPE FACTOR RATIO. I B .  THIS IS DOUBLE 
THE VALUE USED I I  THE OLD PREDICTIOI ROUTIIES.

REAL
FLOW RESISTIVITY

REAL
POROSITY

REAL
UI-IORMALISED PROPAQATIOI COISTAIT
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CALL CMPBJ(Y,1 1 ,JO)
1.1=1
CALL CMPBJCY.ll.JU 
T-J1/JO
YP-LAMBDAP*(1**0.6)
11=0
CALL CMPBJ(YP,H,JO)
11=1
CALL CMPBJ(YP,H,J1)

/(i »-<:
ft * (q * 0 M E G A /C F )* * 2 )* * 0 .B

RETURI
EID
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D.22 Subroutine PLNSCATCOE
PLNSCATCOE calculates values of the complex coefficients using equation 
(B.6). Reference to other subprograms are: 

• SPHBES: see section D.25;

• SPHHNK: see section D.26.

SUBROUTIIE PLHSCATCOE(X, A, I)
IITEOER I 
COMPLEX X,A(I+1)

C
C PLISCATÇOE CALCULATES THE COEFFICIEITS FOR CALCULATIOI 
C OF THE SCATTERED FIELD BY A RIGID SPHERE II  AI IIFIIITE 
C HOMOOEIEOÙS MEDIUM.
C
C 01 EITRY:
C
C X COMPLEX

. C THE ARGUHEIT K*R
I X IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C I IITEOER
C I IS THE ORDER OF THE LARGEST ORDER AID MUST BE
C A POSITIVE IITEOER.
C I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C 01 EXIT:
C
C A COMPLEX
C THE COEFFICIEITS AM.
C
C ROUTIIES SPHBES AID SPHHIK ARE CALLED.
C
C UTERI AL VARIABLES 
C

COMPLEX IM,H(1000),HDER(1000), J(IOOO), JDER(IOOO)
IITEOER L,M

C
M=10
CALL SPHBES(X,I,H,J,JDER)
CALL SPHHIK(X,I,H.HDER)
IH = ( 0 . 0 , 1 0 )
A(1)»-JDER(1)/HDER(1)
A(2)=(0.0,-3.0)*JDER(2)/HDER(2)
DO 010 L-3,1+1 

H=L-1
IM“CMPLX( - AIMAG(IH ), REAL(IH))
A <L> — (M+M+l ) *IM*JDER(L) /HDER(L)

010 COITIIUE 
EID
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D.23 Complex function PLNSCATFLD
PLNSCATFLD calculates value of pressure field using equation (B.4). Ref
erence to other subprograms are: 

• LEGNDR: see section D.19;

• SPHHNK: see section D.26.

COMPLEX FUICTIOI PLISCATFLD( Z, THETA, A *I )
IITEOER I 
COMPLEX A(I+1),Z  
REAL THETA

C
C PLISCATFLD CALCULATES THE SCATTERED FIELD AT THE RECEIVER BY A 
C RIGID SPHERE II  AI IIFIIITE HOMOOEIEOUS MEDIUM.
C
C 01 EITRY:
C
C Z COMPLEX
C VALUE OF K*R.
C Z IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C THETA REAL
C AIGLE OF THE RECEIVER POUT.
C THETA IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C A COMPLEX
C THE ARRAY COITAIIIIG THE COEFFICIEITS CALCULATED BY
C SUBROUTIIE PLISCATCOE.
C A IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C I IITEOER
C I IS THE ORDER OF THE LARGEST ORDER.
C I MUST BE A POSITIVE IITEOER.
C I  IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C ROUTIIES LEGIDR AID SPHHIK ARE CALLED. 
C
C UTERI AL VARIABLES 
C

COMPLEX H(IOOO),HDER(1000), SUM 
REAL X,P(1000)

C
I = COS(THETA)
CALL LEOIDR(X,I,P)
CALL SPHHIKZ,I,H.HDER)
SUM=(0.0 ,0 .0 )
DO 010 H = 1,1+1 

sun=sun+ACm)*p(n>*n 0 0  
010 COITIIUE

PLISCATFLD=SUM
EID
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D.24 Function RMAG
RMAG calculates the distance between two points, both in cartesian coor
dinates. There are no subprograms referenced.

FUICTIOI RM1Q(RA,RB)
REAL*4 RA(3),RB(3)

C
C RMAG CALCULATES THE HAGIITUDE OF THE VECTOR (RB -  RA)
C
C 01 EITRY 
C
C RAO) REAL
C CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF THE FIRST VECTOR
C
C RB(3) REAL -
C CARTESIAI COORDIIATES OF THE SECOID VECTOR
C

REAL*4 R1,R2,R3
C

R1=(RB(1)-RA(1))**2 
R2=(RB(2)-RA(2))**2 
R3=(RB(3)-RA(3))**2 
RMAG=SQRT(R1+R2+R3)
RETURI
EID
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D.25 Subroutine SPHBES
SPHBES calculates values of the spherical Bessel function and its derivative. 
There are no subprograms referenced.

SUBROUTIIE SPHBES(Z,1 ,11,BBS,BESDER)
IITEGER I , M
COMPLEX Z, BES(■ + !) , BESDER(I+1)

THIS SUBROUTIIE CALCULATES AI APPROXIHATIOI TO J ( I ,Z )  AID JD (I ,Z > ,
FOR I = 0 , 1 , . . . , 1 ,  WHERE J ( I ,Z )  DEIOTES THE SPHERICAL BESSEL 
FUICTIOI OF THE FIRST KIID OF ORDER I AID AROUHEIT Z, AS DEFIIED 
II 1 0 .1 .1  OF [ 1 ] ,  AID JD (I ,Z )  DEIOTES ITS FIRST DERIVATIVE 
WITH RESPECT TO Z. THE METHOD OF CALCULATIOI O F J ( I .Z )  IS  BACKWARD 
RECURREICE. THE RECURREICE IS STARTED FROM I -  12 :■ ABS(Z)+M+10,
USIIO THE STAIDARD LARGE ORDER APPROXIHATIOI FOR J ( I 2 ,Z )  AID 
J ( 1 2 -1 ,Z) ( [ 1 ] ,  EQUATIOI ( 9 .3 . 1 ) ) .

01 EITRY:

Z COMPLEX
Z SHOULD LIE I I  THE HALF-PLAIE RE Z . GE. 0 ,  AID THE ALGORITHM 
WILL CALCULATE MORE ACCURATELY THE HEARER Z IS TO THE REAL AXIS.

I  IITEGER
I IS THE ORDER OF THE LARGEST ORDER BESSEL FUICTIOI WHICH IS  TO 
BE CALCULATED. I MUST BE A POSITIVE IITEGER.

H IITEGER
THE LARGER H I S , THE MORE ACCURATE ARE THE APPROXIHATIOIS TO 
THE BESSEL FUICTIOIS CALCULATED, BUT TOO LARGE A VALUE WILL 
IICREASE THE COMPUTER TIME USED UIIECESSARILY, AID MAY 
LEAD TO UIDERFLOW. A VALUE I I  THE RAIGE 0 -1 0  IS SUGGESTED.

Z, I ,  H ARE UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

01 EXIT:

BES COMPLEX(1+1)
BES(I+1) IS AI APPROXIHATIOI TO J ( I , Z ) ,  FOR I  -  0 , 1 , . . . , 1 .

BESDER COMPLEX<■+!)
BESDER(I+1> IS AI APPROXIHATIOI TO J D ( I ,Z ) , FOR I  ■ 0 , 1 , . . . , 1 .

REFERENCE :

[1 ] M ABRAMOWITZ AID I  A STEGUI ’HAIDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL FUICTIOIS’
IEW YORK: DOVER.

UTERIAL VARIABLE DECLARATIOIS

REAL E
IITEGER 1 1 ,1 2 ,1 ,1 1  
COMPLEX ZZ,Jl,JO,JTEHP,ALPHA

THE FUICTIOI JAPPRX(II,ZZ) DEFIIED BELOW IS THE LARGE ORDER 
APPROXIHATIOI TO J ( I I ,Z Z ) ,  GIVE! AS EQUATIOI ( 9 .3 .1 )  I I  [1 ] .

COMPLEX JAPPRX
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JAPPRX ( H , ZZ) = 0. 5* (ZZ* (E/ (II+BI+1 ) ) ) ** (I I+ 0 .5) /8QRT(BI*ZZ)
E = EXP(l.O)

C
C mOW START THE BACKWARD RECURREICE WITH THE APPROXIMATE CALCULATIOI 
C OF J(12 ,Z ).
C

I2=MAX (H IT  (1 . 5*ABS (Z )),I)+ 6

C 12 -  1 .6*ABS(Z)+H+10
J l  -  JAPPRX( 1 2 ,Z)
JO ■ JAPPRX( 1 2 - 1 ,Z)
DO 10 I = 1 2 - 2 ,1 - 1 , - !

C
C THE FOLLOWIIO EQUATIOI, USED TO CARRY OUT THE BACKWARD
C RECURREICE, IS A REARRAIOEMEIT OF EQI. (1 0 .1 .1 9 )  I I  [1 ] .
C

JTEMP = (I+ I+ 3 )* J0 /Z  -  J l  
J l  ■ JO 
JO = JTEHP

C
C AT THIS POUT JO AID J l  APPROXIMATE J ( I ,Z )  AID J ( I + 1 ,Z ) ,
C RESPECTIVELY.
C

10 COITIIUE
BES(I+1) « J l
B E S ( I ) J O
DO 20 I = 1 - 2 ,0 , - 1

C
C THE FOLLOWIIO EQUATIOI, USED TO CARRY OUT THE BACKWARD
C RECURREICE, IS  A REARRAIOEMEIT OF EQI. (1 0 .1 .1 9 )  I I  [ 1 ] .
C

BES(I+1) = (I+ I+ 3 )* B E S (I+ 2 )/Z  -  BES(1*3)
20 COITIIUE

C
C TO CORRECT ERRORS I I  BES(I) CAUSED BY USIIO AI APPROXIHATIOI TO 
C START THE BACKWARDS RECURREICE, THE VALUES B B S (I), I  -  1 , 2 , . . . , 1 + 1 ,  
C ARE IOW IORMALISED.
C

JO » S I I (Z ) /Z
C
C THIS IS THE EXACT VALUE OF J ( 0 , Z ) .
C

ALPHA -  J0 /B E S(1)
B E S(l) = JO 
DO 30 I = 2 ,1+1

B ES(I) = ALPHA*BES(I)
30 COITIIUE

C
C THE EVALUATION OF THE ARRAY BES IS  IOW COMPLETED. THE DERIVATIVES 
C OF THE BESSEL FUICTIOIS ARE IOW CALCULATED, USIIO EQUATIOI (1 0 .1 .2 0 )  
C I I  [ 1 ] ,
C

BESDER(l) = -BES(2 )
DO 40 I = 1 ,1  

II - 1+1
BESDBR(Il) = BES(I) -  I1 * B E S (I1 )/Z
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D.26 Subroutine SPHHNK
SPHHNK calculates values of the spherical Hankel function and its deriva
tive. There are no subprograms referenced.

SUBROUTIIE SPHHIK(Z, I , HIK, HIKDER)
IITEGER I
COMPLEX Z, HIK(1+1), HIKDER(I+1)

C
C THIS SUBROUTIIE CALCULATES AI APPROXIHATIOI TO H(I,Z) AID HD(I,Z),
C FOR I » 0 , 1 , . . . , 1 ,  WHERE H(I,Z) DEIOTES THE SPHERICAL BESSEL 
C FUICTIOI OF THE THIRD KIID OF ORDER I AID ARGUHEIT Z, AS DEFIIÉD 
C II 1 0 .1 .1  OF [1] (H(I,Z) J (I ,Z ) + II*Y (I ,Z ), WHERE J (I ,Z ) AID 
C Y(I,Z) DEIOTE THE SPHERICAL BÈSSEL FUICTIOIS OF FIRST AID SECOID 
C KIIDS RESPECTIVELY, AID II = SQRT(-l)). HD(I,Z) DEIOTES THE FIRST 
C DERIVATIVE OF H(I,Z> WITH RESPECT TO Z. THE METHOD OF CALCULATIOI 
C OF H(I,Z) IS FORWARD RECURREICE, WHICH IS STABLE AT LEAST PROVIDED 
C Z IS IDT TOO FAR FROM THE POSITIVE REAL AXIS.
C
C 01 EITRY:
C
C Z COMPLEX
C Z SHOULD LIE I I  THE HALF-PLAIE RE Z .GE. 0 , AID THE ALGORITHM
C WILL CALCULATE MORE ACCURATELY THE IEARER Z IS TO THE REAL AXIS.
C
C I IITEGER
C I  IS THE ORDER OF THE LARGEST ORDER BESSEL FUICTIOI WHICH IS TO
C BE CALCULATED. I MUST BE A POSITIVE IITEGER.
C
C Z, I  ARE UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C 01 EXIT:
C
C HIK COMPLEX(1*1)
C HIKU+l) IS AI APPROXIMATIOI TO H (I,Z ), FOR I » 0 , 1 , . . .  ,1 .
C
C HIKDER COMPLEX(1*1)
C HIKDERU+l) IS AI APPROXIMATIOI TO HD(I,Z), FOR I -  0 ,1 ,  . . .  ,1 .
C
C REFEREICE:
C
C [1] H ABRAMOWITZ AID I A STEGUI 'HAIDBOOK OF MATHEMATICAL FUICTIOIS'
C IEW YORK: DOVER.
C
C UTERI AL VARIABLE DECLARATIOIS 
C

IITEGER 1,11

IOW CARRY OUT THE FORWARD RECURREICE TO CALCULATE HIK.

HIK(l) = (O .O .-l.0)*E X P(( 0 .0 ,1 .0)*Z)/Z  
HIK(2) = H I K (l)* ((1 .0 ,0 .0 ) /Z -(0 .0 ,1 .0 ) )
DO 10 I = 2 ,1

THE FOLLOWIIG EQUATIOI, USED TO CARRY OUT THE FORWARD 
RECURREICE, IS A REARRAIOEMEIT OF EQI. (1 0 .1 .1 9 ) I I  [1]

C
HIK(I+1) -  (I+I-1)*H IX (I)/Z  -  HIK(I-l)

10 COITIIUE
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c
C THE EVALUATIOI OF THE ARRAY HIK IS IOV COMPLETED. THE DERIVATIVES 
C OF THE BESSEL FUICTIOIS ARE IOW CALCULATED, USIIO EQUATIOI (1 0 .1 .2 0 )  
C II  [1 ] .
C

HIKDER(l) -  -H IK2)
DO 20 I = 1 ,1  

II - 1+1
HIKDER(Il) ■ HIK(I) -  I1*HIK(I1)/Z 

20 COITIIUE 
BID
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D.27 Subroutine W
W calculates values of the error function erfc. There are no subprograms 
referenced.

SUBROUTIIE V(Z,WIZ)
c
C THIS SUBROUTIIE CALCULATES THE ERROR FUICTIOI, ERFC.
C

LOGICAL LI.LY
COMPLEXES Z,V IZ,CEFV ,S,T1,T2,T3 
DATA C O IS/1.12837^167095/

C
I — AIHAG(Z)
Y-REAL(Z)
X1=Y 
Y l= -I 

10 L1-À.OE.O.O 
LY-Y.OE.O.O 
IF(L I.A ID .L Y )IQ -1 
IF,( . IOT. L I . AID. LY) IQ-2 
I F ( . lO T .L X .A ID .. IOT.LY)IQ-3 
IF (L X . A ID .. IOT.LY)IQ-4 
X-ABS(X)
Y-ABS(Y)
S-CHPLKX.Y)
XS-X
YS-Y .

100 IF(Y .G E .4 .2 9 .OR. X.GE.5 .3 3 ) GOTO 110
S» C l. O -Y /4 .2 9 ) *SQRT(( 1 .0 - ( I* X ) /2 8 .4 1 ))
H - l .6*3 
H 2-2. 0*H 
IC A P-6.6+23.0*3 
ALAKDA-H2++ICAP 
IU -9 .5 + 2 1 .0*3 
GOTO 120

110 T l - 4 . 6 1 3 1 3 6 E -1 /(S * S -1 . 901636E-1)
T2-9.999216E-2/(S*S-1.7844927)
T 3 -2 . 8 8 3 8 9 4 E -3 /(S * S -5 .5263437)
HIZ-S*(T1+T2+T3)
V-REAL(WIZ)
U— AIHAG(WIZ)
GOTO 180 

120 R l-0 .0
R 2-0 .0
5 1 -0 .0
5 2 -0 .0  
I- IU

130 IF(I.LT.O)GOTO 160 
P1-Ï+1
T1-Y+H+P1*R1
T2=I-P1*R2
0 0 . 5 /  (T1*T1+T2*T2)
R1=C*T1 

-R 2-O T 2  -
IFCH. EQ. 0 . 0 . OR. I . GT. ICAP)GOTO 140 
T1-ALAHDA+S1
51-R1*T1-R2*S2
52-R2*T1+R1*S2
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ALAMDA=âL*HDA/H2 
140 *-1-1

GOTO 130 
ISO IFCALAHDA.EQ.O.0 )0010 160 

U=G01S*S1 
V=C0IS*S2 
GOTO 180 

160 Ü-C01S*R1
V=C0IS*R2 

180 CEFH-CHPLX(U, V)
TEST=-XS*IS+YS*YS 
IF  (TEST. LT. -8 6 .0 )  TEST— 8 5 .0  
IF(TEST.GT.8 7 . )TEST-87.0 
0 0 1 0 (2 3 0 ,2 2 0 ,2 1 0 ,2 1 0 ) ,IQ  

210 CEFV-2.0*CEXP(CHPLX(TEST, - 2 . *IS*YS)) -CEFW
IFCIQ.EQ.3)0070  230 
IF(IQ .EQ .4)G 0T0 220 

220 CEFV-COIJG(CEFV)
230 MIZ-CEFM 

RETURI 
E1D
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D.28 Subroutine ZC
ZC calculates value of characteristic impedance as given by equation (3.63). 
There are no subprograms referenced.

SUBROUTIIE ZC C F, PROPC,CDE1S, ZR)
REAL+4 F
COMPLEXES PROPC,CDEIS.ZR

C
C
C ZC CALCULATES A SIIOLE VALUE OF CHARACTERISTIC IHPEDAICE.
C
C 01 EITRY 
C
C F REAL
C FREQUEICY
C .
C PROPC COMPLEX
C COMPLEX PROPAOATIOI COISTAIT
C
C CDEIS COMPLEX
C COMPLEX DEISITY
C
C 01 EXIT 
C
C ZR COMPLEX
C RELATIVE (I . E.  IORMALISED VRT AIR) CHARACTERISTIC IHPEDAICE
C -
C THIS VERSIOI DATED 8TH JAIUARY, 1990.
C
C UTERI AL VARIABLES 
C

COMPLEXES I
REAL*4 PI,RHOF,OMEGA,CF

C
PI=4.0*ATAI(1.0)
I-CMPLX(0.0,1.0)
RH0F=1.2 
OMEGA-2.0*PI*F 
CF-343.
ZR-(CDEIS*OMEGA)/ (PROPC*RHOF*CF)
RETURI
BID
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D.29 Subroutine ZL
ZL calculates value of the surface impedance of a rigid-backed layer as given 
by equation (4.1), with Z2 given by equation (3.64). Reference to other 
subprograms are: 

• CCOTH: see section D.l

SUBROUTIIE ZL(F,PROPC,CDEIS,D,ZR)
C0HPLEX*8 PROPC,CDEIS.ZR 
REALM F,D

C
C ZL CALCULATES A SIIOLE VALUE OF THE SURFACE IHPEDAICE OF A 
C RIGIDLY-BACKED LAYER.
C
C 01 EITRY 
C
C F REAL
C FREQUEICY
C
C PROPC COMPLEX
C COMPLEX PROPAOATIOI COISTAIT
C
C CDEIS COMPLEX
C COMPLEX DEISITY
C
C D REAL
C LAYER DEPTH
C
C 01 EXIT 
C
C ZL COMPLEX
C SURFACE IHPEDAICE
C
C THIS VERSIOI DATED STH DECEMBER, 1989.
C
C SUBROUTIIE CCOTH IS  CALLED.
C
C UTERI AL VARIABLES
C

COMPLEXES I , IKD, IKD1, ZC, CCOTH 
REALM PI,RHOF,OMEGA,CF 
P IM .O M T A I(l.O )
I-C H P L X (0 .0 ,1 .0 )
RH0F=1.2 
0MEGA=2.0*PI*F 
C F-343 .0
ZC-(CDEIS*OMEOA)/ (PR0PC*RH0F*CF)
IKD=-I*PROPC*D 
IKD1=CC0TH( IKD)
ZR=IKD1*ZC
RETURI
BID
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D.30 Subroutine ZSPHERE
ZSPHERE calculates value of the surface impedance induced by a rigid 
sphere embedded within a rigid porous medium as given by equation (4.12). 
Reference to other subprograms are: 

• LEGNDR: see section D.19;
• SPHBES: see section D.25;

• SPHHNK: see section D.26.

SUBROUTIIE ZSPHERE(K l,K 2 ,R ,Z 1 ,Z 2 ,THETA,A ,I ,D ,Z )
IITEGER I
COMPLEX A (I+ 1 ),K 2 ,Z 2 ,Z  
REAL Kl,THETA,R,D,Z1

C
C 01 EITRY:
C
C I I  
C 
C 
C
C 12
C 
C 
C
C R 
C 
C 
C
C Z1 
c 
C 
C
C Z2 
C 
C 
C
C TRETA 
C 
C 
C
C A
C 
C 
C
C I
C 
C 
C 
C
C D REAL
C DISTAICE FROM THE CEITRE OF THE SPHERE TO THE SURFACE (WHICH
C MUST BE GREATER THAI THE RADIUS OF THE SPHERE).
C D IS  UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
C
C 01 EXIT:

REAL
PROPAOATIOI COISTAIT OF THE UPPER MEDIUM 
K1 IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

COMPLEX
PROPAOATIOI COISTAIT OF THE LOWER MEDIUM 
12 IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REAL
DISTAICE TO THE MEASUREMENT POUT 
R IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REAL
IHFEDAlUb UK THti UKFKK HKU1UH 
Z1 IS UNCHARGED 01 EXIT.

COMPLEX
IMPEDANCE OF THE LOWER MEDIUM 
Z2 IS UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

REAL
ANGLE
THETA IS  UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

COMPLEX
COEFFICIENT ARRAY 
A IS  UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.

IITEGER
I  IS  THE ORDER OF THE LARGEST ORDER.
I  MUST BE A POSITIVE IITEGER.
I  IS  UICHAIGED 01 EXIT.
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c
C Z COMPLEX
C IIDUCED RELATIVE SURFACE IHPEDAICE
C
C THIS VERSIOI DATED 16TH JAIUARY, 1989.
C
C IITERIAL VARIABLES 
C

COMPLEX ALPHA,ALPHAIIV.DRPDT,H(1 0 0 0 ) ,H D E R (1000),I,IH  
COMPLEX PRS, R I , R I2 IIV , RP, PP, QQ 
COMPLEX VRSA, VRSB, VRS, ZK2R 
REAL C ,C T ,P (1 0 00),P D E R (1000),P I,S ,S T

C
PI=4 0*ATAI(1.0)
CT=COS(THETA)
S f « S I !  (THETA)
C-COS(PI-THETA)
S-SII(Pi-TH ETA)
I=(0.0,1.0)
RI-K2/K1
R I2 IIV -1 .0 /(R I* R I)
ZX2R=K2*R
ALPHA»(Z2*K2)/(ZI*K1)
ALPHAIIV-l. 0 / ALPHA 
QQ-CSQRt(RI2IIV-S*S)
PP=C+ALPHA*qq
RP=(ALPHAIIV*C-qq)/(ALPHAIIV*C+qq)
DRPDT— (s+s)* a lp h a * (qq-(c*c)/qq)/(PP*PP)
CALL LEQIDR(CT, I , P , PDER)
CALL SPHHIK(ZK2R.I,H,HDER)
VRSA-(0.0 ,0 .0 )
VRSB-(0.0 ,0 .0 )
PRS-( 0 .0 ,0 .0 )
DO 010 M = 1,1+1 

VRSA-VRSA+(P(H)*K2*HDBR(H)*CT+PDER(H)+ST+ST+H(H)/R)*A(H) 
VRSB-VRSB+P(H)*A(M)*H(M)
PRS-PRS+P(H)*A(M)*H(H)

010 COITIIUE
PRS-EXP(-I*K2*D)+PRS*( 1 .O+RP)
VRS— I*(r*K2*EXP(-I*K2*D.) + (l-RP)*VRSA-ST*DRPDT*VRSB/R)/(Z2*I2)
Z-PRS/VRS
Z-Z /Z l
EID
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